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Chapter 1
Introduction
Systems in biology, including ecosystems, populations, multicellular organisms, down
to subcellular systems are comprised of many different networks on many different
spatial and temporal scales. For example, our bodies have a variety of biological net-
works, for instance, the neural networks of the central nervous system; the cardiovas-
cular system; the lymphatic system and on a sub cellular level, there are networks of
gene regulatory networks (GRNs). The dynamics of these networks give rise to clocks
that follow rhythms or oscillations with periods ranging from seconds to days. Our
hearts beat every second, and cells divide periodically. The circadian clock located in
the hypothalamus generates twenty-four hour rhythms, timing our sleep and hormone
release. These time keeping strategies are underpinned at the sub cellular level by the
oscillatory behaviour of GRNs (Bell-Pedersen et al. 2005).
Experimentalists attempt to unveil the complex mechanism behind these systems. How-
ever, experiments, can only probe so far depending on the technological capabilities.
Additionally, the high complexity of these systems and their coupled non linear inter-
actions, overthrows the power of human intuition. There has been great progress in
mathematics to model such systems.
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Sir D’Arcy Thompson was one of the pioneers of mathematical biology. His inves-
tigations of pattern formation in nature, (Thompson 1917), led to the introduction of
appropriate mathematical models for reaction-diffusion systems (Turing 1952), with
significant implications in genetics and development (Morriss-Kay & Sakolova 1996).
In addition, methods of stochastic processes have been developed and applied to a
variety of problems in all areas of biology, but particularly in both population genetics
and molecular genetics (Feller 1950, Fisher 1958, Lander et al. 2004, Skorokhod et al.
2002). There are many more sophisticated mathematical results that have contributed
to, and benefited from, investigations in biology.
Experimentalists and mathematicians have began to collaborate and embrace the ben-
efits of mathematical modelling and its predictive power. Mathematicians have began
to model these complex systems and seek to probe solutions to help predict further
functions of the system, (facilitating the use of computational power) and therefore,
guide the experimentalists next hypothesis. Qualitative and quantitative approaches
have been taken. Describing systems in a quantitative manner means their behaviour
can be better simulated, and hence properties can be predicted that might not be ev-
ident to the experimenter. As computational methods developed and computational
memory increased, the ability to solve complex non-linear systems has become possi-
ble. There has also been increasing interest in in-silico experimentation due to ethical
considerations, risk, lack of material for multiple replication, unreliability and other
complications involved in human and animal research.
Since the human genome project, an explosion in data-rich information sets have been
uncovered. The human genome contains 20-25 thousand genes. Without the use of the
analytics tools of mathematics, genomics information would be excruciatingly painful
to understand. Additionally, systems biologists have been working to try and delineate
the patterns of interactions between genes via mathematical modelling of the cell’s
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gene regulatory networks. This thesis will focus in on the intracellular level, mathe-
matically modelling GRNs, seeking insight to their spatial-temporal dynamics.
Our genes and the networks of interactions between them, provide our cells with in-
formation on how to function and survive. Synthetic biologists and systems biologists
work collaboratively in this highly interdisciplinary field to unfold the greatly yet to be
understood biomolecular logistics and interactive communication mechanisms behind
them. Together they have created and modelled synthetic GRNs in order to try and
understand GRNs (Elowitz & Leibler 2000, Gardner et al. 2000).
Just one single gene can be known to interact with hundreds of other genes. However,
there are sub networks that seem to appear commonly within the complexity of the
overall cell genome. These subnetworks are called motifs Milo et al. (2002), Shen-Orr
et al. (2002). We define network motif as patterns of interconnections that recur in
many different parts of a network at frequencies much higher than those found in ran-
domized networks. Positive and negative feedback loops make up two types of motifs.
These motifs produce both spatial and temporal oscillations in molecular number.
Positive feedback loops generally aid in amplifying a signal, however, when combined
together with a negative feedback loop, robust oscillations have been seen to be pro-
duced Nelson et al. (2004), Sneppen et al. (2010), Milo et al. (2002), Shen-Orr et al.
(2002), Yeger-Lotem et al. (2004), Alon (2007).
The presence of the negative feedback loop, whether in the form of direct transcrip-
tional repression or transcription factor sequestration is the ultimate key to sustaining
oscillations Kim (2015). However, when combined with positive feedback, more ro-
bust oscillations have been seen to be produced Mitari et al. (2015), Tian et al. (2009).
GRNs which contain negative feedback loops are known to exhibit spatio-temporal
oscillatory dynamics of the components involved Dolmetsch et al. (1997), Dolmetsch
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et al. (1998), Berridge et al. (2003), Dequeant et al. (2006), Shimojo et al. (2008),
Hirata et al. (2002), Nelson et al. (2004), Lahav et al. (2004).
Intracellular, spatial-temporal mathematical models can now be developed, validated
and has been advancements in technology that can now visually observe the intracel-
lular spatial-temporal dynamics of molecules, such as fluorescent imaging.
A negative feedback loop occurs when the output of a gene inhibits or represses the
output of another gene in that network. Similarly, a positive feedback loop, is where
the products of a gene enhances the products of another gene in the same network.
The most simple example being where the output product of a gene directly or indi-
rectly up/down regulates its own output product.
The next step in cellular fate depends on the the cells response to the current state of
its own genetic networks and microenvironment, and any stimuli from the surrounding
environment.
The successful transfer and processing of all of this information can be greatly exhib-
ited by the spatial and temporal dynamics of the cells molecular profile, which together
then helps to trigger the next step.
More evidence is being acquired which points toward the dynamics of GRNs playing
the major role in the next step of cell fate decision making. For example the p53/Mdm2
GRN is activated under DNA damage, exhibiting oscillations which aid to try and pro-
tect the cell (Lahav et al. 2004, Purvis et al. 2012); Hypoxia Inducible Factor-a (HIF-
a)/Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF) GRN is activated to regulate angio-
genesis (Forsythe et al. 1996, Hirota & Semenza 2006); Notch signalling determines
proliferation or differentiation in neurons Shimojo et al. (2008); Nuclear Factor kB
(NFkB) is activated in the proinflammatory and immune responses (Ashall et al. 2009,
Lee et al. 2014, Nelson et al. 2004); The Hes1 GRN helps to determine the outcome
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of embryonic stem cell differentiation (Kobayashi & Kageyama 2011, Kobayashi et al.
2009); the HIF-a/prolyl hydroxylase (PHD) inhibits cell death under hypoxic condi-
tions Bagnall et al. (2013).
GRNs which contain negative feedback loops (circuits) are known to exhibit spatio-
temporal oscillatory dynamics of the components involved (proteins, mRNA). These
oscillations may play a major role in crosstalk with other pathways (Veening et al.
2008, Wang et al. 2011) or assist steps in epigenetic modifications Nelson et al. (2004)
and hence, co-activator/repressor recruitment and chromatin remodelling: each in part
determining future gene activity.
In consideration of spatial pattern formation in embryonic development, it is quite
intuitive that spatial models are essential.
Also, there has been experimental evidence showing that the spatial distribution of
transcription factors within Eschericia coli is greatly determined by the position of the
genes Kuhlman & Cox (2012).
At the intracellular level, we explore the spatio-temporal dynamics of different gene
regulatory networks (GRNs), particularly different spatial dynamics at early and later
times and how these early and late dynamics change as a result of a change in spatial
parameters, such as diffusion coefficient and location of gene sites within a cell.
Chapter 2
Biological Background
In this chapter we review the biology of intracellular signal transduction. We focus on
the spatial structure of eukaryotic cells, intracellular molecular transport, gene regula-
tory networks, negative feedback loops and stochasticity.
2.1 The spatial structure of the Eukaryotic cell
All multicellular organisms are made up of eukaryotic cells, though some eukary-
otes exist as single cell organisms. A eukaryotic cell is contained within a plasma
membrane. Eukaryotic cells contain an internal cytoplasmic compartment and nucleus
within the cytoplasm. Cytosol, the jelly-like substance within the cell, provides the
fluid medium necessary for biochemical reactions. Eukaryotic cells also contain vari-
ous internal compartments called organelles, the nucleus being the central organelle of
the cell. An organelle (”little organ”) is one of several different types of membrane-
enclosed bodies in the cell, each performing a unique function. Organelle function can
be divided into three main categories: information processing, energy processing, and
packaging of chemical products. The nucleus is the organelle most associated with
6
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information processing. Nuclear pore complexes determine where species can move
between the nucleus and cytoplasm and also the rate at which this can happen. The
nucleus contains long, single strands of DNA called chromosomes.
2.1.1 The cytoskeleton
The shape of a eukaryotic cell is maintained by the cytoskeleton. The cytoskeleton is a
group of fibrous proteins that uphold cellular architecture, are responsible for organelle
positioning and resist compression of the cell. However, they are flexible and can
reshape the cell and relocate cellular organelles as required. The cytoskeleton is also
important for cell reproduction, mechanotransduction and transportation of substances
within the cell (Wang et al. 1993, Wirtz & Dobbs 1990). Protruding out from an
organelle, known as the microtubule organising centre (MTOC) are many roads of
filaments, called microtubules. The vehicles that transport many different molecules
along this road network are called motor proteins: myosin, dynein and kinesin.
2.1.2 Molecular Transport
All cells are highly organised spatially. To help establish and maintain uneven dis-
tributions of specific molecules and organelles, eukaryotic cells employ several dis-
tinct mechanisms for molecular transport. The appropriate subcellular localisation of
molecular species is critical for a cell to remain healthy (Johansson et al. 2008, Kim
et al. 2000, Norvell et al. 2005).
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Diffusion
Diffusion is the main mechanism of transport for many important materials in the cell.
It is sometimes described as ’passive transport’ as it does not require any energy. Sim-
ply put, it is the movement of molecules from a region of high concentration to a region
of low concentration: molecules moves with their concentration gradient.
Active transport
Unlike diffusion, the active transport of material is directed and requires energy. The
term active transport can describe molecular transport across a membrane or the trans-
port facilitated by motor protein along the microtubules of the cytoskeleton.
Depending on the motor protein, trafficking of intracellular molecules can be directed
from the nuclear membrane to the cell membrane or in opposite direction. Dynein
motors attach to proteins and transport them along microtubules towards the nucleus
and kinesin motors attach to proteins and transport them along microtubules away from
the nuclear membrane. Active transport along microtubules is involved in information
transfer as it helps translocate molecules to and away from the nucleus (quickly), where
the information processing occurs.
2.2 Signal transduction
The ability to sense and adjust to the environment is crucial to life. For multicellular
organisms, the ability to respond to external changes is essential not only for survival
but also for normal development and physiology. Cells have a communication network,
underpinned by genetic circuitry.
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Intracellular signal transduction can be described as the transmission of extracellular
signals from a cell’s exterior to its interior, for example, to the nucleus. Molecular
signals are transmitted between cells by the secretion of hormones and other chemical
factors. The ability of an organism to function normally is dependent on all the cells
of its different organs communicating effectively with their surrounding environment
and with each other - a phenomenon known as intercellular communication. Mam-
malian cells require stimulation for cell division and survival; in the absence of growth
factor, the cell will undergo apoptosis (cell death). These extracellular stimulation re-
quirements are necessary for controlling cell behaviour in unicellular and multicellular
organisms. In fact, signal transduction pathways are perceived to be so central to bio-
logical processes that a large number of diseases are attributed to their dysregulation.
Signal transduction pathways are very specific, both in their activation and in their
downstream actions. Thus, the various organs in the body respond in an appropriate
manner and only to relevant signals. In eukaryotic cells, most intracellular proteins are
activated by a ligand/receptor interaction and possess an enzymatic activity, examples
include tyrosine kinases and phosphatases. This can start off a cascade of reactions,
activating further molecules to respond, each acting as a messenger in the process.
These secondary messengers then bring into play complex gene regulatory networks
(GRNs) which respond appropriately and decide the next step in cell decision making.
2.2.1 Gene expression
Segments of DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid), called genes, are the building block of life.
Genes encode all the information our cells need to communicate, function, grow and
survive. Depending on cell type, for instance, muscle or neuronal, a different set of
genes (20 - 25 thousand for human beings) will be functional.
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A gene can be activated/deactivated by specific signalling molecules (gene regulators)
called transcription factors. Activation/deactivation occurs due to specific transcription
factors binding to regulatory regions of the gene, namely promoters, enhancers and
silencers. These regulatory regions, known as boxes, are specific repeating sequences
of nucleotides. For example, an N box denotes a conserved promoter element and an
E box denotes an enhancer element.
Once this transcription factor-regulatory region binding occurs, enzymes, (biological
catalysts), called RNA polymerase are able/unable to bind to the targeted gene and
initiate a process called transcription. Transcription is the process by which the infor-
mation encoded in DNA is copied into a new molecule of messenger RNA (mRNA).
Hence, the process being mediated by transcription factors, determining the factor at
which an mRNA transcript can be produced. Some genes are located closer to the nu-
clear membrane than others, increasing their sensitivity to transcription factors (Cole
& Scarcelli 2006).
mRNA provides a template to the synthesis of a protein. A process called alterna-
tive splicing of mRNA will result in a different protein being synthesised. Once an
mRNA is formed, it can travel to the nuclear membrane, be actively transported across
it and diffuse in the cytoplasm to reach ribosomes where its associated protein can be
synthesised.
Proteins can be classified depending on their domains. The transcription factor called
Hes1 contains the basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) domain and NF-kB contains the Rel
homology domain. These domains (along with other aspects, such as protein folding)
specify the functional purpose of the protein. Particularly, it specifies, which genetic
regulatory sites the protein can bind to.
Once formed, a transcription factor, with an exposed nuclear localisation sequence
(NLS) can travel across the nuclear membrane into the nucleus to meet its associated
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target genes. Once again, transcription factor-regulatory region binding can induce or
inhibit (depending on the functional role) the transcription of mRNA encoded in that
gene, thus, controlling levels of mRNA and protein copy numbers.
This is a description of gene interaction.
2.2.2 Gene Regulatory Networks
A gene regulatory network (GRN) lies at the core of intracellular signal transduction.
In brief, a GRN is a collection of genes in a cell which interact with each other indi-
rectly through their RNA and protein products (and with other substances in the cell),
thereby governing the rates at which genes in the network are transcribed into mRNA.
If the products of a first gene enhance or inhibit the products of a second gene, we say
that the first gene positively or negatively regulates the second gene. If the output of
the second gene feeds back in to positively up regulate or negatively down regulate the
first gene, we call this circuitry a positive/negative feedback loop.
If the output product of a gene directly or indirectly up/down regulates its own output
product, we say that the GRN contains an auto activating/inhibiting feedback loop.
Patterns of protein-protein or transcription factor-gene interactions appear consistently
throughout many cell types. It has been found that these patterns of interconnections
tend to have a functional information processing purpose. These patterns are called
regulatory motifs and are defined more specifically as patterns of interconnections that
recur in complex networks significantly more often than in randomized networks. Pos-
itive and negative feedback loops are commonly found in regulatory motifs Sneppen
et al. (2010), Milo et al. (2002), Shen-Orr et al. (2002), Yeger-Lotem et al. (2004),
Alon (2007).
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Figure 2.1: A simple schematic example of a negative feedback loop:gene one acti-
vates gene 2 and in turn gene 2 inhibits gene 1
More precisely, GRNs which contain negative feedback loops are known to exhibit
spatio-temporal oscillatory dynamics of the components involved (proteins, mRNA)
Dolmetsch et al. (1997), Dolmetsch et al. (1998), Berridge et al. (2003), Dequeant
et al. (2006), Shimojo et al. (2008), Hirata et al. (2002), Nelson et al. (2004), Lahav
et al. (2004).
It has been found that networks containing solely negative feedback can produce co-
herent oscillations, although, period of oscillations have been found to be very diverse.
Positive feedback loops generally aid in amplifying a signal, monostability, bistability.
However, when combined together with a negative feedback loop, more robust oscilla-
tions have been seen to be produced than a network containing only negative feedback
Mitari et al. (2015), Tian et al. (2009).
Figure 2.3 shows a schematic diagram of a GRN, where each node represents a gene
13
Figure 2.2: A simple schematic of the Hes1 GRN: One gene repressilator
Figure 2.3: Negative feedback GRN: The products of A enhances output of both B and
C, which in turn downregulate output production from A
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of the GRN (i.e. gene A, B or C) and each arrow indicates the positively or negatively
regulated pathway due to that genes output (mRNA and/or protein). Thus, the output
products of gene A induces the output products of both B and the output products of
C, to which the output products of both B and C in turn inhibit and hence negatively
regulate the productive activity of A.
The digital information provided by multiple extracellular signals is rapidly decoded,
processed and encoded as an analogue intracellular signal Kyriakis (2007), Jaenisch &
Bird (2003), Mohan (2009), Behar & Hoffmann (2010), Behar & Hoffmann (2013),
Purvis & Lahav (2013), Tay et al. (2010).
It is believed that analogue information, such as frequency, amplitude and response
time of transcription factor spatial-temporal abundance have important implications in
gene expression Tay et al. (2010), Paszek et al. (2010), Mengel et al. (2007).
It is believed that the oscillations seen, carry information that play a major role in
determining cell fate Ashall et al. (2009), Purvis et al. (2012), Lahav et al. (2004). This
may be due to the oscillations playing a major role in crosstalk with other pathways
Wang et al. (2011), or assist steps in epigenetic modifications Nelson et al. (2004)
and hence, co-activator/repressor recruitment and chromatin remodelling: each in part
determining future gene activity.
A major step in predicting the fate and phenotype of a cell lies in understanding the
spatial temporal dynamics produced by these GRNs.
2.3 Stochasticity
Even in a population of isogenic cells in a homogeneous environment, the oscilla-
tions observed between cells are asynchronous if even oscillations are seen at all in
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a particular cell. This heterogeneity has been widely recorded since the development
of fluorescent imaging. It is believed that intrinsic and extrinsic stochasticity in the
biochemical and transport dynamics of a GRN play a major role in this asynchrony
and that it may have a purpose, specifically in areas of gene expression, biological
development, cell survival and evolution Eldar & Elowitz (2010).
The work of Carr & Whitmore (2005) is concerned with zebrafish tissue and cell line
containing circadian clocks. If light is deprived, population assays show a dampening
of oscillations. However, individual cell imaging showed that individual cells still
oscillated but with widely different phases from other cells. A pulse of light helped to
synchronise the cell line once again.
Genetically identical cells and organisms exhibit remarkable diversity even when they
have identical histories of environmental exposure. for example, the differences in
identical twins finger prints or the difference in coat patterns and personalities in a
cloned cat Raser & O’Shea (2005).
Noise, or variation, in the process of gene expression is now believed to contribute to
this phenotypic variability.
Heterogeneity in gene expression has a substantial influence on susceptibility to dis-
ease, disease prognosis, the efficiency of drug therapy, and development of mental
health disorders such as drug dependence Khokhar et al. (2010), Madian et al. (2012),
Thuong et al. (2008).
Stochasticity in gene expression is believed to aid in survival at an evolutionary level
of selection. Waddington’s theories of canalization and genetic assimilation propose
that wasteful phenotypic variability in a population is suppressed when the population
is well adapted to its environment. However, if environmental conditions shift, phe-
notypic noise becomes advantageous because a noisy population will produce some
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members that are better adapted to the new environment.
Most of the information on cell signalling has been obtained from population-level
studies using bulk assays, yet it is not clear if population data faithfully reflect how
individual cells respond. For example, pulsed responses of p53 to radiation damage
are evident only at the single-cell level Lahav et al. (2004). The results of Paszek
et al Turner et al. (2010) suggest that a stochastic threshold, controlling functional
all-or-nothing responses, is behind the source of variability shown between identical
individual cells in NFkB signalling.
Genes are organised into regulatory circuits where the expression of one gene can
influence the expression of another. A consequence of this organisation is that noise
in the expression of one gene may propagate to affect noise in the expression of a
downstream gene
When large numbers of molecules are present, chemical reactions may proceed in
a predictable manner, thus making PDE models sufficient in describing the spatial-
temporal dynamics. However, when only a low number of molecules of a specific type
exist in a cell, stochastic effects can become prominent and the PDE formulation, that
calculates mean values, no longer captures the true variable dynamics.
Chapter 3
Mathematical Modelling of Gene
Regulatory Networks
3.1 Introduction
As discussed in chapter two, a gene regulatory network (GRN) is a collection of genes
within a cell, that interact directly or indirectly via their mRNA and protein output
products. Patterns of protein-protein/transcription factor-gene interactions appear con-
sistently throughout many GRNs in many cell types. It has been found that these
patterns of interconnections tend to have a functional information processing purpose.
These patterns are called regulatory motifs.
The following gives a few reasons to why mathematical modelling of GRNs is essen-
tial. GRNs are large and complex. There is extensive genomic information to decipher.
There is still the search to decipher gene/protein interaction and to understand the con-
sequential implications of minor changes to a gene or a protein. Mathematical models
are required in order to gain further understanding of a GRN’s activity, function and
17
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purpose. Intuitive thinking of such complex processes is extremely limited and can
only take an experimentalist so far.
Mathematical models have been utilised to recapitulate empirical information from the
transcriptional code of a single gene (Yuh et al. 2001), to deduce previous unknown
functional interactions from complex experimental data, leading the researcher to new
testable hypotheses (Jaeger et al. 2004) and to predict features underpinning regulation
of the system that are hard to measure directly (Fakhouri et al. 2010).
Mathematical models can capture the spatial-temporal oscillatory dynamics that a lot
of GRNs produce via the presence of negative feedback (Berridge et al. 2003, Dequeant
et al. 2006, Dolmetsch et al. 1997, 1998, Hirata et al. 2002, Lahav et al. 2004, Nelson
et al. 2004, Shimojo et al. 2008). A negative feedback loop in a GRN is the situation
where the output of a gene inhibits or represses the output of another gene in that
network. The most simple example being where the output product of a gene directly
or indirectly up/down regulates its own output product. Similarly, a positive feedback
loop is the situation where the products of a gene enhances the products of another
gene in the same network. Positive feedback loops generally aid in amplifying a signal.
However, when combined together with a negative feedback loop, robust oscillations
have been seen to be produced (Alon 2007, Milo et al. 2002, Nelson et al. 2004, Shen-
Orr et al. 2002, Sneppen et al. 2010, Yeger-Lotem et al. 2004).
The presence of the negative feedback loop, whether in the form of direct transcrip-
tional repression or transcription factor sequestration is the ultimate key to sustaining
oscillations (Kim 2015). However, when combined with positive feedback, more ro-
bust oscillations have been seen to be produced (Mitari et al. 2015, Tian et al. 2009).
Figure 3.2 shows a schematic diagram of a GRN, where each node represents a gene
of the GRN (i.e. gene A, B or C) and each arrow indicates the positively or negatively
regulated pathway due to that genes output (mRNA and/or protein). Thus, the output
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Figure 3.1: A simple schematic diagram of the Hes1 GRN: The one gene repressilator.
Figure 3.2: A theoretical example of a negative feedback GRN: The products of gene
A enhances output of both gene B and gene C, which in turn downregulate output
production from gene A.
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products of gene A induces the output products of both B and the output products of
C, to which the output products of both B and C in turn inhibit and hence negatively
regulate the productive activity of A.
It is believed that the oscillations seen, carry information that play a major role in
determining cell fate (Ashall et al. 2009, Lahav et al. 2004, Purvis et al. 2012). This
may be due to the oscillations playing a major role in crosstalk with other pathways
(Wang et al. 2011) or assist steps in epigenetic modifications (Nelson et al. 2004)
and hence, co-activator/repressor recruitment and chromatin remodelling: each in part
determining future gene activity.
A major step in predicting the fate and phenotype of a cell lies in understanding the
spatial temporal dynamics produced by these GRNs.
3.2 A brief history of mathematical modelling of GRNs
Mathematical modelling of GRNs has been previously carried out and investigated
extensively both from a deterministic and a stochastic modelling viewpoint. This
overview will be broken up into separate sections focussing on deterministic and stochas-
tic models respectively.
3.2.1 Deterministic models
One of the pioneers of mathematical modelling of GRNs was B.C. Goodwin who de-
veloped the first auto-inhibiting feedback loop, subsequently referred to as ‘The Good-
win Oscillator’ in the early 1960s and was seeking oscillatory dynamics of mRNA and
protein concentration levels (Goodwin 1965). Similar work shortly followed (Griffith
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1968), continuing to seek further insight into systems of closed, auto-inhibiting feed-
back loops. The GRNs modelled have the same network topology as the subsequently
discovered actual Hes1 system (Hirata et al. 2002).
These models were deterministic, solely considering temporal dynamics and so were
systems of ODEs. The following ODE is a model of the auto-inhibiting feedback loop.
dm
dt
=
am
1+ ph
 dmm, (3.1)
d p
dt
= apm dp p,
where am describes the basal transcription rate, ap describes the rate of translation at
the ribosome, h is the hill function coefficient, describing the amount of cooperativity
and dm, dp describe the rate of mRNA and protein degradation respectively
The oscillations observed were very sketchy. Such models do not take into account
the spatial aspects of the cell, localised molecular synthesis and molecular movement,
such as diffusion and active transport. Since biolochemical interactions are complex,
the models used to describe GRNs contain high non linearities. Solutions without the
use of the high level programming around today were completely limited, costly and
inefficient. Thus, steady state solutions of ODEs were sought after.
A delay to account for transcription and translation was introduced (Mackey & Glass
1977). Shortly after Smolen, Baxter and Byrne embraced this addition (Smolen et al.
2001, 2002, 1999). In particular, Smolen et al. (1999) discussed the use of the delay
to account for macromolecular transport. Specifically, their GRN model incorporated
a delay to describe active transport of molecules and demonstrated that even though
such a model resulted in oscillatory behaviour, the inclusion of molecular diffusion
suppressed oscillations. Similar style GRN models have since been applied to the Wnt
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Figure 3.3: A simple schematic of the Hes1 GRN: auto-inhibiting, negative feedback
loop. Hes1 mRNA is transcribed at the gene site within the nucleus, it then translocates
to the cytoplasm, where the ribosomes are located and protein synthesis can begin.
Once Hes1 protein is synthesised, Hes1 protein can travel back to the nucleus and
bind to its own Hes1 promoter and inhibit hes1 mRNA transcription from taking place,
thus, down regulating its own production.
system, Hes1 system, the p53-Mdm2 system and the NF-kB system, (Bernard et al.
2006, Jensen et al. 2003, Lewis 2003, Monk 2003, Tiana et al. 2002, Wawra et al.
2007), each model showing that delays were found to provoke oscillatory behaviour.
Theoretical models of synthetic GRNs (e.g. the repressilator) have also been proposed
and studied (O’Brien et al. 2012, Purcell et al. 2010), while interest in modelling bac-
terial operons by Mackey and co-workers (Hilbert et al. 2011, Mackey et al. 2015,
Yildirim & Mackey 2003) has added additional insight.
Furthermore, ODE models of GRNs were extended by the incorporation of transforma-
tion of nuclear species to cytoplasmic species (and vice versa) to facilitate molecular
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movement between the nucleus and the cytoplasm (Agrawal et al. 2009, Lipniacki et al.
2004).
However, up until the advancements of fluorescent imaging of individual cells, most
cell signalling information had been obtained from population-level studies using bulk
assays. This experimental technique calculates averages across the entire cell (or nu-
cleus and cytoplasm if specific methods are implemented), thus encouraging modellers
to widely adopt ODE approach to modelling of GRNs.
Furthermore, modelling using ODEs assumes that the interior of a cell is spatially ho-
mogeneous (cf. well-stirred reactor) such that spatial movement of molecules (diffu-
sion and active transport) and localisation of gene sites and molecular reactions etc are
ignored. However, the interior of a eukaryotic cell exhibits a number of different spatial
compartments e.g. nucleus, cytoplasm, golgi complex, where each compartment per-
mits different biochemical activity and is usually enclosed by a thin lipid membrane.
For the cell to remain healthy it is critical that molecular species remain localised to
the appropriate compartments. Even the different compartments themselves are not
spatially homogeneous e.g. the nucleus contains the nucleolus and chromosomes, and
the crucial process of transcription of mRNA can only take place at specific gene sites
on the chromosomes. Kuhlman & Cox (2012) found that the spatial distribution of
protein was dependent not only on the spatial location of the genes but also on the state
of DNA compaction. In fact, E. coli could further control the spatial distribution of
protein by modifying the state of its nucleoid.
Mathematicians in the 1970s realised the importance of spatial models (Glass & Kauff-
man 1974, Shymko & Glass 1974), and again in the 1980s by Mahaffy and co-workers
(Busenberg & Mahaffy 1985, Mahaffy 1984, 1988), where the focus was on analysing
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generic systems with one-dimensional models. ODE models were reconfigured to in-
corporate a spatial dimension using reaction-diffusion PDEs and steady states and sta-
bility were determined with particular attention paid to the geometry of the model.
They coined the term ”spatial switching” to indicate how the system geometry can
lead to different dynamical behaviour. This approach has recently been extended by
Naqib et al. (2012). More recently, PDE models of GRNs have been extended to fo-
cus on actual GRNs (e.g. Hes1, p53-Mdm2, NF-kB) and in two spatial dimensions,
(Sturrock et al. 2011b, Terry & Chaplain 2011).
3.2.1.1 Deterministic models of the n-gene repressilator
The system of reaction diffusion PDEs below, will be used throughout this thesis to
model the deterministic, generalised n-gene repressilator GRN:
For 1  i  n,
dmi
dt
= Dmi—2mi +
ami
1+ phi 1
 dmimi (3.2)
d pi
dt
= Dpi—2 pi +apimi  dpi pi,
and for i = 1, we define i 1 = 0 = n. Here am describes the basal transcription rate,
ap describes the rate of translation at the ribosome, h is the hill function coefficient,
describing the amount of cooperativity and dm, dp describe the rate of mRNA and
protein degradation respectively.
For the special case, n = 1, the gene product represses its own output, i.e.
dm1
dt
= Dm1—2m1 +
am1
1+ ph1
 dm1m1, (3.3)
d p1
dt
= Dp1—2 p1 +ap1m1  dp1 p1.
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We will term this case the one gene repressilator. The one-gene repressilator exists in
cellular biology as the Hes1 GRN. O’Brien et al. (2012) discusses the ODE model:
equation 3.1. This ODE model does not exhibit sustained oscillations but rather ex-
hibits a short lived transient of damped oscillations leading to steady state solutions.
With the inclusion of intermediate species, (incorporating for a delay), sustained oscil-
lations were achieved, as experimentally observed by Hirata et al. (2002). Other delay
ODEs exhibit oscillations (Momiji & Monk 2008, Monk 2003). Mather et al. (2009)
showed that tight repressor binding and strong enzymatic decay of the protein were
essential to obtaining oscillations.
Sturrock et al. (2011b) accounted for spatial aspects and found that oscillations for the
PDE model of Hes1: equations 3.3, were achieved for a range of diffusion coefficients.
They found that there was an upper and lower limit on the diffusion coefficient to
which sustained oscillations could occur. Furthermore, it has rigorously been shown,
(Chaplain et al. 2014) that sustained oscillations are generated by a limit cycle, where
the diffusion coefficients of the molecules (Hes1 protein, hes1 mRNA) is the bifurca-
tion parameter that gives rise to the limit cycle. Thus, in this thesis we will use a spatial
model which explicitly includes the spatial movement of protein and mRNA molecules
within a cell (nucleus, genes and cytoplasm).
The first ever synthetic GRN implemented in a living bacterium by Elowitz & Leibler
(2000) is the GRN known as the original repressilator, comprising of a ring of three
repressive genes. We refer to it in this thesis as the three-gene repressilator. Their
experimental data captured oscillatory dynamics in the protein expression levels.
ODE models of the three gene repressilator, (Bennet et al. 2007, Elowitz & Leibler
2000) indeed show its oscillatory nature. It was shown there is a bifurcation parameter,
which gives rise to a limit cycle (Muller et al. 2006, O’Brien et al. 2012, Smith 1987).
Damped oscillations or steady states were achieved otherwise. The findings of Smith
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(1987) and Muller et al. (2006) were extended to the generalised n-gene repressilator.
They showed that the n-gene repressilator ODE model contained a globally attracting
stable limit cycle for odd n and therefore behaves as a stable oscillator following the
Hopf bifurcation. Thus, under the right parameter conditions, repressilators for n=3,5
etc were predicted to exhibit sustained oscillations.
Bennet et al. (2007) went further to look at the transient in the dynamics of the three-
gene repressilator before the long term equilibria is reached. Lohmann et al. (2017) and
Strelkowa & Barahona (2010, 2011) asserts that characterising the long-term attractors
of the system might not be enough, since unstable solutions can play a significant role.
Since, the time scales that are relevant in intra-cellular dynamics are finite, the relevant
dynamics are not dictated exclusively by the long-term attractors of the system but can
be dominated by reachable long-lived transients with qualitatively different observable
dynamics.
For the case, n even, it was proved that the n-gene repressilator ODE system contains
globally attracting steady state solutions exhibiting multi-stability, (Muller et al. 2006,
Smith 1987). The n-gene repressilator, therefore, providing a natural bridge between
oscillatory and steady state solutions. Thus, the long term attractors of the, n = 2,4,6
etc repressilator systems are steady state solutions. There were three possible fixed
points of the system. One unstable, where all protein species were equal,
pi = pi+1 = pm, 8i. (3.4)
The other two being a dimerised stable state, where,
pi = pi+2 = pup > pm (3.5)
p j = p j+2 = pdown < pm i 6= j. (3.6)
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For n = 2, this prediction was supported by the first genetic switch implemented in E.
coli by Gardner et al. (2000), corresponding to the two-gene repressilator. However,
they began with the state in equilibrium, (where one gene is dominantly expressed and
the other repressed). They then expose the system to an inducer of the repressed gene,
after which the state of the system switches. The previous repressed gene became dom-
inantly expressed while the previous dominantly expressed gene became repressed.
Strelkowa & Barahona (2011) put their focus on the n even case. They propose that the
transient dynamics before equilibria is reached can not be ignored because the transient
is long-lived, relative to the time-scales of intra-cellular dynamics. They show that the
n-gene repressilator contains quasi-stable, oscillatory, finite-time transients that can
not be ignored in such a transient and noisy environment as the cell (Lohmann et al.
2017). Their ODE models predict that the transient time of oscillations and the period
in the n-gene (even and odd) repressilator increase with n.
Strelkowa & Barahona (2010) found that even rings have a quasi-stable limit cycle
which, although unstable in terms of linear Floquet stability analysis, (stability in
terms of analysis of the Poincare map), has only one unstable direction with a very
slow escape rate. This means that trajectories are attracted to the limit cycle from all
directions but one, hence leading to long-lived, inducible periodic transients in the de-
terministic setting and to sustained oscillations in the stochastic system However, they
state that quasi-stability in this sense is a local property. They assert that to assess if
these solutions will be reachable (and therefore observable in the dynamics), one needs
to employ global techniques, e.g. sampling the space of initial conditions.
Stress response signalling pathways, such as the p53 and NF-kB pathways, have been
found to respond to stimuli with transient oscillations (Kemler & Fontana 1999, Monk
2003). While the oscillations do not persist, the dynamical properties of the fluctua-
tions can determine the specific downstream response (Hoffmann et al. 2002).
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3.2.2 Stochastic models
Due to biochemical processes being intrinsically stochastic and the fact that the in-
tracellular copy number of species, (such as mRNA and protein for example) is low,
the continuum formulation of both ODEs, DDEs and PDEs does not fully capture the
true dynamics experimentally observed. In a population of isogenic cells in a homo-
geneous environment, the oscillations observed are asynchronous, with a fraction of
cells showing no activation. This heterogeneity has been widely recorded since the de-
velopment of fluorescent imaging and the advancement in micro-assays. It is believed
that intrinsic and extrinsic stochasticity in the biochemical and transport dynamics of a
GRN play a major role in this asynchrony and that it may have a purpose, specifically
in areas of gene expression, biological development, cell survival and evolution (Eldar
& Elowitz 2010).
Stochastic simulations have therefore been used to address this randomness. These
types of models are usually either systems of stochastic differential equations (Kepler
& Elston 2001, Meister et al. 2014, Tian & Burrage 2006) or discrete stochastic sim-
ulations, such as Gillespie’s algorithm (Gillespie 1977). Time delay versions of these
methods have also been investigated (Bratsum et al. 2005, Ribeiro et al. 2006, Tian
et al. 2007).
Moreover, the presence of noise in nonlinear systems may induce non-stationary dy-
namics in systems with only fixed point attractors in the deterministic setting (Suel
et al. 2006) or, conversely, noise may act as a stabiliser of unstable deterministic states
(Turcotte et al. 2008).
Meister et al. (2014) asserts that in multistable stochastic systems, large fluctuations
can cause individual trajectories to escape from the domain of attraction of one steady
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state solutions and be attracted to another, so the system eventually reaches a multi-
modal probability distribution. Thus, multistable systems, although exhibiting static
steady states in their long term dynamics can operate as switches in the stochastic
regime.
Further to our argument toward using spatial models Becskei et al. (2005) showed
that the position of genes on a chromosome in the nucleus and the affects of genetic
activation events propagate further noise in the system, bearing consequences to GRN
dynamics.
One of the first GRNs to be modelled with a spatial stochastic approach was the Min
System in an Escherichia coli cell (Fange & Elf 2006, Howard & Rutenberg 2003).
Howard & Rutenberg (2003) used a stochastic analogue of a one-dimensional system
of reaction-diffusion equations and found that for some parameter values the protein
concentrations were low enough that fluctuations were essential for the generation of
patterns. In the model of Fange & Elf (2006), trajectories were generated using the
next subvolume method (NSM), and numerical simulations were able to reproduce all
documented Min phenotypes, where deterministic or non-spatial models could not. A
spatial stochastic model of the MAPK pathway was developed in the study of Taka-
hashi et al. (2010). This model was implemented numerically using a Green’s function
reaction dynamics scheme, which allows for individual particle-level simulation of
molecular species. Using this technique, MAPK responses that could not be observed
using a mean-field approach were simulated. Another recent spatial stochastic model
was developed to study in detail a generic transcription factor binding and unbinding
to DNA (van Zon et al. 2006). Here, the spatial stochastic model was able to support
the use of well-stirred, zero-dimensional models for describing noise in gene expres-
sion. It is clear from these few examples that spatial stochastic modelling can provide
insight into intracellular signalling pathways that other approaches cannot.
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3.2.2.1 Stochastic models of the n-gene repressilator
Studies have investigated how time-delay in gene expression can cause a system to
be oscillatory even when its deterministic counterpart exhibits no oscillations. Barrio
et al. (2006) and Bratsum et al. (2005) show how oscillations can arise for the one-gene
repressilator, due to the coupling of time-delay and noise. The stochastic simulation
algorithm (SSA) of Gillespie (Gillespie 1977), was adapted to account for delay. These
models found that oscillations persisted for a wider range of paramaters than their
deterministic counterparts.
Recently, more and more experimental evidence in the form of bimodal population
distributions indicates that noise plays a very important role in the switching of bistable
systems, such as the two-gene repressilator (Tian & Burrage 2006). Deterministic
models are not able to account for these fluctuation-induced transitions. Warren & ten
Wolde (2005) found using mean field analysis and stochastic simulation of chemical
models that the genetic toggle switch: two-gene repressilator, is more unstable (prone
to switching) under the noise induced by gene expression. Wang et al. (2007) explored
the switching affect with the addition of noise into their ODE model, specifically in
the degradation rate of protein as did Xu et al. (2014). However, it is noted that this
stochastic-switching affect is rarely seen in experiment, owing to the toggle switch
being a robust system and this was confirmed by most stochastic models.
The pioneering work of Elowitz & Leibler (2000) configured the three-gene repressila-
tor in E. coli. They introduced a temporal stochastic model to capture the dynamics and
in agreement with deterministic models, found oscillations in the three protein species.
The stochastic nature of the system captured a slight variability in period but also a
rather large variation in protein level amplitude. The three protein species appear to
oscillate with similar periods, yet out of phase with one another.
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Potapov et al. (2015) lifted the assumption made of fast transcription factor-promoter
binding and noted bimodal distributions for the period of oscillations of the three-gene
repressilator. Analysis of the stochastic model used by Potapov et al. (2015) found a
region in parameter space where both steady state and oscillatory dynamics could be
found. They propose that due to the existence of this co-existing region (of which they
call hysteresis), stochasticity could theoretically act as a switch between the two states.
Strelkowa (2011) does parallel analysis of deterministic and stochastic models of the
n-gene repressilator. For n odd, she finds sustained oscillations in the dynamics. For n
even, internal noise did not seem to destroy the quasi-stable oscillations seen in their
deterministic model counterpart but that in fact, internal noise effectively prolonged
the transient behaviour.
3.3 Spatial Stochastic Modelling of GRNs: General Ap-
proach
The development of mathematical models which reflect both spatiotemporal and stochas-
tic aspects of GRNs can be regarded as an important computational tool in making
predictions about the behaviours of GRNs and in the optimising of targeted drug treat-
ment. In this thesis the spatial stochastic modelling approach that will be adopted is
that used in Sturrock et al. (2013). We now describe this approach.
Cellular size is of the order of tens of micrometers. Thus, we are dealing with a meso-
scopic system. For fine discretisations of the cellular domain, the classical SSA be-
comes inefficient. The NSM (Elf & Ehrenberg 2004) is an algorithm adapted for simu-
lations of the reaction diffusion master equation (RDME), and it inherits good scaling
properties from the Next Reaction Method (NRM) (Gibson & Bruck 2000).
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In order to begin constructing our spatial stochastic model, we first set up a spatial
domain W. We construct a domain with the appropriate surface, of which we impose
zero flux boundary conditions.
In general the domain W is meshed into V tetrahedra shaped subvolumes Wk,k 2
{1, ..,V} such that,
W =
V[
k=1
Wk, and Wi \W j = /0,8i 6= j, i, j 2 {1, ..,V}.
The state of the system at time t is described as the matrix X(t) 2 ZN⇥V+ , where N
is the number of species we are considering in the pathway and the components, Xik
are random variables, describing the molecular copy number of the ith species in Wk.
Thus, the kth column of our state matrix, X.k describes the copy number of each species
in Wk. Whereas, the ith row, Xi., gives the copy number of species i in each subvolume.
3.3.1 Reaction events
First, we consider reactions that can occur due to molecular contact at correct orien-
tation only. Later in the section we introduce diffusive jumps between subvolumes,
as a simultaneous linear death process in one subvolume and a creation of that same
species in a randomly chosen adjacent subvolume and also a convection term to model
active transport along microtubules.
We assume that the species of our system, within each subvolume are uniformly dis-
tributed throughout that domain and in thermal equilibrium, such that the motion of
each molecule is random. We can then consider the probability of a collision occur-
ing between two reactant molecules. The fact that the copy number of mRNAs and
proteins within cells is a small, nonnegative integer and that there is a probability that
a certain reaction will occur when two molecules meet make a discrete, stochastic
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description of signalling pathways necessary (Higham 2007).
Let the initial state of each subvolume be known at time t = t0. The present state of the
system can only make a jump to another state in the statespace, if they are connected
via a transition vector n 2 {nr}, r 2 1, ..,M, where nr is the rth column of the stoi-
chiometric matrix for the system, describing the change in copy number of the species
involved in the allowed rth reaction and M is the total number of reactions involved.
Two restrictions are imposed on the next possible reaction. One is that only a subset of
the total number of reactions of our system is valid within each subvolume and hence
within the compartment it lies. Condition two, is the avoidance of unfeasible reactions,
ensuring all components of the state remain positive. Thus, if a single feasible reaction
r is randomly selected, within a certain subvolume after an infinitesimal time dt, the
corresponding state vector for that subvolume, X.k(t0) transforms to,
X.k ! X0.k = X.k(t0 +dt) = X.k(t0)+nr.
Let P(X , t) be the probability of being in state X at time t. If we assume the Markovian
property of conditional probability holds i.e. that the possible future state of a system
is only dependent on the present state and not on any past states,
P(X(tn) = Xn|X(tn 1) = Xn 1|...|X(t0) = X0) = P(X(tn) = Xn|X(tn 1) = Xn 1)
where t0 < t1 < ... < tn 1 < tn.
Then, on the consideration of reactions alone, the temporal evolution of the probabil-
ity distribution of each state in the statespace S is governed by the chemical master
equation:
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dP(X , t)
dt
=
V
Â
k=1
M
Â
r=1
{wr(X.k  nr)P(X.1, ...,X.k  nr, ..,X.V, t) wr(X.k)P(X, t)}
(3.7)
=MP(X , t) (3.8)
where wr(X.k(t)) = lim
t!0
P(X.k(t)+nr, t +dt) P(X.k(t), t)
dt
, is known as the propen-
sity function, describing the probability of making a transition between two connected
states within the time interval [t, t +dt].
The probability distribution governing the next time step, dt now follows an exponen-
tial distribution. We assume each of the reaction propensity functions follow mass
action kinetics. For example, if reaction r⇤, was to occur in Wk and was bimolec-
ular, such that Xik +Xjk ! Xlk, the corresponding propensity would be, wr⇤(X.k) =
cr⇤kXikXjk, r⇤ 2 rc ⇢ {1, ..,M}
The propensity wr,r 2 {1, ..,M} has the same form for all subvolumes, k, whereas
the reaction coefficient cr scales with the volume |Wk| of the subvolume such that
crk = ĉr/|Wk|, where ĉr is a constant.
3.3.2 Diffusion events
We now introduce diffusive jumps from one subvolume to a randomly selected adjacent
subvolume as a first order event. In doing so we treat the diffusive process in a similar
way to a reactive process and consider the probability of this transition taking place
i.e. we consider the probability for one of the ith species to make a jump from the jth
subvolume to an adjacent kth subvolume. Hence, we consider the following reaction
and corresponding propensities,
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xi j ! xik, ai(Xi.) = d jikxi j.
Where each d is only non zero for connected mesh elements, d j. j = 0. and d jik now
depends on the volume of W j, Wk and the macroscopic diffusion coefficient D. See
Engblom et al. (2009) and Drawert et al. (2012) for more details.
For a system now accounting for reaction and diffusion, the temporal evolution of the
probability distribution of each state in the statespace S is governed by the RDME,
dP(X , t)
dt
=
V
Â
j=1
V
Â
k=1
N
Â
i=1
{a jik(Xi j   s jk)P(X1., ...,Xi.  sjk, ...,XN., t) a jik(Xi.)P(X, t)}
+
V
Â
k=1
M
Â
r=1
{wkr(X.k  nrk)P(X.1, ...,X.k  nrk, ...,X.V, t) wkr(X.k)P(X, t)}
= DP(X , t)
Active transport events
We also consider active transport events in our model. In order to implement active
transport along microtubules we first have to consider the microtubule density distri-
bution within the cell; binding and unbinding of specific species to microtubule fibres
and the velocity field that will drive the transport mechanism.
Let rk be the mean density of microtubules within subvolume Wk and let x f k, xbk be a
free and bound species respectively. Then we consider the following binding reaction
of a particular free molecular species to a microtubule filament, with corresponding
propensity,
x f k ! xbk h(rk,x f k(t)) = rkA f x f k,
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where A is the binding rate of species x f ..
Once a species is bound to the microtubule it can either be transported or unbind from
the filament.
The unbinding reaction propensity follows first order mass action kinetics:
xbk ! x f k w(xbk(t)) = Aoxbk.
A species bound to a microtubule can be transported along it in much the same way as
a diffusive jump event but this time, there is a directional bias, governed by the velocity
field.
Let ~x = (x1,x2,x3) be a point within the computational domain, given in Cartesian
coordinates. Then we let ~v(x) describe the velocity field at that position.
This Markov jump event has the following state change and propensity:
xbi ! xb j cb(xb.) = cb.xb.,
where cb. is composed of the speed of transport, the number of filaments between the
two connecting subvolume faces and the length of that section of filament.
We now arrive at a more general transport operator:
∂P(X , t)
∂ t
= (M+T)P(X , t), T = D+C
We are now able to sample the RDME and produce realisations that are statistically
exact.
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Thus, in order to capture the intrinsic stochasticity of reactions, we model our sys-
tem mathematically as a continuous time, discrete space, Markov chain, taking values
within the state space S 2 ZN⇥V+ defined on the domain W.
Chapter 4
Modelling Synthetic GRNs: The
n-Gene Repressilator
4.1 The Hes1 GRN: The one gene repressilator
The transcription factor, Hes1, is the final protein product synthesised indirectly via the
Hes1 gene. It is a member of the family of basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) transcription
factors: Hes1-7. The Hes family suppresses transcription of genes that require a bHLH
protein for their transcription. Hes1 contains a helix interrupting structure that binds
to the N-box promoter region rather than the enhancer box (E-box) of its target genes,
resulting in the Hes1 protein also being a transcriptional repressor of itself.
Healthy embryonic development relies on the proper oscillatory expression of Hes1.
For instance, in neural progenitor cells (NPCs), Hes1 represses the expression of
proneural genes, such as Ascl1. Oscillatory expression of Hes1, in turn, inducing
oscillatory expression of proneural genes such as Ascl1 by cyclic repression, is vital
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for the cell cycle progression of NPCs and hence, the maintenance of NPCs. Per-
sistent over-expression of Hes1 in NPCs, thus, can both inhibit NPCs proliferation
and expression of genes needed for NPC differentiation giving rise to quiescent NPCs
(Kageyama et al. 2015, Shimojo et al. 2008). Hes1 is seen to be negligible during NPC
differentiation, thus allowing for the persistent expression of proneural genes.
It is thus apparent that the spatio-temporal dynamics of Hes1, has a high impact on
which genes are expressed and hence, cell fate decision making.
Oscillation of Hes1 protein levels has been shown to be governed by a negative feed-
back loop (Hirata et al. 2002), where the Hes1 protein binds to its own gene, suppress-
ing transcription of the corresponding Hes1 mRNA.
Hes1 mRNA is expressed with a basal transcription rate via the Hes1 gene. Once
transcribed, Hes1 mRNA travels out of the nucleus into the cytoplasm via diffusion.
Once it reaches the ribosomes Hes1 protein synthesis can begin. Newly synthesised
Hes1 protein travels from the cytoplasm to the nucleus to its target genes, one of which
is its own Hes1 gene. Hes1 protein binds to the N-box promoter of the Hes1 gene,
inhibiting transcription of Hes1 mRNA. The decline in Hes1 mRNA leads to no new
synthesis of Hes1 protein, thus, the current Hes1 protein will shortly degrade, freeing
up the occupied promoter, allowing for the transcription of Hes1 mRNA to occur again.
Thus, completing the cycle.
4.1.1 The PDE model
We now consider a reaction diffusion model of the Hes1 system, originally developed
by Sturrock et al. (2011b) and which will form the basis for the subsequent devel-
opment of our n-gene repressilators later in this chapter. The difference between the
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Figure 4.1: A simple schematic diagram of the Hes1 GRN: The one-gene repressilator.
model in this thesis and Sturrock et al. (2011b) is that we choose to specifically in-
clude gene sites and restrict transcription of mRNA to that region only. Sturrock et al.
(2011b) allowed transcription to occur over the entire nucleus.
Let m = m(x,y, t) be the concentration of hes1 mRNA and p = p(x,y, t) be the concen-
tration of Hes1 protein at position (x,y) at time t.
Let (xg,yg) 2 G, where G is the set of all coordinates contained in the gene site;
(xn,yn) 2 N, where N is the set of all coordinates within the nucleus and (xc,yc) 2 C,
where C is the set of all possible coordinates within the (annular) cytoplasm.
We then model the Hes1 GRN with the following system of PDEs:
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∂m
∂ t
= Dm—2m+
am
1+ ph
Hg(x,y) dmm, (4.1)
∂ p
∂ t
= Dp—2 p+apmHc(x,y) dp p,
where am is the basal transcription rate, ap is the protein synthesis rate, dm, dp are the
mRNA and protein degradation rates, h is the hill function coefficient and Dm, Dp are
the mRNA and protein diffusion coefficients. The two piecewise functions,
Hg(x,y) =
8
>><
>>:
1 if (x,y) 2 G,
0 if (x,y) 2C[N,
and
Hc(x,y) =
8
>><
>>:
1 if (x,y) 2C,
0 if (x,y) 2 G[N,
restrict the reactions of mRNA transcription to the Hes1 gene site location and protein
translation to the cytoplasm. All other reactions of hes1 mRNA and Hes1 protein are
global as are diffusive processes.
We apply the following initial conditions,
m(x,y,0) = p(x,y,0) = 0
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and zero flux boundary conditions on the outside cellular membrane,
∂m(x, t)
∂n
=
∂ p(x, t)
∂n
= 0,
where n is the unit normal to the cellular membrane. Continuity conditions (of con-
centration and flux) are imposed on the inner nuclear membrane (described below).
Let us first consider the domain to consist of an outer annular cytoplasm, an inner
(initially) annular nucleus and a nuclear-bound circular gene site centred at the origin.
The cytoplasm is contained between the two most outer circles of radii 10µm and 3µm
and the nucleus is contained between the two most inner circles with radii 3µm and
0.5µm. The gene site is circular with a radius of 0.5µm.
The parameter values and their description for the Hes1 system are given in Table 4.1
below.
Parameter Reaction Description Parameter value and unit
am Transcription rate of mRNA 1min 1
ap Protein translation rate 20min 1
dm Degradation rate of mRNA 0.08min 1
dp Degradation rate of protein 0.02min 1
h Hill function coefficient 5
Dp = Dm = D Molecular diffusion variable (m2min 1)
r Distance of gene site centre
from the origin
variable (µm)
Table 4.1: List of parameters and their values for the Hes1 reaction-diffusion model.
The Hes1 PDE model was solved numerically using the multiphysics simulation soft-
ware COMSOL 4.3a. The finite element method was implemented using triangular
basis elements and Lagrange quadratic basis functions along with a backward Euler
time stepping method of integration (and subsequently throughout the thesis). This
method was chosen due to its ability to handle complicated geometries and boundaries
with relative ease.
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Figure 4.2: Diagram of the computational spatial domain of the 2D circular cell: The
cytoplasm is contained between the two most outer circles of radii 10µm and 3µm and
the nucleus is contained between the two most inner circles with radii 3µm and 0.5µm.
The central gene site is circular with radius of 0.5µm.
The first set of simulations considered a gene site centred at the origin with a variable
value of the diffusion coefficients. Depending on the specific diffusion parameter used,
the dynamics of hes1 mRNA and Hes1 protein vary from steady state, to damped os-
cillations, to sustained oscillations. For sustained oscillations to be achieved, the diffu-
sion parameter D, must fall within a certain range. Above and below this range, these
oscillations are damped and as the parameter is further increased/decreased, steady
states are achieved. As the diffusion coefficient is lowered, a steady state of zero (no
expression: mRNA can not survive long enough to make it to the ribosomes for pro-
tein synthesis to occur) was achieved for protein and as diffusion coefficient increased
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above this range the protein reached a positive, non zero steady state (persistent ex-
pression). If we now only consider the range of diffusion coefficients that allow for
sustained oscillations (5⇥ 10 14 to 1⇥ 10 13m2min 1), there is still yet a further in-
teresting change in dynamics. Depending on the specific value within this range used,
we can see a drastic change in the size of the amplitude of oscillation but we also see
a change in the period of oscillation, which we know to have utmost importance in the
next step of cell fate decision making.
The diffusion reference value, D = 5⇥10 14m2min 1 was used in the following spa-
tial profile. Steady, spatially-symmetrical, spatio-temporal oscillations were recorded.
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Figure 4.3: One-gene repressilator: Plots showing the concentration levels of hes1
mRNA (top) and Hes1 protein (bottom) integrated over the entire domain against time.
Gene site located centred at origin, variable diffusion coefficient D.
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Figure 4.4: Plots showing the spatio-temporal profiles of hes1 mRNA (the one gene
repressilator) with the gene site centred at the origin. D = 5⇥10 14m2min 1.
We now present computational simulations where we use the reference diffusion coef-
ficient but vary the distance of the gene site from the origin. Where there were once
oscillatory dynamics for the origin-located gene first turns to damped oscillations as
the distance is increased and then for a certain threshold distance, these oscillations
are totally lost as the gene location is placed closer to the nuclear membrane. Thus, a
similar pattern appears to emerge as we vary the position of the gene site within the
nucleus as occurs when varying the diffusion coefficient (Sturrock et al. 2011b). There
seems to be a very intrinsic relationship between the diffusion parameter and the radial
spatial parameter of the gene location. As the gene location gets further away from the
centre of the nucleus, the diffusion parameter has to be decreased in order to sustain
spatial-temporal oscillatory dynamics.
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Figure 4.5: Plots showing the spatio-temporal profiles of Hes1 protein (the one gene
repressilator) with the gene site centred at the origin. D = 5⇥10 14m2min 1.
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Figure 4.6: One-gene repressilator: Plots showing the concentration levels of (top)
hes1 mRNA and (bottom) Hes1 protein integrated over the entire domain against time.
Varying the distance of the gene site from the origin: D = 5⇥10 14m2min 1.
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Figure 4.7: One-gene repressilator: Plots showing the concentration levels of hes1
mRNA (top) and Hes1 protein (bottom) integrated over the entire domain against time.
Gene site close to the nuclear membrane, fixed distance r = 2.4µm, - varying D.
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Figure 4.8: Plots showing the spatio-temporal profiles of hes1 mRNA with the gene
site close to the nuclear membrane.
Figure 4.9: Plots showing the spatio-temporal profiles of Hes1 protein with the gene
site close to the nuclear membrane.
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4.2 Model Extension: The n-gene Repressilator
The Hes1 GRN is an example of a naturally occurring, auto-inhibiting GRN, and one
can “classify” the Hes1 GRN as a one-gene repressilator. We now discuss a theoretical
extension of the Hes1 system to a class of GRNs, termed n-gene repressilators. The n-
gene repressilator (n > 1) has the same topological structure as a ring network, where
there are i = 1, . . . ,n genes and their products with each gene in the network being
connected to the previous and subsequent gene. This means that the output of a node
i is fed into the next node i+ 1 in the ring, and that the input to node i was from the
output of node i  1. The repressive nature of the ring specifically means that each
node (gene) is suppressed by the node before it, and in turn that node suppresses the
following neighbour node in the ring. The structure of a 5-gene repressilator is shown
in Figure 4.10.
Figure 4.10: Schematic diagram of the 5-gene repressilator, n = 5. Each node is
suppressed by the preceding node within the ring and in turn suppresses the output of
the succeeding node.
n-gene repressilators were originally conceived as theoretical intracellular systems in
the field of Systems Biology (and now Synthetic Biology). A genetic toggle switch
was constructed and mathematically modelled and tested by Gardner et al. (2000) who
believed that switches like this are important in development. A simple ODE model
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was presented and conditions for bistability were investigated. The switch was con-
structed with two repressible promoters arranged in a mutually inhibitory circuit. Two
steady states were seen to be possible, one low (or zero: the repressed state) and the
other high (or non zero: the active state) with a switch in concentration happening
when an inducing stimulus of the repressed state was added. Here, we model a similar
system, referring to it as the two-gene repressilator.
Elowitz & Leibler (2000) set out to build a synthetic GRN as an artificial biological
clock. The result is now what is known as the original repressilator: three-gene re-
pressilator. They wanted to gain more insight into the design behind natural biological
clocks such as the those responsible for circadian rhythms.
To build their clock they began with three different repressors and their corresponding
promoters. The repressor proteins were based around the TetR, LacI, and lcI system,
and their corresponding promoters were, respectfully, pTet, pLac, and lPR. pTet is
repressed by TetR, pLac (from the lac operon of lactose metabolism) is repressed by
LacI, and lPR is repressed by cI. The mathematical model developed to study this
system was an ODE system, using a hill function for mRNA synthesis and mass action
kinetics for molecular degradation and protein synthesis. A second model used the dis-
crete stochastic Markov chain algorithm, known commonly as the Gillespie algorithm.
Temporal oscillatory dynamics were achieved. Since then, others have also sought to
model repressilator systems (Muller et al. 2006, Oliveira et al. 2015).
To date, the majority of models of synthetic GRNs do not consider the geometry of the
cell or localisation of biological events. Some temporal models have been extended to
account for compartmentalisation, considering nuclear cytoplasmic ratios but this still
can not take into account that mRNA synthesis does not happen everywhere in the nu-
cleus but at exact gene-site locations within the nucleus. ODE models also do not take
into account the spatial distribution of organelles and genes within each compartment.
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Thus, the role that symmetry or asymmetry of organelle and gene site location within
the cell may play is completely ignored.
In this chapter we investigate how the location of gene sites within the nucleus and
the diffusion coefficients of molecules can heavily affect the ultimate spatio-temporal
dynamics of synthetic GRNs, specifically n-gene repressilators.
The next step in gene expression is heavily governed by how genetic information is
processed. This information can be stored in the spatio-temporal dynamics of the gene
regulatory networks. Specific genes can induce or suppress hundreds of other genes.
It has been found that some genes have an early response to GRN dynamics while
others may be affected by the same pathway later on (Ashall et al. 2009, Nelson et al.
2004). This of course may be due to post-translational modifications, with particular
modification dependent upon temporal stimulant profile and cross talk. However, here
we have decided to focus on how the spatial organisation of the cell may affect these
short- and long-term dynamics. The amplitude and most importantly, period of oscil-
lations have vital implications for subsequent gene expression. For instance, as a cell
becomes cancerous or progresses in malignancy, the shape of the cell may become dis-
torted. Work by Meyers et al. (2006) and Neves et al. (2008) demonstrate how cellular
size and shape control spatial information flow and hence, GRN activity.
We now introduce the general n-gene repressilator as a system of reaction diffusion
equations, (n 2):
For i = 2, ..,n,
∂mi
∂ t
= Dmi—2mi +Hgi
ami
1+ phi 1
 dmimi, (4.2)
∂ pi
∂ t
= Dpi—2 pi +Hcapimi  dpi pi, (4.3)
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and for i = 1,
dm1
dt
= Dm1—2m1 +Hg1
am1
1+ phn
 dm1m1 (4.4)
d p1
dt
= Dp1—2 p1 +Hcap1m1  dp1 p1, (4.5)
where,
Hgi(x,y) =
8
>><
>>:
1, if (x,y) 2 Gi,
0, if (x,y) 2C[N [nj 6=i G j,
and
Hc(x,y) =
8
>><
>>:
1, if (x,y) 2C,
0, if (x,y) 2 [ni=1Gi [N
are the two step functions restricting the reactions of mRNA transcription and protein
translation to the appropriate cellular compartments. All other reactions and diffusion
of mRNA and protein species are global. The following Table 4.2 states the parameter
values used.
Parameter Reaction Description Parameter value and unit
ami Transcription rate of mRNA 1min 1
api Protein translation rate 20min 1
dmi Degradation rate of mRNA 0.08min 1
dpi Degradation rate of protein 0.02min 1
h Hill function coefficient 5
Dpi = Dmi = D Molecular diffusion variable (m
2min 1)
r Distance of gene site centre
from the origin
variable (µm)
Table 4.2: List of parameters and their values for the n-gene repressilator PDE model
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The n-gene repressilator model is solved with the following initial conditions,
mi(x,y,0) = pi(x,y,0) = 0
subject to zero-flux boundary conditions on the cellular membrane,
∂mi(x, t)
∂n
=
∂ pi(x, t)
∂n
= 0,
where n is the unit normal to the cellular membrane and continuity conditions across
the nuclear membrane (concentration and flux).
4.3 The two-gene repressilator
We now consider the two-gene repressilator reaction-diffusion model.
Let m1 = m1(x,y, t), m2 = m2(x,y, t), p1 = p1(x,y, t) and p2 = p2(x,y, t) be mRNA1,
mRNA2, protein1 and protein2 concentrations respectively. We define the reaction
diffusion system representing this GRN as the following set of equations.
∂m1
∂ t
= Dm1—2m1 +Hg1
am1
1+ ph2
 dm1m1, (4.6)
∂ p1
∂ t
= Dp1—2 p1 +Hcap1m1  dp1 p1,
∂m2
∂ t
= Dm2—2m2 +Hg2
am2
1+ ph1
 dm2m2,
∂ p2
∂ t
= Dp2—2 p2 +Hcap2m2  dp2 p2.
Where,
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Figure 4.11: Schematic diagram of the two-gene repressilator, n = 2.
Hg1(x,y) =
8
>><
>>:
1 if (x,y) 2 Gi
0 if (x,y) 2C[N [G2,
Hg2(x,y) =
8
>><
>>:
1 if (x,y) 2 Gi
0 if (x,y) 2C[N [G1
and
Hc(x,y) =
8
>><
>>:
1 if (x,y) 2C
0 if (x,y) 2 G1 [G2 [N
To be solved with the following initial conditions,
m1(x,y,0) = m2(x,y,0) = p1(x,y,0) = p2(x,y,0) = 0
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subject to the following boundary conditions,
∂m1(x, t)
∂n
=
∂m2(x, t)
∂n
=
∂ p1(x, t)
∂n
=
∂ p2(x, t)
∂n
= 0,
where n is the unit normal to the cellular membrane and x represents all of the coordi-
nates on the cellular membrane.
With the initial conditions of zero i.e initially zero protein and mRNA concentration,
this means that both mRNA can be maximally transcribed with rate am.
In the first set of simulations, we shall consider a single shared gene site, hence, G1 =
G2. Separate gene sites on non-intersecting spatial locations will be considered shortly,
particularly how this adaptation affects the spatio-temporal dynamics of the GRN.
4.3.1 Cellular domain with a single shared gene site
For the two gene repressilator GRN PDE model with one single shared gene site, the
geometry used is exactly the same as that used for the Hes1 PDE system discussed
earlier. For the above stated parameter values and a diffusion coefficient of D = 5⇥
10 14m2min 1 and a single shared gene site centred at the origin, (r = 0), the following
spatial and temporal profiles were observed, (see figures 4.12 for the temporal profile
and, figures 4.13 and 4.14 for some spatial snapshots).
We found that, for the given parameter values, oscillations were very persistent un-
til t = 3500 and then drastically transformed to steady state solution. This is quite
distinctly different from ODE model predictions of the two-gene repressilator as they
might contain a transient spike but no level of transient oscillations are seen. However,
the asymptotic long term, steady state solution remains the same for both the ODE
models and this PDE model. Although, due to the fact that we use identical parameters
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Figure 4.12: Two-gene repressilator: Plots are of the integration of concentration
levels of mRNA (top) and protein (bottom) over the entire cell against time. A shared
gene site at the origin, D = 5⇥10 14m2min 1.
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Figure 4.13: Plots showing the spatio-temporal profiles of mRNA for the two gene
repressilator with a shared gene site at the origin: D = 5⇥10 14m2min 1.
Figure 4.14: Plots showing the spatio-temporal profiles of protein for the two gene
repressilator with a shared gene site at the origin: D = 5⇥10 14m2min 1.
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and initial conditions as in the one-gene repressilator model, this would make the solu-
tion of the n = 1 model a solution of this model. The transient presented here indicates
that this solution is unstable. We attempted to investigate if the solution is dependent
on mesh size and we find that for a decrease in maximum element size of 8⇥10 8 to
4⇥ 10 8 there is a tiny increase in the transient time of oscillation, see figure 4.15 to
see how the mRNA (concentration integrated over the gene site) differs.
We tried to decrease the mesh size further but unfortunately, our computer did not have
the memory capacity to do so. Thus, it is uncertain how long the transient time exists
for, if it does at all, as we need a computer with greater capacity.
However, the ODE analysis done by Strelkowa & Barahona (2010) and Strelkowa &
Barahona (2011) do find oscillatory transients in their n-gene repressilator models (but
not for n = 2, only for n   3). They propose that the transient time of quasi-stable
oscillations increases with n (for even n) of which the first case they see is n = 4. This
paper supports that this model needs further investigation.
Regardless of the minimal computing power that we have, we pressed on to investi-
gate how a perturbation to the location of gene site one would impact our model. We
translate gene site one 0.1µm along the positive x-axis, thus creating two gene sites,
although overlapping. The solution showed a small transient, somewhat oscillatory
phase and then a steady state solution was reached, (see figure 4.16).
We have introduced asymmetry into the system. mRNA1 now has a bias to reach the
cytoplasm first and hence, for protein one to be synthesised first. Thus giving protein
one the upper hand in becoming the dominant protein.
We then looked at how the transient time changed with a perturbation to the position of
gene site one, (see figure 4.17). Comsol was very restrictive in how small it allowed us
to make this perturbation but we were able to do increments of 0.01µm. The transient
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Figure 4.15: Two-gene repressilator: Plot of mRNA1 concentration, (integration of
concentration levels over the entire cell) against time. A shared gene site at the origin,
D = 5⇥ 10 14m2min 1. Blue is for a mesh size, h = 8⇥ 10 8 and green is h = 4⇥
10 8.
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Figure 4.16: Plot of mRNA1 concentrations, (integrated over gene site one) against
time. Blue is for the case of a single shared gene site at the origin. Green is for the
case where there are two overlapping gene sites: gene site one is slightly perturbed
in its position from the origin, (at position g1 = (0.1µm,0µm)), while gene site two
remains fixed at the origin, (g2 = (0µm,0µm)).
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time of the oscillations seen decreased very quickly.
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Figure 4.17: Plot of transient time of oscillatory behaviour for the two-gene repres-
silator against the perturbation of the location of gene site one along the positive
direction of the x-axis, (gene site two remaining fixed at the origin).
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We now consider how variation in the diffusion coefficient affects spatial-temporal
dynamics for the two-gene repressilator with a single shared gene.
For the range of diffusion coefficients that give sustained oscillations for a significant
amount of time, namely D = 5⇥ 10 14   1⇥ 10 13m2min 1 the period varied from
161 to 110 minutes; the amplitude of oscillation doubled and the transient time in
dynamics varied from 2000 to 3500. Hence, again we see how the diffusion coeffi-
cient: a spatial parameter, is key in producing the spatio-temporal oscillations that are
observed, agreeing further with Chaplain et al. (2014). As the diffusion coefficient
is increased/decreased above/below this range, oscillations become heavily damped,
see figure 4.18. As the diffusion coefficient is further increased/decreased again still,
steady state solutions are reached. This, however, may not be too surprising if we con-
sider that for large D the PDE system should act like the ODE system. In the ODE
system there is only a transient spike before steady states are reached.
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Figure 4.18: Two-gene repressilator: Plots are of the integration of concentration
levels of mRNA (top) and protein (bottom) over the entire cell against time. A shared
gene site at the origin: variable D.
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In consideration of the major effect the diffusion coefficient had on the spatial-temporal
dynamics we also choose to investigate the variation of the position of the centre of the
gene site, r, within the nucleus i.e we vary the position of the localisation of mRNA
transcription.
While doing so, we choose to keep the diffusion coefficient fixed at D = 5⇥10 14. As
the centre of the gene site is moved further away from the origin, subsequently break-
ing the spatial symmetry of our domain, we see the same effect that decreasing the
diffusion coefficient had on the spatial-temporal dynamics of the two gene repressila-
tor with origin centred gene site. Thus, the amplitude of oscillation decreases by about
half, oscillations die about 1200 minutes earlier and the period of oscillation decreases.
Oscillations are completely damped at the half way mark i.e. between nuclear origin
and nuclear membrane: r = 1.5µm and after this, we see a steady state reached almost
instantly.
We now consider varying the diffusion parameter for our model with a single gene site,
but now with position close to the nuclear membrane i.e. r = 2.4µm. We find that all
dynamics have either damped oscillations or are steady state solutions 4.20.
However, mRNA1 and mRNA2 are indeed transcribed at separate gene sites. Since we
are investigating how the spatial aspects of our model affect spatial-temporal dynamics
we must also consider separate gene sites and the affect this has on the spatio-temporal
dynamics.
Previous papers, using ODE models, have recorded that the two gene repressilator
exists in a bistable equilibrium state (O’Brien et al. 2012). However, in this PDE
model, two different phases of dynamics are observed. The first phase consists of
synchronised transient oscillations. This first phase lasts for a significant period of
time, provided we remain within a range of symmetrical parameter values, equality in
species’ initial conditions and a symmetrical cellular structural arrangement.
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Figure 4.19: Plots showing the concentration levels of mRNA and protein for the
two gene repressilator over time for varying r, the position of the shared gene site.
D = 5⇥10 14m2min 1. Blue is r = 0µm, green is r = 0.8µm, red is r = 1.6µm and
cyan is r = 2.4µm.
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Figure 4.20: Plots showing the concentration levels of mRNA and protein for the
two gene repressilator over time with a shared gene site close to nuclear mem-
brane (r = 2.4µm) and variable D. Blue is D = 5⇥ 10 14m2min 1, green is D =
1⇥10 14m2min 1, red is D = 5⇥10 15m2min 1 and cyan is D = 1⇥10 15m2min 1.
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These two different early and later term phases may bring some insight to the timing
of early and late gene activation.
If there is asymmetry in the initial conditions, geometry or parameter values, then one
protein will have a head start in its expression levels over the others. Once this happens,
oscillations, if any, are then strongly damped and the protein with the head start soon
reaches a maximum steady state and the other protein concentrations go down to zero.
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4.3.2 Cellular domain with separate individual gene sites
We now consider how spatial-temporal dynamics of the two gene repressilator changes
when we add in a second gene site to more faithfully represent the two distinct gene
sites that will exist in reality.
Circular geometry with two separate gene sites
Figure 4.21: Diagram of the computational spatial domain in the case of two separate
gene sites. The cytoplasm is contained between two outer circles of radii 10µm and
3µm and the nucleus is the inner circle of radius 3µm. Within the nucleus are the two
separate gene sites, at coordinates (0.5µm,0) and ( 0.5µm,0), each of radii 0.5µm.
Let each gene site be a non-intersecting circle of radius 0.5µm. We initially give the
two separate gene sites coordinates (0.5µm,0) and ( 0.5µm,0), the closest possible
coordinates to the origin. The transcription of mRNA1 and mRNA2 are now confined
to occur solely on gene site 1 and 2 respectively. Two phases of dynamics were again
observed. For the specific parameters chosen, (same parameters as the shared gene
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site, with the optimal value of diffusion being, D = 5⇥ 10 14), the initial transient
dynamics were spatial-temporal quasi-stable oscillations. The difference in the period
and amplitude of oscillations between the origin located shared gene site and origin lo-
cated, neighbouring separate gene site model is relatively small. However, the change
in the transient time of quasi-stable oscillations is significantly different. The transient
oscillations start to die off after 1000 minutes after which the second phase of steady
states begins. Thus, the change in dynamics occurred at a third of the time it took the
system to do so with a single shared gene site, (see figure 4.22). However, once again,
we can not be sure whether our model is independent of the mesh, so this might change
with as the mesh is refined further.
In creating individual gene sites, an asymmetrical localisation of protein and mRNA
is observed, (see figures 4.24 and 4.25). This could be an indicator as to why cellular
polarisation can occur, which is of importance in embryonic development.
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Figure 4.22: The two gene repressilator: plots are of the integrated concentrations of
mRNA (top) and protein (bottom) over the entire cell against time. Two separate but
neighbouring gene sites at the origin. blue m1/p1 and Green m2/p2
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Figure 4.23: The two gene repressilator: two separate but neighbouring gene sites at
the origin - mRNA1. Spatial profile of two gene repressilator with two separate gene
sites: D = 5⇥10 14
Figure 4.24: The two gene repressilator: two separate but neighbouring gene sites at
the origin - mRNA2. Spatial profile of two gene repressilator with two separate gene
sites: D = 5⇥10 14
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Figure 4.25: The two gene repressilator: two separate but neighbouring gene sites at
the origin - protein1. Spatial profile of two gene repressilator with two separate gene
sites: D = 5⇥10 14
Figure 4.26: The two gene repressilator: two separate but neighbouring gene sites at
the origin - protein2. Spatial profile of two gene repressilator with two separate gene
sites: D = 5⇥10 14
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Figure 4.27: Two-gene repressilator: Plots are of the integration of concentration
levels of mRNA (top) and protein (bottom) over the entire cell against time. Two sepa-
rate but neighbouring gene sites close to the origin: Varying D. g1 = (0.5µm,0),g2 =
( 0.5µm,0) :- blue D = 5⇥10 14, Green D = 4⇥10 14 and Cyan D = 1⇥10 13
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In creating two separate gene sites, symmetry of the domain was broken. However,
there is still a symmetry intact due to the fact that each gene site is the same distance
away from the cytoplasm and in turn each repressing protein synthesised in the cyto-
plasm is an equal distance away from its target gene as the other.
Let us now consider two scenarios of varying gene site location. First we will keep
symmetry in both the x-axis and y-axis i.e. we will vary the position of the gene1 and
gene2 sites, each along the positive and negative x-axis respectively i.e the gene sites
have coordinates, (x+ 0.5µm,0) and ( x  0.5µm,0) respectively. Second we will
consider breaking symmetry in one of these axis and move the gene sites together co-
jointly as neighbours i.e. the gene sites have coordinates (0.5µm,y) and ( 0.5µm,y)
respectively.
In the first case, we see that the transient time of the initial phase of dynamics is
relatively unaffected as x is increased, (see figure 4.28). Although, we do note that as
the gene sites are moved further apart the amplitude of the oscillations of the protein
species particularly quite drastically increased while the period only ever so slightly
increases. In consideration of varying the diffusion parameter, we see that there are
two phases for a specific range but that within this range the timing of phase change is
quite distinctly slower for a higher diffusion coefficient, (see figure 4.29).
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Figure 4.28: Two-gene repressilator: Plots are of the integration of concentration
levels of mRNA (top) and protein (bottom) over the entire cell against time. Varying
the equidistance of the two separate gene sites from the origin along the x-axis. D =
5⇥10 14g1 = (rµm,0µm),g2 = ( rµm,0µm):- blue r = 0.5, Green r = 1.45 and red
r = 2.4
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Figure 4.29: Two-gene repressilator: Plots are of the integration of concentration
levels of mRNA (top) and protein (bottom) over the entire cell against time. Two sep-
arate gene sites at position close to the nuclear membrane, translated along the posi-
tive and negative x-axis: Varying D. g1 = (2.4µm,0µm),g2 = ( 2.4µm,0µm):- blue
D = 3⇥10 14, Green D = 4⇥10 14, red D = 1⇥10 14 and cyan D = 2⇥10 13
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We now consider varying the position of the gene sites as a neighbouring cluster, such
that they remain neighbours i.e. vary their position in the y direction only, such that
the symmetry of the cell is broken down even further. The result of this is that the
spatial-temporal dynamics is abruptly affected, particularly in length of the transient
time, (see figure 4.30). As symmetry is further broken, the transient time of dynamics
comes to an end at a faster rate. For the cluster of genes near the nuclear membrane
r = 2.4µm, early phase oscillations were revived for a short time, for a small range of
decreased diffusion coefficients, after which, steady states were observed, (see figure
4.31).
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Figure 4.30: TTwo-gene repressilator: Plots are of the integration of concentration
levels of mRNA (top) and protein (bottom) over the entire cell against time. Varying
the distance of the two separate but neighbouring gene sites from the origin. g1 =
(0.5µm,rµm), g2 = ( 0.5µm,rµm):- blue r = 0, Green r = 0.8, red r = 1.6 and
Cyan y = 2.4
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Figure 4.31: Two-gene repressilator: Plots are of the integration of concentration
levels of mRNA (top) and protein (bottom) over the entire cell against time. Two
separate but neighbouring gene sites positioned close the nuclear membrane. g1 =
(0.5µm,2.4µm), g2 = ( 0.5µm,2.4µm):- blue D = 5⇥10 14, Green D = 1⇥10 14,
red D = 5⇥10 15 and Cyan D = 1⇥10 15
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4.4 The three gene repressilator
We now consider the three gene repressilator: n= 3 of the n-gene repressilator reaction
diffusion equations.
4.4.1 Shared gene site
We consider the same geometry as the Hes1 system. The single gene site at the origin
of the domain is where transcription of mRNA1, mRNA2 and mRNA3 can occur.
For the default value of D = 5⇥10 14 synchronous spatial-temporal oscillations were
recorded for all mRNA and protein species for a transient time After this time, (here
t = 4000), the phase change resulted in out of phase spatial-temporal oscillations, (see
figures 4.32. This second phase is what is seen in the temporal dynamics of the Elowitz
& Leibler (2000) ODE model. Due to the fact that the solution for the one-gene re-
pressilator (with a shared gene site) is a solutions to this model, this suggests that the
solution is unstable as it is expected that the initial in phase oscillations will last for all
time, (Muller et al. 2006).
In consideration of varying the diffusion coefficient D we can see that there is a range
of values, 5⇥10 14  D  1⇥10 13, to which sustained spatial-temporal oscillations
occur, (see figures 4.33. Above and below this range oscillations die off. Within this
oscillatory range, there are at most two phases of dynamics that can be observed. Os-
cillations that are in phase are observed first, and have a time span from two thousand
to four thousand time units, depending on the specific D used. After this the dynamics
switch to out of phase oscillations thereafter. Specifically, we see that as the diffusion
coefficient is increased, the shorter the time it takes for the second phase of GRN dy-
namics to begin. Above and below this range of diffusion coefficients, oscillations are
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damped quickly to a steady state solution.
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Figure 4.32: Three-gene repressilator: Plots are of the integration of concentration
levels of mRNA (top) and protein (bottom) over the entire cell against time. Shared
gene site at the origin, D = 5⇥10 14
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Figure 4.33: Three-gene repressilator: Plots are of the integration of concentration
levels of mRNA1 (top) and protein1 (bottom) over the entire cell against time. Varying
D, shared gene site at the origin. green D = 2 ⇥ 10 13, Blue D = 1 ⇥ 10 13, red
D = 5⇥10 14 and cyan D = 3⇥10 14
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In consideration of moving the location of the shared gene site, similar spatial-temporal
dynamics are recorded (for the default value of D = 5⇥ 10 14), however, the time of
the initial transient dynamics decreases from 4000 for r = 0 to 2500 for r = 0.75, (see
figure 4.34. As a threshold value of r = 1 is reached, spatial-temporal oscillations,
dampen and die. As symmetry is highly broken in the x and y axis here, the spatial-
temporal dynamics is highly affected for small changes of the gene site location.
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Figure 4.34: Three-gene repressilator: Plots are of the integration of concentration
levels of mRNA1 (top) and protein1 (bottom) over the entire cell against time. Varying
the location of the shared gene site and keeping D fixed, D= 5⇥10 14. green r = 0µm,
Blue r = 0.75µm, and red r = 1.5µm
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4.4.2 Individual gene sites
Let us now create individual gene sites within the nucleus. We will investigate the
impact of clustered gene spatial location and a more spread out gene spatial location of
the three genes. This will then lead us to make inferences about how the symmetry of
the geometry affects the GRN dynamics. Each gene site is circular with radius 0.5µm.
We now look at the three genes clustered together at the origin. Consequently their
spatial locations are then: (x1,y1) = (0, 1p3 µm), (x2,y2) = (0.5µm, 
1
2
p
3
µm) and
(x3,y3) = ( 0.5µm,  12p3 µm) for gene 1, gene 2 and gene 3 respectively. Thus,
we are choosing gene sites to be a distance of 1µm from each other, in a triangular
configuration.
The same two phases of spatial-temporal oscillations are again seen for D = 5⇥10 14,
(see figure 4.35). The early phase of spatial-temporal oscillations are all in phase for
all three species of mRNA and protein. The later phase of spatial-temporal oscillations
are seen to be out of phase. This initial transient phase has also been studied by Bennet
et al. (2007). The difference being that the transient time comes to an end a lot earlier
than with the single shared gene site at t = 750. The range of diffusion coefficients that
achieve spatial-temporal oscillations are 4⇥10 14  D  5⇥10 13. As D is increased
from within this range the transient time ends earlier and the amplitude of protein con-
centration levels is significantly increased. Within this range of D, mRNA amplitude
levels remain consistent, (see figure 4.36). However, we suspect that for a high value
of D the PDE system should reduce to the ODE system, such that oscillations will
still be seen. Running the model again, with inequality in the initial conditions for the
protein produced asynchronous oscillations, with the appearance of only a short kinky
transient. Translating one of the gene sites out of the symmetrical configuration also
had the effect of omitting the initial transient phase of in-phase oscillations.
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Figure 4.35: Three-gene repressilator: Plots are of the integration of concentration
levels of mRNA (top) and protein (bottom) over the entire cell against time. Individual
gene sites clustered together at the origin, D = 5⇥10 14
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Figure 4.36: Three-gene repressilator: Plots are of the integration of concentration
levels of mRNA (top) and protein (bottom) over the entire cell against time. Individual
gene sites, clustered together at the origin: Varying D
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In consideration of varying the equidistance of the gene sites from their original sepa-
ration of 1µm to 2.4µm, no further symmetry is broken.
Thus, we let (x1,y1) = (0µm,2.4µm), (x2,y2) = (2.4cos(p/6)µm, 2.4sin(p/6)µm)
and (x3,y3) = ( 2.4cos(p/6)µm, 2.4sin(p/6)µm) be the coordinates of the centres
of gene 1, gene 2 and gene 3 respectively. Below is a temporal plot of total concen-
tration of the mRNA and protein species for the model with gene sites equidistant
away from each other, close to the nuclear membrane. The spatial-temporal dynam-
ics observed did not change from that seen of the separate gene sites clustered to-
gether at the origin. The spatial-temporal dynamics differ from that of the single gene
variation of r as here, oscillations were not lost from the greater separation of gene
location. The early phase of synchronous oscillations and the later phase of asyn-
chronous oscillations, remains relatively unchanged. This may be partly due to the
preserved symmetry. However, in consideration of varying D, the range of spatial-
temporal oscillations recorded was for a range shifted down to a slightly smaller value
i.e. 3⇥10 14  D  3⇥10 13.
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Figure 4.37: Three-gene repressilator: Plots are of the integration of concentration
levels of mRNA (top) and protein (bottom) over the entire cell against time. Individual
gene sites, each close to the nuclear membrane but translated along the positive and
negative x-axis, D = 5⇥10 14
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Figure 4.38: The three gene repressilator: Individual gene sites, each at the nuclear
membrane, equidistant from each other and the origin: Varying D
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We now consider varying the distance of the gene sites as a cluster from the ori-
gin, such that their locations are now given by (x1,y1) = (0, 1p3 + yµm), (x2,y2) =
(0.5µm,  1
2
p
3
+ yµm) and (x3,y3) = ( 0.5µm,  12p3 + yµm) for gene 1, gene 2 and
gene 3 respectively.
This change in gene location breaks symmetry further in both the x and y axis. The
larger y becomes, the smaller the transient time of synchronous spatial-temporal os-
cillations and the larger the amplitude of protein concentration levels becomes. This
differs from the single gene variation in r as oscillations are completely lost as r is
increased but for individual gene sites, they are not. However, the difference in the
gene sites being separated but equidistantly and the shift of the cluster in the y direc-
tion is that the transient time of synchronous oscillations decreases very quickly and
the second phase of asynchronous oscillations dominates. The only first phase to be
seen is a single first peak (although at different concentration levels) in the mRNA and
in the protein concentrations. This can be explained by the fact that gene one is now
closer to the cytoplasm than gene sites two and three. Thus, creating a difference in
their expression levels right from the beginning.
A further observation we make about the three gene repressilator, when the symme-
try of the geometry is skewed i.e the gene sites are clustered together at the nuclear
membrane is that we do not seem to have an upper diffusion coefficient limit. This is
as expected as we expect the PDE model to imitate the ODE model for a high value
of D. It appears that our model is more stable when there is an asymmetry in the sys-
tem. Whether that be in the different distances between different gene sites and the
cytoplasm, differing initial conditions and parameter values.
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Figure 4.39: Three-gene repressilator: Plots are of the integration of concentration
levels of mRNA (top) and protein (bottom) over the entire cell against time. Individual
gene sites clustered together, varying their distance from the origin, D = 5⇥10 14
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Figure 4.40: Three-gene repressilator: Plots are of the integration of concentration
levels of mRNA (top) and protein (bottom) over the entire cell against time. Individual
gene sites clustered together and close to the nuclear membrane, D = 5⇥10 14
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Figure 4.41: Three-gene repressilator: Plots are of the integration of concentration
levels of mRNA (top) and protein (bottom) over the entire cell against time. Individual
gene sites clustered together and close to the nuclear membrane: Varying D
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4.5 The four gene repressilator
We now consider the four gene repressilator: n = 4 of the n-gene repressilator reaction
diffusion equations.
4.5.1 A single shared gene site
We find that the results of the four gene repressilator, with a single shared gene site, are
similar to that of the two gene repressilator, with a single shared gene site. The early
and later phase dynamics, transient time and change in concentration amplitude are all
relatively the same. This still holds after consideration of varying the gene site location
and in varying the diffusion coefficient. Hence, under the same parameter values as
before and for a similar set of diffusion and gene site location parameter ranges, we find
that the first phase of dynamics consists of synchronous spatial-temporal oscillations
and the second phase to consist of steady states solutions, (see figures 4.42, 4.45, 4.46
and 4.47. These steady state solutions are again in agreement with long term steady
state solution of ODE models, (Muller et al. 2006).
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Figure 4.42: Four-gene repressilator: Plots are of the integration of concentration
levels of mRNA (top) and protein (bottom) over the entire cell against time. A single
central gene site and D = 5⇥10 14
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Figure 4.43: The four gene repressilator with a single central gene site. Spatial snap-
shots of mRNA1. D = 5⇥10 14
Figure 4.44: The four gene repressilator with a single central gene site. Spatial snap-
shots of protein1. D = 5⇥10 14
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Figure 4.45: Four-gene repressilator: Plots are of the integration of concentration
levels of mRNA (top) and protein (bottom) over the entire cell against time. One shared
gene site at the origin. Varying the diffusion coefficient. Both graphs are time series of
total concentration of species. Top: mRNA, Bottom: protein.
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Figure 4.46: Four-gene repressilator: Plots are of the integration of concentration
levels of mRNA (top) and protein (bottom) over the entire cell against time. Varying
the location of the single gene site. Both graphs are time series of total concentration
of species. Top: mRNA, Bottom: Protein. D = 5⇥10 14.
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Figure 4.47: Four-gene repressilator: Plots are of the integration of concentration
levels of mRNA (top) and protein (bottom) over the entire cell against time. A single
central gene site close to the nuclear membrane, r = 2.4µm.
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4.5.2 Four separate individual gene sites
We now consider four individual gene sites existing as a non intersecting cluster at
the centre of the nucleus. The location of gene 1, gene 2, gene 3 and gene 4 be-
ing, (x1,y1) = (0µm, 1p2 µm), (x2,y2) = (
1p
2
µm,0µm), (x3,y3) = (0µm,  1p2 µm) and
(x4,y4) = (  1p2 µm,0µm) respectively. Thus, they are in a square configuration of
sides of length 1µm.
We find that the results of the four gene repressilator, with individual gene sites, are
similar to that of the two gene repressilator, with individual gene sites. This might be
due to the possibility that our model might not be independent of mesh size or it could
be in further support of the results by Strelkowa & Barahona (2010). The transient
time of oscillatory dynamics and change in concentration amplitude are all relatively
the same. This still holds after consideration of varying the gene site location and in
varying the diffusion coefficient. Hence, under the same parameter values as before
and for a similar set of diffusion and gene site location parameter ranges, we find that
the first phase of dynamics consist of synchronous spatial-temporal oscillations and
the second phase to consist of steady states solutions.The change captured between the
single shared gene site model to the individual gene sites model also reflects that of the
change seen from a single shared gene to individual gene sites in the two gene repressi-
lator model. Thus, the first phase of spatial-temporal oscillations for single shared gene
lasts considerably longer than for the four individual origin clustered genes model.
Furthermore, the initial transient time decreased further for an asymmetrical gene site
cluster at the nuclear membrane. Also, again for changes to the diffusion coefficient,
we see that the transient time, period of oscillation, amplitude of concentration, partic-
ularly of protein is deeply altered. However, in the case of clustered gene sites at the
nuclear membrane, the four gene repressilator with individual gene sites model’s first
phase of (damped) oscillatory dynamics have a much larger protein amplitude.
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Figure 4.48: Four-gene repressilator: Plots are of the integration of concentration
levels of mRNA (top) and protein (bottom) over the entire cell against time. Individ-
ual gene sites, clustered together at the origin, with specific gene site location being,
g1/3 = (+/  1p2 ,0) and g2/4 = (0,+/ 
1p
2
). Both graphs are time series of total
concentration of species. D = 5⇥10 14. Top: mRNA, Bottom: Protein.
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Figure 4.49: Four-gene repressilator: Plots are of the integration of concentration
levels of mRNA (top) and protein (bottom) over the entire cell against time. Individ-
ual gene sites, clustered together at the origin, with specific gene site location being,
g1/3 = (+/  1p2 ,0) and g2/4 = (0,+/ 
1p
2
): Varying D.
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Figure 4.50: Four-gene repressilator: Plots are of the integration of concentration
levels of mRNA (top) and protein (bottom) over the entire cell against time. Varying
the position of cluster of individual gene sites, with specific gene site location being,
g1/3 = (+/  1p2 ,r) and g2/4 = (0,r+/ 
1p
2
).
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Figure 4.51: Four-gene repressilator: Plots are of the integration of concentration
levels of mRNA (top) and protein (bottom) over the entire cell against time. Individ-
ual gene sites, clustered together near the nuclear membrane, with specific gene site
location being, g1/3 = (+/  1p2 µm,1.7µm) and g2/4 = (0µm,(1.7+ / 
1p
2
)µm):
Varying D.
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4.6 The five gene repressilator
We now consider the five gene repressilator: n = 5 of the n-gene repressilator reaction
diffusion equations.
4.6.1 A single shared gene site
We find that the results of the five gene repressilator, with a single shared gene site, are
similar to that of the three gene repressilator, with a single shared gene site. The early
and later phase dynamics, transient time and change in concentration amplitude are all
relatively the same. This still holds after consideration of varying the gene site loca-
tion and in varying the diffusion coefficient. Hence, under the same parameter values
as before and for a similar set of diffusion and gene site location parameter ranges, we
find that the transient time of initial dynamics consist of synchronised spatial-temporal
oscillations and the second phase to consist of asynchronous spatial-temporal oscilla-
tions.
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Figure 4.52: Five-gene repressilator: Plots are of the integration of concentration
levels of mRNA (top) and protein (bottom) over the entire cell against time. A shared
gene site at the origin: D = 5⇥10 14
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Figure 4.53: Five-gene repressilator: Plots are of the integration of concentration
levels of mRNA (top) and protein (bottom) over the entire cell against time. A shared
gene site at the origin: varying D
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Figure 4.54: Five-gene repressilator: Plots are of the integration of concentration
levels of mRNA (top) and protein (bottom) over the entire cell against time. Varying
the location, r, of the shared gene site, D = 5⇥10 14
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Figure 4.55: Five-gene repressilator: Plots are of the integration of concentration
levels of mRNA (top) and protein (bottom) over the entire cell against time. A shared
gene site near the nuclear membrane, r = 2.4µm: varying D
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4.6.2 Five individual gene sites
We now consider five individual gene sites existing as a non intersecting cluster at the
centre of the nucleus. The location of gene 1, gene 2, gene 3, gene 4 and gene 5 being,
(x1,y1)= (0,gyµm), (x2,y2)= (gy cos(p/10),gy sin(p/10)), (x3,y3)= (gy cos(3p/10), gy sin(3p/10)),
(x4,y4)= ( gy cos(3p/10), gy sin(3p/10)) and (x5,y5)= ( gy cos(p/10),gy sin(p/10)).
D = 5⇥10 14 respectively, where gy = 0.86µm. Thus, they are in a pentagonal con-
figuration of sides of length 1µm.
We find that the results of the five gene repressilator, with individual gene sites, are
similar to that of the three gene repressilator, with individual gene sites. The early and
later phase dynamics, transient time of the early phase and change in concentration
amplitude are all relatively the same. This still holds after consideration of varying
the gene site location and in varying the diffusion coefficient. Hence, under the same
parameter values as before and for a similar set of diffusion and gene site location
parameter ranges, we find that the transient time of the initial phase of dynamics con-
sist of synchronous spatial-temporal oscillations and the second phase to consist of
asynchronous spatial-temporal oscillations.
The change captured between the single shared gene site model to the individual gene
sites model also reflects that of the change seen from a single shared gene to individ-
ual gene sites in the three gene repressilator model. Thus, the first phase of spatial-
temporal oscillations for single shared gene lasts considerably longer than for the five
individual origin clustered genes model. Furthermore, the transient time of the first
phase of dynamics is decreased further for an asymmetrical gene site cluster at the nu-
clear membrane. Also, again for changes to the diffusion coefficient, we see that the
transient time, period of oscillation, amplitude of concentration, particularly of protein
is deeply altered.
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Figure 4.56: Five-gene repressilator: Plots are of the integration of concen-
tration levels of mRNA (top) and protein (bottom) over the entire cell against
time. Individual gene sites clustered together at the origin, g1 = (0,gyµm),
g2 = (gy cos(p/10),gy sin(p/10)), g3 = (gy cos(3p/10), gy sin(3p/10)), g4 =
( gy cos(3p/10), gy sin(3p/10)) and g5 = ( gy cos(p/10),gy sin(p/10)). D = 5⇥
10 14
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Figure 4.57: Five-gene repressilator: Plots are of the integration of
concentration levels of mRNA (top) and protein (bottom) over the en-
tire cell against time. Individual gene sites clustered together at the
origin: varying their diffusion coefficient D, g1 = (0µm,gyµm), g2 =
(gy cos(p/10)µm,gy sin(p/10))µm), g3 = (gy cos(3p/10)µm, gy sin(3p/10))µm),
g4 = ( gy cos(3p/10)µm, gy sin(3p/10))µm) and g5 =
( gy cos(p/10)µm,gy sin(p/10))µm).
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Figure 4.58: Five-gene repressilator: Plots are of the integration of
concentration levels of mRNA (top) and protein (bottom) over the en-
tire cell against time. Individual gene sites clustered together: vary-
ing r, their location from the origin, g1 = (0µm,gy + rµm), g2 =
(gy cos(p/10)µm,gy sin(p/10)) + rµm), g3 = (gy cos(3p/10)µm, gy sin(3p/10) +
r)µm), g4 = ( gy cos(3p/10)µm, gy sin(3p/10) + r)µm) and g5 =
( gy cos(p/10)µm,gy sin(p/10)+ r)µm). D = 5⇥10 14
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Figure 4.59: Five-gene repressilator: Plots are of the integration of concen-
tration levels of mRNA (top) and protein (bottom) over the entire cell against
time. Individual gene sites clustered together, varying the diffusion coeffi-
cient, D. g1 = (0µm,gy + 1.5µm), g2 = (gy cos(p/10)µm,gy sin(p/10)) +
1.5µm), g3 = (gy cos(3p/10)µm, gy sin(3p/10)) + 1.5µm),
g4 = ( gy cos(3p/10)µm, gy sin(3p/10)) + 1.5µm) and g5 =
( gy cos(p/10)µm,gy sin(p/10))+1.5µm).
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4.7 The six gene repressilator
We now consider the six gene repressilator: n = 6 of the n-gene repressilator reaction
diffusion equations.
4.7.1 A single shared gene site
For the six gene repressilator with a single shared gene site, the spatial temporal dy-
namics have been found to be oscillatory in the first phase and steady states in the
second phase. Again, the period, amplitude of each phase and the transient time of the
first phase is heavily dependent on the diffusion coefficient and spatial location of the
gene site within the nucleus. The spatial-temporal dynamics of the single shared gene
site, six gene repressilator model reflects similar behaviour to that of the single gene,
two and four gene rerpressilator models.
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Figure 4.60: Six-gene repressilator: Plots are of the integration of concentration levels
of mRNA (top) and protein (bottom) over the entire cell against time. A shared gene
site at the origin: D = 5⇥10 14
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Figure 4.61: Six-gene repressilator: Plots are of the integration of concentration levels
of mRNA (top) and protein (bottom) over the entire cell against time. Varying r i.e. the
position of the shared gene site, D = 5⇥10 14
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Figure 4.62: Six-gene repressilator: Plots are of the integration of concentration levels
of mRNA (top) and protein (bottom) over the entire cell against time. A shared gene
site, r = 2.4µm: varying D.
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4.7.2 Six individual gene sites
We now consider six individual gene sites existing as a non intersecting cluster at
the centre of the nucleus. The location of gene 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 being, (x1,y1) =
(0µm,1µm), (x2,y2)= (cos(p/6)µm,sin(p/6)µm), (x3,y3)= (cos(p/6)µm, sin(p/6)µm),
(x4,y4) = (0µm, 1µm), (x5,y5) = ( cos(p/6)µm, sin(p/6)µm) and (x6,y6) =
( cos(p/6)µm,sin(p/6)µm) respectively. Thus, they are in a hexagonal configu-
ration of sides of length 1µm.
Unlike the two and four (even) gene repressilator, which demonstrated similar dynam-
ics between the shared gene site model and the individual gene site model, in terms of
first and second phase of dynamics, the six gene repressilator demonstrates out of phase
spatial-temporal oscillations on the second phase of dynamics for individual gene sites,
in a cluster at the origin. When we consider varying the diffusion coefficient, we find
a small range of D such that the first phase of dynamics are synchronous oscillations
and the second phase are asynchronous oscillations: 3 14  D  1⇥10 13. However,
as the diffusion coefficient was increased, the second phase of asynchronous spatial-
temporal oscillations changed to steady state solutions.
When we consider moving the gene cluster in the y direction, their is an initial peak in
species concentration. An attempt to oscillate is made but then the dynamics retreat to
steady state solutions.
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Figure 4.63: Six-gene repressilator: Plots are of the integration of concentration
levels of mRNA (top) and protein (bottom) over the entire cell against time. Indi-
vidual gene sites, clustered together around the origin: g1 = (0µm,1µm),g2 =
(cos(p/6)µm,sin(p/6)µm),g3 = (cos(p/6)µm, sin(p/6)µm),g4 =
(0µm, 1µm),g5 = ( cos(p/6)µm, sin(p/6)µm) and g6 =
( cos(p/6)µm,sin(p/6)µm). D = 5⇥10 14
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Figure 4.64: Six-gene repressilator: Plots are of the integration of concentration
levels of mRNA (top) and protein (bottom) over the entire cell against time. Indi-
vidual gene sites, clustered together around the origin: g1 = (0µm,1µm),g2 =
(cos(p/6)µm,sin(p/6)µm),g3 = (cos(p/6)µm, sin(p/6)µm),g4 =
(0µm, 1µm),g5 = ( cos(p/6)µm, sin(p/6)µm) and g6 =
( cos(p/6)µm,sin(p/6)µm). Varying the diffusion coefficient D
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Figure 4.65: Six-gene repressilator: Plots are of the integration of concen-
tration levels of mRNA (top) and protein (bottom) over the entire cell against
time. Individual gene sites, varying r of the gene cluster: g1 = (0µm,1 +
rµm), g2 = (cos(p/6)µm,sin(p/6) + rµm), g3 = (cos(p/6)µm, sin(p/6) +
rµm), g4 = (0µm, 1 + rµm), g5 = ( cos(p/6)µm, sin(p/6) + rµm) and g6 =
( cos(p/6)µm,sin(p/6)+ rµm). D = 5⇥10 14
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4.8 Discussion
In this chapter we have considered spatial-temporal models of gene regulatory net-
works considering both actual (Hes1) and synthetic (repressilator) systems. The con-
struction, modelling and analysis of synthetic GRNs is essential in delineating the
underlying mechanisms behind actual GRNs (see, for example, Balagadde et al. 2008,
Becskei & Serrano 2000, Chen et al. 2012, Elowitz & Leibler 2000, O’Brien et al.
2012, Purcell et al. 2010). It has been established that GRNs containing negative feed-
back loops frequently exhibit oscillatory behaviour and mathematical modelling has
largely focussed solely on the temporal dynamics using ODE and/or DDE models.
Our results show that the dynamics of GRNs can be controlled by spatial components
of the PDE model with specific spatial conditions leading to oscillations. This work
is in agreement with and generalises previous work by Sturrock et al. (2011a,b) and
Chaplain et al. (2014). It is becoming clear that the spatial components must be con-
sidered when modelling GRNs, as they are key to generating periodic behaviour.
More specifically we have investigated the importance of the location of the gene sites
within the nucleus. This in turn determines the distance of the gene sites from the
cytoplasm, where protein production can occur. We have found that the position of
the gene site with respect to the cytoplasm must be optimal in order to achieve oscilla-
tions, although the precise optimal ranges will be affected by the size of the diffusion
coefficient(s).
It has been demonstrated (Imayoshi & Kageyama 2014, Kageyama et al. 2015, Shi-
mojo et al. 2008) that oscillatory and sustained expression of bHLH transcription fac-
tors (such as Hes1) correspond to different states for neural progenitors (self-renewing
and fate determining, respectively). Changes to spatial structure provide a realistic
mechanism for control of GRNs. Since parameters, diffusion coefficients in particular,
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are not well known, we suggest further work is needed to determine parameter regimes
more precisely.
We have found that the n-gene repressilator, built solely on negative feedback, prefer-
entially generate oscillations for systems with an odd number of genes. In particular
systems with three or five genes are found to oscillate for a wide range of conditions
whereas systems with two or four do not. This disparity in behaviour has been found in
other models (see Purcell et al. 2010). Our simulations showed that a breaking of sym-
metry in the cellular domain (positioning of gene sites) lead to an increased tendency
for a phase change in dynamics.
However, this generalisation of even numbered genes broke down for n= 6. Increasing
the number of genes makes the system more robust and likely to oscillate. For an ODE
model of multi-gene repressilators, Strelkowa & Barahona (2010) found that increas-
ing the number of genes lead to increased stability of periodic solutions. Our results
indicate that this is also true of a comparable PDE system, something which requires
further study. If proven, this result may suggest that the complexity due to the number
of genes in biologically realistic networks, particularly cascades, are designed in such
a way to maximise the likelihood of periodic behaviour while the precise locations of
processes may be the key to controlling the timescale of oscillations and any phase
change in dynamics needed to begin the next step in cell fate.
It has been shown that molecular crowding can drastically decrease protein diffusion
rate (Roosen-Runge et al. 2011). An area of possible research could then look into
whether molecular overcrowding in a cell, slowing down molecular diffusion could
produce the change in phase of a GRN from oscillatory to steady state. The decrease in
diffusion may also arise due to molecular binding, increasing the overall size and hence
decreasing its diffusion capacity or due to a decrease in nuclear membrane permeability
(Haggie et al. 2004) of which each could arise due to crosstalk with other GRNs (Wang
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et al. 2003).
It has been shown that optical deformability is sensitive enough to monitor the subtle
changes during the progression of mouse fibroblasts and human breast epithelial cells
from normal to cancerous and even metastatic state (Guck et al. 2005). This could
possibly change the position of the gene sites and thus possibly change the GRN spatio-
temporal dynamics phase i.e. from oscillatory to steady state, changing the fate of the
cell.
In biological systems, a phase transition can be defined as the transformation from
one phenotype or state to another, where different phenotypes can be mapped to dis-
tinct states. For example, the cell cycle is known to have four distinct phases: G1, S,
G2 and M phases; cell differentiation contains different stages such as cell prolifera-
tion, growth arrest and mature differentiation; and cancer development mainly involves
many steps such as mutation, promotion and invasion. Obviously, analysing these bi-
ological phase transitions will offer valuable clues for understanding life and its dy-
namics. Therefore, a fundamental but important question is how to trace the temporal
characteristics or dynamics of a biological system during a particular phase transition
process (Zeng & Chen 2012). As the cell becomes more cancerous, the shape of the
cell may become distorted. Thus, due to this new cellular geometry (or asymmetry, in
our model) the second phase of dynamics is reached prematurely. This shows that PDE
models of GRNs are better suited to studying the molecular dynamics in such systems
than equivalent ODE models.
Our investigation into synthetic networks confirms the importance of spatial modelling
of GRNs whilst at the same time has delivered some interesting results which merit
further investigation and analysis.
Chapter 5
Spatial-stochastic modelling of the
n-gene repressilator
In the previous chapter, the n-gene repressilator, (n= 1, ..,6), was modelled as a system
of PDEs. For this continuum approach to be valid, we made the assumption that the
molecular copy numbers of species was high, such that we could describe the levels
as concentrations. However, as discussed earlier, regulator numbers (mRNA and tran-
scription factors) are low and there are only at most two of each gene species. Thus,
although the PDE approach can capture spatial effects due to positioning of gene sites
and variation to the diffusion coefficient that an ODE approach could not capture, the
PDE approach will not capture the effects of stochasticity in a single cell and is not
appropriate/valid for systems of low numbers of molecules.
We now consider the more realistic discrete, spatial stochastic approach to our syn-
thetic biology system: the n-gene repressilator, (n = 1, ..,6). We begin by first consid-
ering the work of Sturrock et al. (2013) where a spatial-stochastic model of the Hes1
GRN: one gene repressilator, was proposed. Each section that follows, we continue
with this same approach but incorporate another gene site into the ring repressilator
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network each time until we have built up to the six-gene repressilator.
The difference between this spatial-stochastic model and the former PDE model is that
we now account for each species being composed of discrete molecules. The ith free
promoter is described by an individual species f pi. The ith occupied promoter, (the
product of protein pi 1 binding to promoter f pi), is denoted, opi.
Gene site species i.e. f pi and opi, are confined to their gene site locations, and are
thus given a diffusion coefficient of D f pi = Dopi = 0. The processes of transcription,
translation and degradation all now have a probability of occurring. Trajectories are
sampled from the reaction-diffusion master equation (RDME) as discussed in the gen-
eral spatial-stochastic approach chapter 3, section 3.3.
The following table describes the biochemical reactions and transportive mechanisms
(accounting only for diffusion in this chapter) of the n-gene repressilator, (n = 1, ..,6)
and states the parameter values used. The ith mRNA species is denoted by mi, the ith
protein species denoted by pi, the ith free promoter species denoted by f pi and the ith
occupied promoter species is denoted by opi.
We again choose the diffusion coefficient D to be the same for all diffusive species:
Dmi = Dpi = D, 8i .
The PDE model of the n gene repressilator shows that for specific molecular degrada-
tion parameters, oscillations will be achieved (at least as an initial transient) provided
the relationship between the spatial location of the gene site and diffusion coefficient
is satisfied. We will follow a similar protocol here. For set parameter values for all
of the reactions in our model we will investigate how dynamics change as we vary
the location of the gene site(s) and the diffusion coefficient of the mRNA and protein
species.
The instantaneous period of oscillations is estimated using a Morlet continuous time
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Cytoplasmic Reaction Description Parameter value
mRNAi
api  ! mRNAi +proteini Translation of
proteini
api = 3min 1
The ith gene site Reaction Description Parameter value
f pi + proteini 1
k1  *) 
k2
opi Binding/unbinding
of proteini 1 to
the free ith
promoter
k1 = 1⇥108M 1min 1
k2 = 0.05min 1
f pi
ami  ! f pi +mRNAi basal transcrip-
tion of mRNAi
ami = 3min 1
opi
ami/g   ! opi +mRNAi Repressed tran-
scription of
mRNAi
ami = 3min 1,g = 1000
Global Reactions Description Parameter value
mRNAi
dmi  ! /0 Degradation of
mRNAi
dmi = 0.06min 1
proteini
dpi  ! /0 Degradation of
proteini
dpi = 0.03min 1
Sij
djik  ! Sik Molecular diffu-
sion
d jik = Dim2min 1
Table 5.1: The reaction and diffusion processes and their accompanying parameter
values used for the n-gene repressilator, discrete spatial stochastic model
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wavelet transform (CWT) as implemented in a MATLAB toolbox called WAVOS, see
(Harang & Petzold 2012) for details. Given the highly oscillatory and noisy nature of
our trajectories, the use of standard Fourier techniques can lead to inaccurate estimates
of the period, as Fourier analysis assumes stationarity of the signal and its basis func-
tions are unbounded in time (Mallat 1998). Wavelets, in contrast, are localised in both
time and frequency. This localises the analysis, allowing the changes in signal proper-
ties to be tracked over time (Torrence & Compo 1998). Furthermore, we make use of
gaussian edge elimination to minimise artefacts in the approximation of the period. We
used a sinusoidal function to test the capacity of WAVOS. We found that for a correct
period (if any at all) is to be calculated, the time of simulation has to be at least three
times as long as the maximum period. An increase on this would lead to more period
being displayed on the heat map, due to less Gaussian edge elimination.
The instantaneous period calculated for each time step can vary throughout one sin-
gle trajectory. For each trajectory the average instantaneous period and corresponding
standard deviation was calculated. Calculating the modes was a bit trickier and depen-
dent on parameters chosen.
For each parameter set, at least 100 trajectories were run. Four simulations are shown
for each parameter set of D and r chosen.
In order to compare how dynamics change due to a change in diffusion coefficient or
gene site location, we will consider averages in instantaneous period, T̄ and average
and maximum peak value of protein, p̄peak.
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5.1 The Hes1 GRN: The one gene repressilator
Let Dsi denote the diffusion coefficient of each species, si, and let r denote the distance
of the gene site from the origin.
Then for each specific value of D and r, four trajectories are shown. This is to try and
present a visual idea of the variability in the amplitude and period of the oscillations in
molecular numbers.
The discrete, spatial-stochastic model is in agreement with the PDE model as we lower
the diffusion coefficient. For a gene site at the origin r = 0, we note that there is a
minimum D = Dsyn such that any protein at all can be synthesised. mRNA begins
to fail to reach the cytoplasm or does not survive long enough once it reaches the
cytoplasm for protein to be synthesised and thus, there is zero protein in the cell for
diffusion coefficient D  Dsyn. We define Dsyn as the maximum value of the diffusion
coefficient, such that mRNA can not survive long enough to reach and/or reside in the
cytoplasm long enough for protein to be synthesised.
D  Dsyn = 1⇥10 13m2min 1. (5.1)
Additionally as we lower the value of D toward Dsyn the average and maximum number
of mRNA seen in each trajectory increases, due to the decrease in protein production
and hence, decrease in negative feedback.
Similarly, we define Dbind as the maximum value of D such that protein are unable to
survive long enough to diffuse to the gene sites and find and bind to its corresponding
target promoter. Thus, for a diffusion coefficient in the range,
Dsyn  D  Dbind = 5⇥10 13m2min 1, (5.2)
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Figure 5.1: Schematic diagram of the Hes1 GRN: One gene repressilator
protein and mRNA species are both synthesised but there is no negative feedback.
Therefore, any dynamics in the mRNA and protein levels for that range of D are purely
stochastic effects only.
However, if the gene site is located close enough to the nuclear membrane we do
see small amplitude spikes of protein produced. Thus, the size of Dsyn and Dbind get
smaller as the gene site moves close to the nuclear membrane.
For a diffusion coefficient of D = 1⇥10 12m2min 1 > Dbind , the promoter site of the
gene is seen to be occupied at times and thus, the negative feedback in the protein-
promoter binding is apparent in the mRNA and protein levels. The first set of four
simulations to be shown have D = 1⇥ 10 12m2min 1 and a gene site at the origin,
r = 0 i.e. g = (0µm,0µm,0µm), of the nucleus. The second set of four simulations
also have gene site positioned at the origin but are for the faster diffusion regime:
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D = 1⇥10 10m2s 1.
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Figure 5.2: The one gene repressilator with gene site at the origin: r = 0µm and
diffusion coefficient: D = 1⇥ 10 12m2min 1. Each column represents a realisation.
Top to bottom is: total protein number over entire cell, instantaneous period, period
heat map, total number of mRNA over entire cell and free promoter time series.
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Figure 5.3: The one gene repressilator with gene site at the origin: r = 0µm and
diffusion coefficient: D = 1⇥ 10 12m2min 1. Each column represents a realisation.
Top to bottom is: total protein number over entire cell, instantaneous period, period
heat map, total number of mRNA over entire cell and free promoter time series.
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Figure 5.4: The one gene repressilator with gene site at the origin: r = 0µm and
diffusion coefficient: D = 1⇥ 10 10m2min 1. Each column represents a realisation.
Top to bottom is: total protein number over entire cell, instantaneous period, period
heat map, total number of mRNA over entire cell and free promoter time series.
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Figure 5.5: The one gene repressilator with gene site at the origin: r = 0µm and
diffusion coefficient: D = 1⇥ 10 10m2min 1. Each column represents a realisation.
Top to bottom is: total protein number over entire cell, instantaneous period, period
heat map, total number of mRNA over entire cell and free promoter time series.
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For D = 1⇥ 10 12m2min 1 the average period for 200 trajectories was T = 333.1,
ranging between, 93.2  T  558.6. The average protein number was p̄ = 164.8,
ranging between 83  p̄  234.9. The average peak value of protein number was
p̄peak = 426.8, ranging between 253  p̄peak  607.
For D = 1⇥ 10 10m2min 1 the average period for 200 trajectories was T̄ = 224.5,
ranging between, 224.5  T̄  558.6. The average protein number was p̄ = 1784,
ranging between 1298  p̄  1784. The average peak value of protein number was
p̄peak = 3567, ranging between 2807  p̄peak  4695.
For a nuclear central gene, the average period of oscillation across trajectories de-
creased by just short of two hours as the diffusion coefficient, D, was increased by a
magnitude of two i.e. from D = 1⇥ 10 12m2min 1 to D = 1⇥ 10 10m2min 1. The
average protein number was increased by a magnitude of one due to this increase in
the diffusion paramater.
The decrease in average period of oscillation is almost intuitive for an increase in
diffusion. However, it can also be explained by the greater amount of protein that
can be synthesised and hence reach the gene site and bind to the promoter. Hence,
an increase in diffusion leads to a greater negative feedback. However, this increase
in potential protein locality around the gene site, leads to a higher level of fluctuation
in promoter binding and unbinding. This increase in fluctuations, turning repression
on and off more frequently, leads to more complex periodic behaviour, with bi-modal
and multi-modal periods detected, see figures 5.6 and 5.7. However, we note, that
we need to be cautious of the few modal periods of the smaller diffusion regime that
lie on the line of largest period possible that can be detected. To accommodate for
this a larger simulation time should be ran. However, we know via experimental data
that the period of Hes1 can range between 2 and 5 hours (dependent on the cell type).
Thus, at least five of the higher oscillatory periods can fit into the time frame chosen of
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1600 minutes. Additionally, the increase in diffusion, enables mRNA to travel to the
cytoplasm more readily and hence for protein synthesis, (possibly including protein
bursts) to occur at a higher rate. As indeed the average and peak of protein number
increases by a magnitude of one due to this increase in the diffusion coefficient.
One could suggest, that this appearance of bi-modal and multi-modal periodic be-
haviour due to the increase in negative feedback is evidence for more stochastic af-
fects. Although, the range of mean periods is tighter for realisations within the faster
diffusion regime, the distribution of periods within each trajectory is more diverse with
more bi-modal and multi-modals periods seen. This is rather anti-intuitive but (Huang
et al. 2014, Marquez-Lago & Stelling 2010) discuss an increase in negative feedback,
increasing stochastic affects. They suggest that this may be due to more frequent pro-
tein bursts.
We now consider varying the diffusion for a gene site located near the nuclear mem-
brane: r = 2.85µm i.e. g = (2.85µm,0µm,0µm). The first set of four simulations are
for the slower diffusion regime, D = 1⇥10 12, and the second set of four simulations
are for the faster diffusion regime, D = 1⇥10 10.
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Figure 5.6: Left: Power spectra of the one-gene repressilator showing average period
for 100 trajectories. Red denotes average periods of protein per trajectory under the
faster diffusion regime and blue denotes average period per trajectory of the slower
diffusion regime. Right: Number of calculated dominant modes appearing in 200
trajectories. Yellow denotes the slower diffusion regime and blue denotes the faster
diffusion regime.
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Figure 5.7: Period data for 50 simulations of the one-gene repressilator model: the red
diamonds are the mean periods, the blue lines indicate the range of periods recorded
within a trajectory, the blue diamonds indicate the value of the modal period(s). The
top image is for the diffusion regime D = 1⇥10 12 the bottom plot is for the diffusion
regime D = 1⇥10 10
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Figure 5.8: The one gene repressilator with gene site close to the nuclear membrane:
r = 2.85µm, diffusion coefficient: D = 1⇥ 10 12m2min 1: Each column represents
a realisation. Top to bottom is: protein, period, period heat map, mRNA and free
promoter time series. Translation allowed to occur over entire cytoplasm.
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Figure 5.9: The one gene repressilator with gene site close to the nuclear membrane:
r = 2.85µm, diffusion coefficient: D = 1⇥ 10 12m2min 1: Each column represents
a realisation. Top to bottom is: protein, period, period heat map, mRNA and free
promoter time series. Translation allowed to occur over entire cytoplasm.
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Figure 5.10: The one gene repressilator with gene site close to the nuclear membrane:
r = 2.85µm, diffusion coefficient: D = 1⇥ 10 10m2min 1: Each column represents
a realisation. Top to bottom is: protein, period, period heat map, mRNA and free
promoter time series. Translation allowed to occur over entire cytoplasm.
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Figure 5.11: The one gene repressilator with gene site close to the nuclear membrane:
r = 2.85µm, diffusion coefficient: D = 1⇥ 10 10m2min 1: Each column represents
a realisation. Top to bottom is: protein, period, period heat map, mRNA and free
promoter time series. Translation allowed to occur over entire cytoplasm.
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For D = 1⇥ 10 12m2min 1 the average period for 200 trajectories was T̄ = 258.1,
ranging between, 114.7  T̄  469.7. The average value of protein number was p̄ =
96.5, ranging between 56.3  p̄  161.1. The average peak value of protein number
was p̄peak = 365.3, ranging between 197  p̄peak  585.6.
For D = 1⇥10 10m2min 1 the average period for 200 trajectories was T̄ = 234, rang-
ing between, 98  T̄  558.6. The average value of protein number was p̄ = 1589,
ranging between 1142  pav  1986. The average peak value of protein number was
p̄peak = 3323, ranging between 2319  p̄peak  4256.
For a gene site located near the nuclear membrane, the difference between the mean
periods recorded across 200 trajectories as we increase the diffusion parameter by a
magnitude of two, is not as significant as we observed for the origin located gene. Al-
though, we note that the faster diffusion regime still exhibits, on average, a somewhat,
slightly faster frequency of oscillation. However, there now appears to be a slightly
larger spread in the mean periods across trajectories for the faster diffusion regime for
a gene site closer to the nuclear membrane than in the origin located gene site case.
We now observe bi-modal and multi-modal periods more consistently for both diffu-
sion regimes, see figure 5.12 and 5.13. The increase in the amount of bi-modal and
multi-modal periodic behaviour seen for trajectories in the smaller diffusion regime
can again be put down to a higher level fluctuation of protein-promoter binding, thus,
generating a stronger negative feedback.
Protein levels increase by a magnitude of greater than one this time, compared to just
one in the origin located gene site case. The protein levels for the slower diffusion
regime slightly decrease as the promoter is moved closer to the nuclear membrane.
This is because when the promoter location is very close to the nuclear membrane the
promoter is occupied more often than it is free. The consequential effect is far lower
levels of mRNA, due to the increased repression by the more frequently protein-bound
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Figure 5.12: Period data for 50 simulations of the one-gene repressilator model:
the red diamonds are the mean periods, the blue lines indicate the range of periods
recorded within a trajectory, the blue diamonds indicate the value of the modal pe-
riod(s). The top image is for the diffusion regime D = 1⇥10 12 the bottom plot is for
the diffusion regime D = 1⇥10 10
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promoter.
In the PDE model, there is a lower and upper limit of the diffusion coefficient, such
that oscillations can be achieved. As the diffusion coefficient is increased past the
oscillatory range of D, both the mRNA and protein settle to a steady state. mRNA
reaches a smaller level in its steady state concentration as D is increased and protein
reacher as higher level in its steady state concentration as D is increased. In the spatial-
stochastic regime, there is a lower limit on D but there is no upper limit. A proposal we
will make is that the PDE approximation also breaks down here because the stochastic
regime is no longer unimodal. The case for the lower diffusion regime, with gene site
close to the nuclear membrane, where a higher level of bimodal periodic behaviour is
seen, this is equivalent to a faster diffusion regime with gene site at the origin.
The results for the spatial-stochastic model are in agreement with the delay stochastic
model mentioned in section 3.2.2.1 Bratsum et al. (2005). Where delay could represent
the time required to reach gene site/cytoplasm. However, we have a broader view as it
is not only diffusion we take into account, for the delay, but also the spatial position of
the gene site within the nucleus of the heterogenous cell.
Figure 5.14 gives a summary of how average protein number and period vary with the
diffusion parameter and gene site position.
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Figure 5.13: Left: Period data of the one-gene repressilator showing the average
period per trajectory for 100 trajectories. Red diamonds denotes average periods
of protein level oscillations per trajectory under the faster diffusion regime and blue
diamonds denote average period per trajectory of the slower diffusion regime. Right:
Number of calculated dominant modes appearing in 200 trajectories. Yellow denotes
the slower diffusion regime and blue denotes the faster diffusion regime.
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Figure 5.14: Left: Plot showing the average protein number calculated over 250 tra-
jectories, against the diffusion parameter for low and high diffusion regime. Red is
when gene site located at origin, blue is when the gene sites is located close to the
nuclear membrane.
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5.2 The two gene repressilator
We now consider the two gene repressilator, (n = 2). See figure 5.15 for a schematic of
the reaction-diffusion processes considered. We first consider the gene site locations
to be g1 = (x1,y1,z1) = (0.5µm,0µm,0µm) and g2 = (x2,y2) = ( 0.5µm,0µm,0µm)
for gene 1 and gene 2 respectively. We term this gene site configuration a cluster at
the centre of the nucleus. The first set of three simulations are for the smaller diffu-
sion regime, D = 1⇥ 10 12 and the second set of three simulations are for the faster
diffusion regime, D = 1⇥10 10.
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Figure 5.15: Schematic diagram of the two gene repressilator, n = 2. Protein 1 can
bind to gene 2 and repress transcription of mRNA 2. Similarly protein 2 can bind to
gene 1 and repress transcription of mRNA 1. When mRNA is transcribed is transcribed
it is free to diffuse from the nucleus into the cytoplasm. In the cytoplasm protein 1 is
translated due to mRNA 1 and protein 2 is translated due to mRNA 2. Once protein are
synthesised it is free to diffuse from the cytoplasm to the nucleus. Once a protein finds
its target gene, it has the capacity to bind and hence, repress transcription of mRNA.
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Figure 5.16: The two gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered at the
centre of the nucleus: g1 = (0.5µm,0µm,0µm),g2 = ( 0.5µm,0µm,0µm) and a dif-
fusion coefficient D = 1⇥10 12m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on ge-
netic relation: Gene1/products, and Gene2/products. Top to bottom: protein, period,
heat map of protein period 1 and 2, mRNA and free promoter time series. Transla-
tion allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each
promoter is free.
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Figure 5.17: The two gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered at the
centre of the nucleus: g1 = (0.5µm,0µm,0µm),g2 = ( 0.5µm,0µm,0µm) and a dif-
fusion coefficient D = 1⇥10 12m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on ge-
netic relation: Gene1/products, and Gene2/products. Top to bottom: protein, period,
heat map of protein period 1 and 2, mRNA and free promoter time series. Transla-
tion allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each
promoter is free.
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Figure 5.18: The two gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered at the
centre of the nucleus: g1 = (0.5µm,0µm,0µm),g2 = ( 0.5µm,0µm,0µm) and a dif-
fusion coefficient D = 1⇥10 12m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on ge-
netic relation: Gene1/products, and Gene2/products. Top to bottom: protein, period,
heat map of protein period 1 and 2, mRNA and free promoter time series. Transla-
tion allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each
promoter is free.
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Figure 5.19: The two gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered at the
centre of the nucleus: g1 = (0.5µm,0µm,0µm),g2 = ( 0.5µm,0µm,0µm) and a dif-
fusion coefficient D = 1⇥10 10m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on ge-
netic relation: Gene1/products, and Gene2/products. Top to bottom: protein, period,
heat map of protein period 1 and 2, mRNA and free promoter time series. Transla-
tion allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each
promoter is free.
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Figure 5.20: The two gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered at the
centre of the nucleus: g1 = (0.5µm,0µm,0µm),g2 = ( 0.5µm,0µm,0µm) and a dif-
fusion coefficient D = 1⇥10 10m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on ge-
netic relation: Gene1/products, and Gene2/products. Top to bottom: protein, period,
heat map of protein period 1 and 2, mRNA and free promoter time series. Transla-
tion allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each
promoter is free.
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Figure 5.21: The two gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered at the
centre of the nucleus: g1 = (0.5µm,0µm,0µm),g2 = ( 0.5µm,0µm,0µm) and a dif-
fusion coefficient D = 1⇥10 10m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on ge-
netic relation: Gene1/products, and Gene2/products. Top to bottom: protein, period,
heat map of protein period 1 and 2, mRNA and free promoter time series. Transla-
tion allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each
promoter is free.
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For D = 1⇥ 10 12m2min 1 the average period for 300 trajectories was T̄ = 504.5,
with their range being, 208.4  T̄  1734. The average protein number was p̄ =
163.5, ranging between 116  p̄  232. The average peak value of protein number
was p̄peak = 455, ranging between 339  p̄peak  700.
For D = 1 ⇥ 10 10m2min 1 the average period for 300 trajectories was T̄ = 636,
ranging between, 203.6  T̄  1734. The average protein number was p̄ = 1922,
ranging between 1228  p̄  2586. The average peak value of protein number was
p̄peak = 4764, ranging between 3526  p̄peak  5823.
As the value of D is increased by a magnitude of two, the range of periods recorded
for both diffusion regimes are similar. However, the average period recorded across
trajectories is two hours longer for the faster diffusion regime. for the one-gene re-
pressilator, (gene site at the origin) we found the opposite, that there was a decrease
in period for an increase in the diffusion parameter. However, similarly for the one-
gene repressilator case, the level of protein numbers increases by a magnitude of one
with this increase in diffusion. Once again this is explained by mRNA reaching the
cytoplasm faster and hence, for protein synthesis to occur at a higher rate.
Overall, for gene sites clustered near the origin, the behaviour for each species in a two
gene repressilator can be compared to the behaviour of a single one-gene repressila-
tor species, with mRNA, protein levels and promoter status behaviours being roughly
similar, see figures 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.8, 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11. However, please note the
different time frame. The one-gene repressilator simulations were ran for 1600 min-
utes and the two-gene repressilator simulations, (gene sites clustered at the origin) were
ran for 5000 minutes. This was in order for WAVOS to detect the higher oscialltory
modes that can appear. In consideration of the heat maps, there are a greater number
of periods for the two-gene repressilator that are not as well defined than the periods
for the one-gene repressilator. However, there appears to be oscillations happening on
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a smaller time scale and oscillations that appear on a larger time scale. The range of
modal periods is a lot greater in size than the range of modal periods of the one-gene
repressilator.
For the faster diffusion regime, both protein species have similar oscillatory behaviour,
see figures 5.19, 5.20 and 5.21. One could infer that they oscillate in anti-phase. How-
ever, there are long periods of time were one protein has a much larger copy number
than the other protein, see figure 5.19 and 5.20. One could infer that the species with
lower copy number of protein lies in a lower state and the protein with large copy
number lies in the higher state. The presence of the oscillatory behaviour leads to
a likelihood that a switching effect can occur. Where the protein with smaller num-
ber gains advantage and becomes the larger expressed protein and vice-versa, thus,
switching the ’state’ of the system. In figures 5.19 and 5.20, protein 2 begins to look
dominant but then there is a switch and protein 1 dominates for a long period; a period
of time as long as 2000 minutes. This time scale is longer than a day, (1440 minutes).
A day, is time scale that most experiments on the toggle switch run for, hence, why
the observation of switching effects might be rare. As discussed earlier, Gardner et al.
(2000) records that there is bi-stability in the two-gene repressilator but that switching
will rarely occur.
However, if we begin to add a factor of spatial-asymmetry, by moving one gene site
closer to the nuclear membrane, while fixing the other at the origin, we begin to see
how this switching effect becomes less likely, see figures 5.22 and 5.23. Both of these
figure are for the smaller diffusion regime D = 1⇥ 10 12. Figure 5.22 has gene sites
at position g1 = (0,0,0) and g2 = (1.5,0,0). Figure 5.23 has gene sites at position
g1 = (0,0,0) and g2 = (2.85,0,0). Proteins now fight for dominance. Once a protein
gains advantage, it is highly likely it will remain in the high state. For the latter case,
(gene site 2 being close to the nuclear membrane and gene 1 being at the origin), it is
almost certain that protein 2 will always take on the higher steady state solution. This
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particular finding is in agreement with a lot of previous stochastic models of the toggle
switch: that the toggle switch is bi-stable. However, as the diffusion parameter is
increased, the somewhat oscillatory behaviour of protein species, (or rather switching
effect) is retained.
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Figure 5.22: The two-gene repressilator with asymmetric gene site locations: g1 =
(0,0,0) and g2 = (1.5,0,0) and diffusion parameter, D = 1 ⇥ 10 12 Top: protein;
middle: mRNA and bottom: free promoter.
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Figure 5.23: The two-gene repressilator with asymmetric gene site locations: g1 =
(0,0,0) and g2 = (2.85,0,0) and diffusion parameter, D = 1⇥ 10 12 Top: protein;
middle: mRNA and bottom: free promoter.
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We now consider the two-gene repressilator with gene site locations at g1 =(x1,y1,z3)=
(2.85µm,0µm,0µm) and g2 = (x2,y2,z3) = ( 2.85µm,0µm,0µm) for gene 1 and
gene 2 respectively. Hence, we move them quite far apart from each other, each close
to the nuclear membrane. The first set of three simulations are for the smaller diffu-
sion regime, D = 1⇥ 10 12 and the second set of three simulations are for the faster
diffusion regime, D = 1⇥10 10.
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Figure 5.24: The two gene repressilator with individual gene sites equidistant apart
from the origin: g1 = (2.85µm,0µm,0µm),g2 = ( 2.85µm,0µm,0µm) and a diffu-
sion coefficient D = 1⇥ 10 12m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on ge-
netic relation: Gene1/products, and Gene2/products. Top to bottom: protein, period,
heat map of protein period 1 and 2, mRNA and free promoter time series. Transla-
tion allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each
promoter is free.
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Figure 5.25: The two gene repressilator with individual gene sites equidistant apart
from the origin: g1 = (2.85µm,0µm,0µm),g2 = ( 2.85µm,0µm,0µm) and a diffu-
sion coefficient D = 1⇥ 10 12m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on ge-
netic relation: Gene1/products, and Gene2/products. Top to bottom: protein, period,
heat map of protein period 1 and 2, mRNA and free promoter time series. Transla-
tion allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each
promoter is free.
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Figure 5.26: The two gene repressilator with individual gene sites equidistant apart
from the origin: g1 = (2.85µm,0µm,0µm),g2 = ( 2.85µm,0µm,0µm) and a diffu-
sion coefficient D = 1⇥ 10 12m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on ge-
netic relation: Gene1/products, and Gene2/products. Top to bottom: protein, period,
heat map of protein period 1 and 2, mRNA and free promoter time series. Transla-
tion allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each
promoter is free.
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Figure 5.27: The two gene repressilator with individual gene sites equidistant apart
from the origin: g1 = (2.85µm,0µm,0µm),g2 = ( 2.85µm,0µm,0µm) and a diffu-
sion coefficient D = 1⇥ 10 10m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on ge-
netic relation: Gene1/products, and Gene2/products. Top to bottom: protein, period,
heat map of protein period 1 and 2, mRNA and free promoter time series. Transla-
tion allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each
promoter is free.
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Figure 5.28: The two gene repressilator with individual gene sites equidistant apart
from the origin: g1 = (2.85µm,0µm,0µm),g2 = ( 2.85µm,0µm,0µm) and a diffu-
sion coefficient D = 1⇥ 10 10m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on ge-
netic relation: Gene1/products, and Gene2/products. Top to bottom: protein, period,
heat map of protein period 1 and 2, mRNA and free promoter time series. Transla-
tion allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each
promoter is free.
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Figure 5.29: The two gene repressilator with individual gene sites equidistant apart
from the origin: g1 = (2.85µm,0µm,0µm),g2 = ( 2.85µm,0µm,0µm) and a diffu-
sion coefficient D = 1⇥ 10 10m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on ge-
netic relation: Gene1/products, and Gene2/products. Top to bottom: protein, period,
heat map of protein period 1 and 2, mRNA and free promoter time series. Transla-
tion allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each
promoter is free.
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For D = 1 ⇥ 10 12m2min 1 the average period for 200 trajectories was T̄ = 1128,
ranging between, 300 T̄  4015. The average protein number was p̄= 2625, ranging
between 2241  p̄  2826. The average peak value of protein number was p̄peak =
3886, ranging between 3572  p̄peak  4375.
For D = 1⇥10 10m2min 1 the average period for 200 trajectories was T̄ = 595, rang-
ing between, 205  T̄  1618. The average protein number was p̄ = 2015, ranging be-
tween 1388  p̄  2604. The average peak value of protein number was p̄peak = 5005,
ranging between 4161  p̄peak  5927.
For the faster diffusion regime, we can compare these trajectories, (gene sites close to
the membrane, equidistant along the positive and negative x-axis) to the simulations
with gene sites clustered at the origin, there is relatively no difference. However, the
former has a slightly faster period, suggesting it is a better ’oscillator’, although still
a weak one. For the smaller diffusion regime, we see quite different behaviour. Both
protein species tend to stay quite highly expressed. This is due to the fact that each
of there promoters is located next to the nuclear membrane such that protein can be
maximally expressed. However, because the target promoter is far across the nucleus,
there is less protein locating in that area, due to the smaller diffusion parameter. Hence,
the lack of negative feedback. It is quite a stretch to call this scenario an oscillator.
Although, protein species do get turned off for a short while at what appears to be
random times.
We now consider the gene site locations to be g1 =(x1,y1,z1)= (0.5µm,2.85µm,0µm)
and g2 = (x2,y2,z3) = ( 0.5µm,2.85µm,0µm) for gene 1 and gene 2 respectively i.e.
clustered close to the nuclear membrane. The first set of three simulations are for the
smaller diffusion regime, D = 1⇥10 12 and the second set of three simulations are for
the faster diffusion regime, D = 1⇥10 10.
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Figure 5.30: The two gene repressilator with individual gene sites: g1 =
(0.5µm,2.85µm,0µm),g2 = ( 0.5µm,2.85µm,0µm) and a diffusion coefficient D =
1 ⇥ 10 12m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation:
Gene1/products, and Gene2/products. Top to bottom: Protein, period, heat map of
protein period 1 and 2, mRNA and free promoter time series. Translation allowed to
occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.31: The two gene repressilator with individual gene sites: g1 =
(0.5µm,2.85µm,0µm),g2 = ( 0.5µm,2.85µm,0µm) and a diffusion coefficient D =
1 ⇥ 10 12m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation:
Gene1/products, and Gene2/products. Top to bottom: Protein, period, heat map of
protein period 1 and 2, mRNA and free promoter time series. Translation allowed to
occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.32: The two gene repressilator with individual gene sites: g1 =
(0.5µm,2.85µm,0µm),g2 = ( 0.5µm,2.85µm,0µm) and a diffusion coefficient D =
1 ⇥ 10 12m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation:
Gene1/products, and Gene2/products. Top to bottom: Protein, period, heat map of
protein period 1 and 2, mRNA and free promoter time series. Translation allowed to
occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.33: The two gene repressilator with individual gene sites: g1 =
(0.5µm,2.85µm,0µm),g2 = ( 0.5µm,2.85µm,0µm) and a diffusion coefficient D =
1 ⇥ 10 10m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation:
Gene1/products, and Gene2/products. Top to bottom: Protein, period, heat map of
protein period 1 and 2, mRNA and free promoter time series. Translation allowed to
occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.34: The two gene repressilator with individual gene sites: g1 =
(0.5µm,2.85µm,0µm),g2 = ( 0.5µm,2.85µm,0µm) and a diffusion coefficient D =
1 ⇥ 10 10m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation:
Gene1/products, and Gene2/products. Top to bottom: Protein, period, heat map of
protein period 1 and 2, mRNA and free promoter time series. Translation allowed to
occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.35: The two gene repressilator with individual gene sites: g1 =
(0.5µm,2.85µm,0µm),g2 = ( 0.5µm,2.85µm,0µm) and a diffusion coefficient D =
1 ⇥ 10 10m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation:
Gene1/products, and Gene2/products. Top to bottom: Protein, period, heat map of
protein period 1 and 2, mRNA and free promoter time series. Translation allowed to
occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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For D = 1⇥10 12m2min 1 the average period for 200 trajectories was T̄ = 1553, with
their range being, 434  T̄  4161. The average protein number was p̄ = 829, ranging
between 142 p̄ 1730. The average peak value of protein number was p̄peak = 3612,
ranging between 2635  p̄peak  4261.
For D = 1⇥ 10 10m2min 1 the average period for 200 trajectories was T̄ = 661.4,
ranging between, 224 T̄  1734. The average protein number was p̄= 1899, ranging
between 1354  p̄  2555. The average peak value of protein number was p̄peak =
4962, ranging between 4170  p̄peak  5860.
As D is increased from 1⇥10 12m2min 1 to 1⇥10 10m2min 1 the average instanta-
neous period decreases quite drastically, (around 15 hours).
For both diffusion regimes, protein for each species can be highly expressed. However,
there is also a slight increase in protein levels as D is increased. This again is due to
the fact that more mRNA reach the cytoplasm and hence protein to be synthesised
at a greater rate. The fact that the protein level is high, there is a higher level of
fluctuation of protein-promoter binding for both regimes. Both appear to oscillate,
(or rather switch between high and low levels of protein). Simulations in the higher
diffusion regime show that the individual protein species oscillate in their levels at
a higher rate than in the slower diffusion regime. This indicates that for the higher
diffusion regime, switching will happen with a higher probability.
For the two gene repressilator we suggest that the addition of diffusion into our model
stimulates stochastic switching. As the diffusion parameter D is increased, the likeli-
hood of switching between ’states’ increases. An increase in diffusion is equivalent to
moving the gene sites, as a cluster, closer to the nuclear membrane. Hence, moving
gene sites closer to the nuclear membrane should also stimulate stochastic switch-
ing more. However, for the smaller diffusion regime, there were situations in which
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switch-like behaviour would be extremely rare. This was either for the gene sites be-
ing at different distances away from the cytoplasm, such that one protein could gain
a dominant expression level and hence, dominantly repress the other. Or when both
gene sites were close to the nuclear membrane but maximally apart from each other
along the x-axis. For the first, only one protein was in the higher state and the other
in the lower. For the second, both gene sites were close to the nuclear membrane but
however, too far away from the other target gene. Thus, both expressed happily in the
absence of the other.
However, the findings are supported by Tian & Burrage (2006), Wang et al. (2007)
and Xu et al. (2014). They stress that due to noise stochastic switching may occur.
Although, the time of switching may be long. We found that the time of switching
decreased for an increase in the diffusion parameter.
However, it would be highly unlikely that a cell would have the structure such that
gene sites are located with symmetry. It is also highly unlikely, given the crowding of
the cell such that protein could diffuse at such a high rate. The rate of diffusion and
the position of the gene site needed to be optimal for switch-like behaviour to occur in
this model.
Figure 5.36 shows a summary of the mean protein expression levels and mean peri-
ods, across 200 trajectories, against both diffusion regimes. Red indicates gene sites
clustered at the origin, green indicates gene sites clustered at the nuclear membrane
and blue indicates spread apart along the x-axis at the nuclear membrane. We gener-
ally find that there is an increase in protein levels as the diffusion parameters increased.
Also there is an increase in protein levels for a decrease in the distance of the gene sites
to the cytoplasm. However, this is not so much the case when both gene sites were in
a cluster near the nuclear membrane, as negative feedback on each gene is likely to
happen at a faster rate, due to the closer proximity. For the faster diffusion regime
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there was relatively no change in oscillatory (or switch-like) behaviour, however, for
the slower diffusion regime, the likelihood of switching decreases as the gene sites are
moved closer to the nuclear membrane.
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Figure 5.36: Plots to summarise the two-gene repressilator. Left: Plot of mean protein
levels agains diffusion. Right: Plot of mean period against diffusion. Red indicates
gene sites clustered at the origin, green indicates gene sites clustered at the nuclear
membrane and blue indicates spread apart along the x-axis at the nuclear membrane.
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5.3 The three gene repressilator
We now present the spatial-stochastic model of the three gene repressilator. We first
consider the gene site locations to be g1 = (x1,y1,z1) = (0µm, 1p3 µm,0µm), g2 =
(x2,y2,z3)= (0.5µm,  12p3 µm,0µm) and g3 =(x3,y3,z3)= ( 0.5µm, 
1
2
p
3
) for gene
1, 2 and 3 respectively. Thus, each gene sites lies at a distance equidistant away from
the origin, on the vertices of a triangle with sides of length 1µm.
The first set of three simulations are for the smaller diffusion regime, D = 1⇥ 10 12
and the second set of three simulations are for the faster diffusion regime, D = 1⇥
10 10. We run simulation under the slow diffusion regime for 5000 minutes and simu-
lations under the faster diffusion regime for 4000 minutes. We suspect that the smaller
diffusion regime will have higher modal periods that we will want WAVOS to detect.
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Figure 5.37: The three gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together at the origin: g1 =
(0µm,0.5µm,0µm),g2 = (0.5cos(p/6)µm, 0.5sin(p/6)µm,0µm) and g3 = ( 0.5cos(p/6)µm, 0.5sin(p/6)µm,0µm). A
diffusion coefficient D = 1 ⇥ 10 12m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products,
Gene2/products. and Gene3/products. Top to bottom: Protein, period, heat map of protein period 1, 2 and 3, mRNA and Free
promoter time series. Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each heatmap is equal to 6.25 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in
turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given
time span) and thus the y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a factor of 6.25. Translation allowed to occur equally over the
entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.38: The three gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together at the origin: g1 =
(0µm,0.5µm,0µm),g2 = (0.5cos(p/6)µm, 0.5sin(p/6)µm,0µm) and g3 = ( 0.5cos(p/6)µm, 0.5sin(p/6)µm,0µm). A
diffusion coefficient D = 1 ⇥ 10 12m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products,
Gene2/products. and Gene3/products. Top to bottom: Protein, period, heat map of protein period 1, 2 and 3, mRNA and Free
promoter time series. Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each heatmap is equal to 6.25 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in
turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given
time span) and thus the y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a factor of 6.25. Translation allowed to occur equally over the
entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.39: The three gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together at the origin: g1 =
(0µm,0.5µm,0µm),g2 = (0.5cos(p/6)µm, 0.5sin(p/6)µm,0µm) and g3 = ( 0.5cos(p/6)µm, 0.5sin(p/6)µm,0µm). A
diffusion coefficient D = 1 ⇥ 10 12m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products,
Gene2/products. and Gene3/products. Top to bottom: Protein, period, heat map of protein period 1, 2 and 3, mRNA and Free
promoter time series. Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each heatmap is equal to 6.25 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn
affects the scaling of the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time
span) and thus the y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a factor of 6.25. allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm.
Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.40: The three gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together at the origin: g1 =
(0µm,0.5µm,0µm),g2 = (0.5cos(p/6)µm, 0.5sin(p/6)µm,0µm) and g3 = ( 0.5cos(p/6)µm, 0.5sin(p/6)µm,0µm). A
diffusion coefficient D = 1 ⇥ 10 12m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products,
Gene2/products. and Gene3/products. Top to bottom: Protein, period, heat map of protein period 1, 2 and 3, mRNA and Free
promoter time series. Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each heatmap is equal to 5 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn
affects the scaling of the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time
span) and thus the y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a factor of 5. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire
cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.41: The three gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together at the origin: g1 =
(0µm,0.5µm,0µm),g2 = (0.5cos(p/6)µm, 0.5sin(p/6)µm,0µm) and g3 = ( 0.5cos(p/6)µm, 0.5sin(p/6)µm,0µm). A
diffusion coefficient D = 1 ⇥ 10 10m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products,
Gene2/products. and Gene3/products. Top to bottom: Protein, period, heat map of protein period 1, 2 and 3, mRNA and Free
promoter time series. Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each heatmap is equal to 5 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn
affects the scaling of the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time
span) and thus the y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a factor of 5. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire
cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.42: The three gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together at the origin: g1 =
(0µm,0.5µm,0µm),g2 = (0.5cos(p/6)µm, 0.5sin(p/6)µm,0µm) and g3 = ( 0.5cos(p/6)µm, 0.5sin(p/6)µm,0µm). A
diffusion coefficient D = 1 ⇥ 10 10m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products,
Gene2/products. and Gene3/products. Top to bottom: Protein, period, heat map of protein period 1, 2 and 3, mRNA and Free
promoter time series. Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each heatmap is equal to 5 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn
affects the scaling of the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time
span) and thus the y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a factor of 5. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire
cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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For D = 1⇥10 12m2min 1 the average period for 100 trajectories was T̄ = 595, rang-
ing between, 227  T̄  1756. The average protein number was p̄ = 158, ranging
between 106  p̄  200. The average peak value of protein number was p̄peak = 450,
ranging between 333  p̄peak  624.
For D = 1⇥10 10m2min 1 the average period for 100 trajectories was T̄ = 394, rang-
ing between, 230  T̄  848. The average protein number was p̄ = 1944, ranging be-
tween 1592  p̄  2327. The average peak value of protein number was p̄peak = 4649,
ranging between 3636  p̄peak  5776.
Once again, the increase of the diffusion parameter, D by a magnitude of two, pro-
duces an increase in the average and peak protein numbers by a magnitude of one.
In the smaller diffusion regime because there are less protein synthesised, there are
less protein in the vicinity of its target gene. However, it does just take one single
protein to bind to a target promoter, to induce a negative feedback. The probability
increases for protein-promoter binding the more protein there is available in the voxel
containing the target gene. This probability increases with the diffusion parameter as
the protein levels increase also. For both diffusion regimes, each individual species
can be compared to that of the one-gene repressilator. Oscillatory behaviour of the
lower diffusion regime is a bit sketchy. With average periods ranging between 3.75
and 30 hours. There are a lot of stochastic fluctuations in degradation that add to the
mix. Promoter sites seem to be turned off a lot of them time. Thus adding to the
greater periods seen throughout the lower diffusion regime in comparison to the higher
diffusion regime. For the higher diffusion regime, oscillatory behaviour is a lot more
defined. The faster diffusion regime has average periods that range between 3.75 and
14 hours. We suggest that the increase of the diffusion parameter in a stochastic model
can drive oscillations. The oscillations recorded are out of phase with one another and
the amplitudes of each protein can differ also. The periods detected can sometimes
run in conjunction with each other, however, because of the high stochastic nature,
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the periods of each species can somewhat vary from each other. These finding are in
somewhat agreement to the model of Elowitz & Leibler (2000). Their stochastic model
showed species oscillating out of phase with each other and with differing amplitudes.
We also suggest that maybe future work could investigate the different modes of the
system and how this affects dynamics.
We now consider the gene site locations to be g1 = (x1,y1,z1) = (0µm,2.85µm,0µm),
g2 = (x2,y2,z2) = (2.85cos(p/6)µm, 2.85sin(p/6)µm,0µm) and g3 = (x3,y3,z3) =
( 2.85cos(p/6)µm, 2.85sin(p/6)µm,0µm) for gene 1, 2 and 3 respectively i.e
equidistant apart along the positive and negative x-axis and close to the nuclear mem-
brane.
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Figure 5.43: The three gene repressilator with individual gene sites equidistant apart near the nu-
clear membrane: g1 = (0µm,2.85µm,0µm),g2 = (2.85cos(p/6)µm, 2.85sin(p/6)µm,0µm) and g3 =
( 2.85cos(p/6)µm, 2.85sin(p/6)µm,0µm). A diffusion coefficient D = 1 ⇥ 10 12m2min 1. Species are colour
coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products. and Gene3/products. Top to bottom: Protein, period,
heat map of protein period 1, 2 and 3, mRNA and Free promoter time series. Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each heatmap
is equal to 12 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which has a
maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a factor
of 12. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.44: The three gene repressilator with individual gene sites equidistant apart near the nu-
clear membrane: g1 = (0µm,2.85µm,0µm),g2 = (2.85cos(p/6)µm, 2.85sin(p/6)µm,0µm) and g3 =
( 2.85cos(p/6)µm, 2.85sin(p/6)µm,0µm). A diffusion coefficient D = 1 ⇥ 10 12m2min 1. Species are colour
coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products. and Gene3/products. Top to bottom: Protein, period,
heat map of protein period 1, 2 and 3, mRNA and Free promoter time series. Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each heatmap
is equal to 12 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which has a
maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a factor
of 12. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.45: The three gene repressilator with individual gene sites equidistant apart near the nu-
clear membrane: g1 = (0µm,2.85µm,0µm),g2 = (2.85cos(p/6)µm, 2.85sin(p/6)µm,0µm) and g3 =
( 2.85cos(p/6)µm, 2.85sin(p/6)µm,0µm). A diffusion coefficient D = 1 ⇥ 10 12m2min 1. Species are colour
coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products. and Gene3/products. Top to bottom: Protein, period,
heat map of protein period 1, 2 and 3, mRNA and Free promoter time series. Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each heatmap
is equal to 12 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which has a
maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a factor
of 12. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.46: The three gene repressilator with individual gene sites equidistant apart near the nu-
clear membrane: g1 = (0µm,2.85µm,0µm),g2 = (2.85cos(p/6)µm, 2.85sin(p/6)µm,0µm) and g3 =
( 2.85cos(p/6)µm, 2.85sin(p/6)µm,0µm). A diffusion coefficient D = 1 ⇥ 10 10m2min 1. Species are colour
coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products. and Gene3/products. Top to bottom: Protein, period,
heat map of protein period 1, 2 and 3, mRNA and Free promoter time series. Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each heatmap
is equal to 5 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which has a
maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a factor
of 5. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.47: The three gene repressilator with individual gene sites equidistant apart near the nu-
clear membrane: g1 = (0µm,2.85µm,0µm),g2 = (2.85cos(p/6)µm, 2.85sin(p/6)µm,0µm) and g3 =
( 2.85cos(p/6)µm, 2.85sin(p/6)µm,0µm). A diffusion coefficient D = 1 ⇥ 10 10m2min 1. Species are colour
coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products. and Gene3/products. Top to bottom: Protein, period,
heat map of protein period 1, 2 and 3, mRNA and Free promoter time series. Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each heatmap
is equal to 5 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which has a
maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a factor
of 5. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.48: The three gene repressilator with individual gene sites equidistant apart near the nu-
clear membrane: g1 = (0µm,2.85µm,0µm),g2 = (2.85cos(p/6)µm, 2.85sin(p/6)µm,0µm) and g3 =
( 2.85cos(p/6)µm, 2.85sin(p/6)µm,0µm). A diffusion coefficient D = 1 ⇥ 10 10m2min 1. Species are colour
coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products. and Gene3/products. Top to bottom: Protein, period,
heat map of protein period 1, 2 and 3, mRNA and Free promoter time series. Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each heatmap
is equal to 5 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which has a
maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a factor
of 5. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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For D = 1⇥10 12m2min 1 the average period for 100 trajectories was T̄ = 968, rang-
ing between, 521  T̄  2533. The average protein number was p̄ = 2223, ranging be-
tween 1709  p̄  2624. The average peak value of protein number was p̄peak = 3735,
ranging between 3467  p̄peak  4355.
For D = 1⇥10 10m2min 1 the average period for 100 trajectories was T̄ = 400, rang-
ing between, 223  T̄  1077. The average protein number was p̄ = 2017, ranging be-
tween 1645  p̄  2449. The average peak value of protein number was p̄peak = 4830,
ranging between 3888  p̄peak  5695.
For gene sites at opposite ends of the x-axis, situated close to the nuclear membrane,
there is a similarity to the two-gene repressilator. Each gene site is maximally away
from the other two gene sites and equidistant away from the origin. For the smaller
diffusion regime, each protein can maximally be expressed due to the fact that most of
the other protein species are located on a small radius of proximity around their own
promoters and thus, a smaller likelihood of negative feedback will occur due to the
infrequent promoter binding. However, since the distance to each of their target genes
is less than that of the case for the two-gene repressilator, there is a higher probability
that a protein will travel toward and reach and bind to its target promoter. This can
explain the average period calculated being 160 minutes less than the average ’period’
calculated for the two-gene repressilator. We can claim here that for this case of gene
site position in the lower diffusion regime, the three-gene repressilator is a stronger
oscillator than the two-gene repressilator. For the faster diffusion regime, we can once
again see diffusion aid in the onset of oscillations, as we see more defined oscillations.
We now consider the gene site locations to be (x1,y1,z1) = (0µm,2.85µm,0µm),
(x2,y2,z2)= (0.5µm,2.85 
p
3
2 µm,0µm) and (x3,y3,z3)= ( 0.5µm,2.85 
p
3
2 µm,0µm)
for gene 1, 2 and 3 respectively i.e a gene sites are in a cluster close together and close
to the nuclear membrane. This can be viewed as translating the origin cluster of gene
198
sites approximately 2µm along the positive y-axis.
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Figure 5.49: The three gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together near the nuclear membrane:
g1 = (0µm,2.85µm,0µm),g2 = (0.5cos(p/6)µm,2.1µm,0µm) and g3 = ( 0.5cos(p/6)µm,2.1µm,0µm). A diffusion coeffi-
cient D = 1⇥ 10 12m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products. and
Gene3/products. Top to bottom: Protein, period, heat map of protein period 1, 2 and 3, mRNA and Free promoter time series.
Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each heatmap is equal to 6.25 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of
the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the
y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a factor of 6.25. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial
conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.50: The three gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together near the nuclear membrane:
g1 = (0µm,2.85µm,0µm),g2 = (0.5cos(p/6)µm,2.1µm,0µm) and g3 = ( 0.5cos(p/6)µm,2.1µm,0µm). A diffusion coeffi-
cient D = 1⇥ 10 12m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products. and
Gene3/products. Top to bottom: Protein, period, heat map of protein period 1, 2 and 3, mRNA and Free promoter time series.
Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each heatmap is equal to 6.25 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of
the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the
y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a factor of 6.25. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial
conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.51: The three gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together near the nuclear membrane:
g1 = (0µm,2.85µm,0µm),g2 = (0.5cos(p/6)µm,2.1µm,0µm) and g3 = ( 0.5cos(p/6)µm,2.1µm,0µm). A diffusion coeffi-
cient D = 1⇥ 10 12m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products. and
Gene3/products. Top to bottom: Protein, period, heat map of protein period 1, 2 and 3, mRNA and Free promoter time series.
Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each heatmap is equal to 6.25 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of
the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the
y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a factor of 6.25. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial
conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.52: The three gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together near the nuclear membrane:
g1 = (0µm,2.85µm,0µm),g2 = (0.5cos(p/6)µm,2.1µm,0µm) and g3 = ( 0.5cos(p/6)µm,2.1µm,0µm). A diffusion coeffi-
cient D = 1⇥ 10 10m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products. and
Gene3/products. Top to bottom: Protein, period, heat map of protein period 1, 2 and 3, mRNA and Free promoter time series.
Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each heatmap is equal to 5 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of
the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the
y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a factor of 5. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial
conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.53: The three gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together near the nuclear membrane:
g1 = (0µm,2.85µm,0µm),g2 = (0.5cos(p/6)µm,2.1µm,0µm) and g3 = ( 0.5cos(p/6)µm,2.1µm,0µm). A diffusion coeffi-
cient D = 1⇥ 10 10m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products. and
Gene3/products. Top to bottom: Protein, period, heat map of protein period 1, 2 and 3, mRNA and Free promoter time series.
Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each heatmap is equal to 5 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of
the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the
y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a factor of 5. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial
conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.54: The three gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together near the nuclear membrane:
g1 = (0µm,2.85µm,0µm),g2 = (0.5cos(p/6)µm,2.1µm,0µm) and g3 = ( 0.5cos(p/6)µm,2.1µm,0µm). A diffusion coeffi-
cient D = 1⇥ 10 10m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products. and
Gene3/products. Top to bottom: Protein, period, heat map of protein period 1, 2 and 3, mRNA and Free promoter time series.
Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each heatmap is equal to 5 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of
the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the
y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a factor of 5. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial
conditions are each promoter is free.
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For D = 1⇥10 12m2min 1 the average period for 200 trajectories was T̄ = 540, rang-
ing between, 324 T̄  954. The average protein number for protein one was p̄= 449,
ranging between 208  p̄  734. The average peak value of protein number was
p̄peak = 3060, ranging between 2058  p̄peak  3835. The average protein number
for protein two and three was p̄ = 292, ranging between 148  p̄  420. The aver-
age peak value level of proteins two and three was p̄peak = 1339, ranging between
1025  p̄peak  1763.
For D = 1⇥10 10m2min 1 the average period for 200 trajectories was T̄ = 400, rang-
ing between, 241  T̄  790. The average protein number was p̄ = 2024, ranging be-
tween 1710  p̄  2495. The average peak value of protein number was p̄peak = 4771,
ranging between 4215  p̄peak  5610.
For the increase in D the average peak protein number of protein one increased by
approximately 150%. However the average protein number of the other two increased
by 400%. For proteins two and three, as D is increased to the faster diffusion regime,
we see an increase in their levels of a magnitude of one.
The larger amount of protein one can account for its position within the gene cluster.
Gene site one is closer to the nuclear membrane than the other two gene sites by ap-
proximately 0.6µm. This positioning is more optimal for more mRNA to locate and
translate protein one in the cytoplasm. In this scheme, oscillations are out of phase and
peak amplitudes vary over time also. For the faster diffusion regime, the difference in
gene site positions does not have much affect. Again, the increase in diffusion aided in
the onset of oscillations.
See figure 5.55 for a summary of the three-gene repressilator. For the faster diffusion
regime, the three-gene repressilator behaves similarly to the one-gene repressilator.
However, the periods of oscillation detected were about twice as long on average.
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Figure 5.55: Left: The mean value of protein calculated for the three-gene repressila-
tor against the diffusion parameter. Right: The mean period calculated for the three-
gene repressilator agains the diffusion parameter. Red denotes the gene site cluster at
the origin, blue denotes the gene sites at the membrane on opposite ends of the x-axis
and green denotes the cluster of genes close to the nuclear membrane.
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5.4 The four gene repressilator
We now consider the spatial-stochastic model for the four-gene repressilator. Thus we
add another gene into our ring GRN, such that gene one indirectly represses gene two;
gene two indirectly represses gene three; gene three indirectly represses gene four and
gene four indirectly represses gene one.
We first consider the gene site locations to be positions: g1 =(x1,y1,z1)= (0µm, 1p2 µm,0µm),
g2 = (x2,y2,z2) = ( 1p2 µm,0µm,0µm), g3 = (x3,y3,z3) = (0µm, 
1p
2
µm,0µm) and
g4 = (x4,y4,z4) = (  1p2 µm,0µm,0µm) for gene 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively i.e each
gene lies on the vertex of a square with sides of length 1µm. We term this position, a
cluster of gene sites at the origin.
The first set of three simulations are for the smaller diffusion regime, D = 1⇥ 10 12
and the second set of three simulations are for the faster diffusion regime, D = 1⇥
10 10.
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Figure 5.56: The four gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together at the origin: g1 =
(0µm, 1p
2
µm,0µm),g2 = ( 1p2 µm,0µm,0µm), g3 = (0µm, 
1p
2
µm,0µm) and g4 = (  1p2 µm,0µm,0µm). A diffusion co-
efficient D = 1⇥ 10 10m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products,
Gene3/products. and Gene4/products. Top to bottom: Protein, Period, mRNA and free promoter time series. Each time unit
(along the x-axis) of each heatmap is equal to 3 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis,
of the heatmaps, which has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each
heatmap is down scaled by a factor of 3. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are
each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.57: The four gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together at the origin: g1 =
(0µm, 1p
2
µm,0µm),g2 = ( 1p2 µm,0µm,0µm), g3 = (0µm, 
1p
2
µm,0µm) and g4 = (  1p2 µm,0µm,0µm). A diffusion co-
efficient D = 1⇥ 10 10m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products,
Gene3/products. and Gene4/products. Top to bottom: Protein, Period, mRNA and free promoter time series. Each time unit
(along the x-axis) of each heatmap is equal to 3 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis,
of the heatmaps, which has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each
heatmap is down scaled by a factor of 3. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are
each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.58: The four gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together at the origin: g1 =
(0µm, 1p
2
µm,0µm),g2 = ( 1p2 µm,0µm,0µm), g3 = (0µm, 
1p
2
µm,0µm) and g4 = (  1p2 µm,0µm,0µm). A diffusion co-
efficient D = 1⇥ 10 10m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products,
Gene3/products. and Gene4/products. Top to bottom: Protein, Period, mRNA and free promoter time series. Each time unit
(along the x-axis) of each heatmap is equal to 3 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis,
of the heatmaps, which has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each
heatmap is down scaled by a factor of 3. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are
each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.59: The four gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together at the origin: g1 =
(0µm, 1p
2
µm,0µm),g2 = ( 1p2 µm,0µm,0µm), g3 = (0µm, 
1p
2
µm,0µm) and g4 = (  1p2 µm,0µm,0µm). A diffusion co-
efficient D = 1⇥ 10 10m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products,
Gene3/products. and Gene4/products. Top to bottom: Protein, Period, mRNA and free promoter time series. Each time unit
(along the x-axis) of each heatmap is equal to 3 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis,
of the heatmaps, which has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each
heatmap is down scaled by a factor of 3. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are
each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.60: The four gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together at the origin: g1 =
(0µm, 1p
2
µm,0µm),g2 = ( 1p2 µm,0µm,0µm), g3 = (0µm, 
1p
2
µm,0µm) and g4 = (  1p2 µm,0µm,0µm). A diffusion co-
efficient D = 1⇥ 10 10m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products,
Gene3/products. and Gene4/products. Top to bottom: Protein, Period, mRNA and free promoter time series. Each time unit
(along the x-axis) of each heatmap is equal to 3 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis,
of the heatmaps, which has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each
heatmap is down scaled by a factor of 3. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are
each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.61: The four gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together at the origin: g1 =
(0µm, 1p
2
µm,0µm),g2 = ( 1p2 µm,0µm,0µm), g3 = (0µm, 
1p
2
µm,0µm) and g4 = (  1p2 µm,0µm,0µm). A diffusion co-
efficient D = 1⇥ 10 10m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products,
Gene3/products. and Gene4/products. Top to bottom: Protein, Period, mRNA and free promoter time series. Each time unit
(along the x-axis) of each heatmap is equal to 3 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis,
of the heatmaps, which has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each
heatmap is down scaled by a factor of 3. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are
each promoter is free.
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For D = 1⇥10 12m2min 1 the average period for 100 trajectories was T = 350, rang-
ing between, 127  T  555. The average protein number was pav = 190, ranging
between 107  pav  287. The average peak value of protein number was ppeak = 481,
ranging between 307  pav  729.
For D = 1⇥10 10m2min 1 the average period for 100 trajectories was T = 290, rang-
ing between, 112  T  555. The average protein number was pav = 1913, rang-
ing between 1235  pav  2792. The average peak value of protein number was
ppeak = 4239, ranging between 2995  pav  5357.
As before, the magnitude in protein levels increases by a magnitude of one as the
diffusion is increased. This is due to the larger amount of mRNA able to reach the
cytoplasm and translate its corresponding mRNA. Thus, for the faster diffusion regime,
there is a higher level of proteini 1-promoteri binding and unbinding. This can explain
the lower periods calculated for the faster diffusion regime in comparison to the slower
diffusion regime. However, oscillations are a bit elusive, particularly for the slower
diffusion regime, although some of the heat maps show defined modal periods. We
suspect that if we ran the simulations for a longer time, higher modal periods would
appear. For the time frame we have used the shorter period modes have been detected,
leading for us to speculate that there are high and low modes of oscillation in the
system. Each mode may be important for gene expression on different time scales:
acting as a clock on more than one level. This could be a case for further investigation.
We now consider the gene site locations to be positions: g1 =(x1,y1,z1)= (0µm,2.85µm,0µm),
g2 =(x2,y2,z2)= (2.85µm,0µm,0µm), g3 =(x3,y3,z3)= (0µm, 2.85µm,0µm) and
g4 = (x4,y4,z4) = ( 2.85µm,0µm,0µm) for gene 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively i.e each
gene lies on the vertex of a square with sides of length 1µm. We term this position, a
cluster of gene sites at the origin.
The first set of three simulations are for the smaller diffusion regime, D = 1⇥ 10 12
215
and the second set of three simulations are for the faster diffusion regime, D = 1⇥
10 10.
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Figure 5.62: The four gene repressilator with individual gene sites equidistant apart at the nuclear membrane: g1 =
(0µm,2.85µm,0µm),g2 = (2.85µm,0µm,0µm), g3 = (0µm, 2.85µm,0µm) and g4 = ( 2.85µm,0µm,0µm). A diffusion
coefficient D = 1⇥ 10 12m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products,
Gene3/products. and Gene4/products. Top to bottom: Protein, Period, mRNA and free promoter time series. Each time unit
(along the x-axis) of each heatmap is equal to 3 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis,
of the heatmaps, which has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each
heatmap is down scaled by a factor of 3. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are
each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.63: The four gene repressilator with individual gene sites equidistant apart at the nuclear membrane: g1 =
(0µm,2.85µm,0µm),g2 = (2.85µm,0µm,0µm), g3 = (0µm, 2.85µm,0µm) and g4 = ( 2.85µm,0µm,0µm). A diffusion
coefficient D = 1⇥ 10 12m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products,
Gene3/products. and Gene4/products. Top to bottom: Protein, Period, mRNA and free promoter time series. Each time unit
(along the x-axis) of each heatmap is equal to 3 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis,
of the heatmaps, which has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each
heatmap is down scaled by a factor of 3. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are
each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.64: The four gene repressilator with individual gene sites equidistant apart at the nuclear membrane: g1 =
(0µm,2.85µm,0µm),g2 = (2.85µm,0µm,0µm), g3 = (0µm, 2.85µm,0µm) and g4 = ( 2.85µm,0µm,0µm). A diffusion
coefficient D = 1⇥ 10 12m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products,
Gene3/products. and Gene4/products. Top to bottom: Protein, Period, mRNA and free promoter time series. Each time unit
(along the x-axis) of each heatmap is equal to 3 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis,
of the heatmaps, which has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each
heatmap is down scaled by a factor of 3. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are
each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.65: The four gene repressilator with individual gene sites equidistant apart at the nuclear membrane: g1 =
(0µm,2.85µm,0µm),g2 = (2.85µm,0µm,0µm), g3 = (0µm, 2.85µm,0µm) and g4 = ( 2.85µm,0µm,0µm). A diffusion
coefficient D = 1⇥ 10 10m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products,
Gene3/products. and Gene4/products. Top to bottom: Protein, Period, mRNA and free promoter time series. Each time unit
(along the x-axis) of each heatmap is equal to 3 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis,
of the heatmaps, which has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each
heatmap is down scaled by a factor of 3. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are
each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.66: The four gene repressilator with individual gene sites equidistant apart at the nuclear membrane: g1 =
(0µm,2.85µm,0µm),g2 = (2.85µm,0µm,0µm), g3 = (0µm, 2.85µm,0µm) and g4 = ( 2.85µm,0µm,0µm). A diffusion
coefficient D = 1⇥ 10 10m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products,
Gene3/products. and Gene4/products. Top to bottom: Protein, Period, mRNA and free promoter time series. Each time unit
(along the x-axis) of each heatmap is equal to 3 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis,
of the heatmaps, which has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each
heatmap is down scaled by a factor of 3. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are
each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.67: The four gene repressilator with individual gene sites equidistant apart at the nuclear membrane: g1 =
(0µm,2.85µm,0µm),g2 = (2.85µm,0µm,0µm), g3 = (0µm, 2.85µm,0µm) and g4 = ( 2.85µm,0µm,0µm). A diffusion
coefficient D = 1⇥ 10 10m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products,
Gene3/products. and Gene4/products. Top to bottom: Protein, Period, mRNA and free promoter time series. Each time unit
(along the x-axis) of each heatmap is equal to 3 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis,
of the heatmaps, which has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each
heatmap is down scaled by a factor of 3. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are
each promoter is free.
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For D = 1⇥10 12m2min 1 the average period for 100 trajectories was T̄ = 400, rang-
ing between, 193  T̄  555. The average protein number was p̄ = 1597, ranging be-
tween 242  p̄  2707. The average peak value of protein number was p̄peak = 3261,
ranging between 1370  p̄peak  3889.
For D = 1⇥10 10m2min 1 the average period for 100 trajectories was T̄ = 300, rang-
ing between, 131  T̄  555. The average protein number was p̄ = 2015, ranging be-
tween 1222  p̄  2942. The average peak value of protein number was p̄peak = 4497,
ranging between 2978  p̄peak  5781.
For gene sites at opposite ends of the x-axis, close to the nucleus membrane, we see
similar behaviour as per the case where gene sites are clustered at the origin. However,
there is a difference in that the ’oscillations’ observed for the lower diffusion regime
seem slightly more defined. Comparing to the case of the two-gene and three-gene
repressilator, where stronger oscillatory type activity was seen as we increased from
two to three genes, we again see and increase in oscillatory type behaviour with the
addition of the fourth gene. Since each gene site is situated in close proximity to the
cytoplasm, their corresponding protein will reach greater levels, than the origin case.
However, this time the distance from the synthesised protein and its target gene has
decreased once again with the new configuration given to the positions of the genes
with the addition of gene 4. For the faster diffusion regimes, oscillatory behaviour seen
appears to be noisier than the slower diffusion regime. However, WAVOS, detected
lower modal periods for the faster diffusion regime. In consideration of the heat maps,
we can safely say that there are higher modes in the system that will not be picked up
by WAVOS in the time frame chosen. Again suggesting the multi-modal behaviour of
the n-gene repressilator. More investigation needs to be applied to looking into any
significance in these high and low period modes to GRN dynamics.
We now consider the gene site locations to be g1 = (x1,y1,z1) = (0µm,2.85µm,0µm),
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g2 =(x2,y2,z2)= ( 1p2 µm,2.85 
1p
2
µm,0µm), g3 =(x3,y3,z3)= (0µm,2.85 
p
2µm,0µm)
and g4 =(x4,y4,z4)= (  1p2 µm,2.85 
1p
2
µm,0µm) for gene 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively
i.e we translate the, origin clustered gene sites positions, approximately 2.14µ along
the positive y-axis. We term this position a cluster of gene sites close to the nuclear
membrane. The first set of three simulations are for the smaller diffusion regime,
D = 1 ⇥ 10 12 and the second set of three simulations are for the faster diffusion
regime, D = 1⇥10 10.
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Figure 5.68: The four gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together close to the nuclear mem-
brane: g1 = (x1,y1,z1) = (0µm,2.85µm,0µm), g2 = (x2,y2,z2) = ( 1p2 µm,2.85 
1p
2
µm,0µm), g3 = (x3,y3,z3) = (0µm,2.85 p
2µm,0µm) and g4 = (x4,y4,z4) = (  1p2 µm,2.85 
1p
2
µm,0µm). A diffusion coefficient D = 1⇥10 12m2min 1. Species are
colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products, Gene3/products. and Gene4/products. Top to
bottom: time series of protein, Period, heat maps for periods of protein 1, 2, 3 and 4, mRNA and free promoter. For each species
the total copy number was counted over the entire cell.. Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each heatmap is equal to 3 minutes.
This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which has a maximum value of approx-
imately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a factor of 3. Translation allowed
to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.69: The four gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together close to the nuclear mem-
brane: g1 = (x1,y1,z1) = (0µm,2.85µm,0µm), g2 = (x2,y2,z2) = ( 1p2 µm,2.85 
1p
2
µm,0µm), g3 = (x3,y3,z3) = (0µm,2.85 p
2µm,0µm) and g4 = (x4,y4,z4) = (  1p2 µm,2.85 
1p
2
µm,0µm). A diffusion coefficient D = 1⇥10 12m2min 1. Species are
colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products, Gene3/products. and Gene4/products. Top to
bottom: time series of protein, Period, heat maps for periods of protein 1, 2, 3 and 4, mRNA and free promoter. For each species
the total copy number was counted over the entire cell.. Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each heatmap is equal to 3 minutes.
This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which has a maximum value of approx-
imately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a factor of 3. Translation allowed
to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.70: The four gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together close to the nuclear mem-
brane: g1 = (x1,y1,z1) = (0µm,2.85µm,0µm), g2 = (x2,y2,z2) = ( 1p2 µm,2.85 
1p
2
µm,0µm), g3 = (x3,y3,z3) = (0µm,2.85 p
2µm,0µm) and g4 = (x4,y4,z4) = (  1p2 µm,2.85 
1p
2
µm,0µm). A diffusion coefficient D = 1⇥10 12m2min 1. Species are
colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products, Gene3/products. and Gene4/products. Top to
bottom: time series of protein, Period, heat maps for periods of protein 1, 2, 3 and 4, mRNA and free promoter. For each species
the total copy number was counted over the entire cell.. Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each heatmap is equal to 3 minutes.
This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which has a maximum value of approx-
imately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a factor of 3. Translation allowed
to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.71: The four gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together at the nuclear membrane: g1 =
(0µm,2.1 + 1p
2
µm,0µm), g2 = ( 1p2 µm,2.1µm,0µm), g3 = (0µm,2.1  
1p
2
µm,0µm) and g4 = (  1p2 µm,2.1µm,0µm). A
diffusion coefficient D = 1⇥ 10 10. Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products,
Gene3/products and Gene3/products. Top to bottom: Protein, Period, Period heat maps, mRNA and free promoter time series.
Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each heatmap is equal to 3 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of
the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the
y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a factor of 3. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial
conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.72: The four gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together at the nuclear membrane: g1 =
(0µm,2.1 + 1p
2
µm,0µm), g2 = ( 1p2 µm,2.1µm,0µm), g3 = (0µm,2.1  
1p
2
µm,0µm) and g4 = (  1p2 µm,2.1µm,0µm). A
diffusion coefficient D = 1⇥ 10 10. Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products,
Gene3/products and Gene3/products. Top to bottom: Protein, Period, Period heat maps, mRNA and free promoter time series.
Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each heatmap is equal to 3 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of
the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the
y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a factor of 3. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial
conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.73: The four gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together at the nuclear membrane: g1 =
(0µm,2.1 + 1p
2
µm,0µm), g2 = ( 1p2 µm,2.1µm,0µm), g3 = (0µm,2.1  
1p
2
µm,0µm) and g4 = (  1p2 µm,2.1µm,0µm). A
diffusion coefficient D = 1⇥ 10 10. Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products,
Gene3/products and Gene3/products. Top to bottom: Protein, Period, Period heat maps, mRNA and free promoter time series.
Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each heatmap is equal to 3 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of
the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the
y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a factor of 3. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial
conditions are each promoter is free.
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For D = 1⇥10 12m2min 1 the average period for 100 trajectories was T̄ = 350, rang-
ing between, 181  T̄  555. The average protein number was p̄ = 278, ranging
between 56  p̄  745. The average peak value of protein number was p̄peak = 1848,
ranging between 280  p̄peak  3508.
For D = 1⇥10 10m2min 1 the average period for 100 trajectories was T̄ = 304, rang-
ing between, 109  T̄  555. The average protein number was p̄ = 1894, ranging be-
tween 1234  p̄  2621. The average peak value of protein number was p̄peak = 1874,
ranging between 1166  p̄peak  2814.
WAVOS calculates periods that are between 5 and 10 hours long. However, we remain
cautious of the periods detected by WAVOS, again speculating that these are lower
modes in the system. The oscillatory behaviour observed still remains elusive and in
consideration of the heat maps, we speculate that their will be higher modal periods in
the system.
For the slower diffusion regime we see that the proximity of the gene sites to the
cytoplasm has a great effect on the levels of protein. Protein one having the greater
advantage as it is closest and second, protein two and four. The protein that forms the
least amount is protein three, due to the fact they are furthest away from the cytoplasm.
For the faster diffusion regime, there is no bias, as the increase in diffusion creates the
affect that all gene sites are close the cytoplasm.
See 5.74 to see a summarising plot of protein copy number against the diffusion pa-
rameter. Generally, as diffusion is increased, the copy number of protein increases.
In terms of gene site configurations, as the gene sites are moved closer to the nucleus
membrane, the copy number increased, specifically for the slower diffusion regime.
However, there is no significant difference in copy number due to gene site configura-
tion for the faster diffusion regime.
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Figure 5.74: Left: The mean value of protein calculated for the four-gene repressilator
against the diffusion parameter. Right: The mean period calculated for the four-gene
repressilator agains the diffusion parameter. Red denotes the gene site cluster at the
origin, blue denotes the gene sites at the membrane on opposite ends of the x-axis and
green denotes the cluster of genes close to the nuclear membrane.
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5.5 The five gene repressilator
Now we consider the five gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered to-
gether at the origin. Each gene site lying on a vertex of a pentagon with sides 1µm long.
(x1,y1,z1)= (0µm,gxµm,0µm), (x2,y2,z3)= (gxcos(p/10)µm,gxsin(p/10)µm,0µm),
(x3,y3,z3)= (gxcos(3p/10)µm, gxsin(3p/10)µm,0µm), (x4,y4,z4)= ( gxcos(3p/10)µm, gxsin(3p/10)µm,0µm)
and (x5,y5,z5) = ( gxcos(p/10)µm,gxsin(p/10)µm,0µm), for gene 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5
respectively. Where gx = 1/2sin(p/5).
The first set of three simulations are for the smaller diffusion regime, D = 1⇥ 10 12
and the second set of three simulations are for the faster diffusion regime, D = 1⇥
10 10.
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Figure 5.75: The five gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together at the origin. Each gene site lying on
a vertex of a pentagon with sides 1µm long. g1 = (0µm,gxµm,0µm), g2 = (gxcos(p/10)µm,gxsin(p/10)µm,0µm),
g3 = (gxcos(3p/10)µm, gxsin(3p/10)µm,0µm), g4 = ( gxcos(3p/10)µm, gxsin(3p/10)µm,0µm) and
g5 = ( gxcos(p/10)µm,gxsin(p/10)µm,0µm), where gx = 1/2sin(p/5). A diffusion coefficient D = 1 ⇥ 10 12m2min 1.
Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products, Gene3/products, Gene4/products and
Gene5/products. Top to bottom: Protein, Period, mRNA and free promoter time series. Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each
heatmap is equal to 3.5 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which
has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a
factor of 3.5. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.76: The five gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together at the origin. Each gene site lying on
a vertex of a pentagon with sides 1µm long. g1 = (0µm,gxµm,0µm), g2 = (gxcos(p/10)µm,gxsin(p/10)µm,0µm),
g3 = (gxcos(3p/10)µm, gxsin(3p/10)µm,0µm), g4 = ( gxcos(3p/10)µm, gxsin(3p/10)µm,0µm) and
g5 = ( gxcos(p/10)µm,gxsin(p/10)µm,0µm), where gx = 1/2sin(p/5). A diffusion coefficient D = 1 ⇥ 10 12m2min 1.
Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products, Gene3/products, Gene4/products and
Gene5/products. Top to bottom: Protein, Period, mRNA and free promoter time series. Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each
heatmap is equal to 3.5 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which
has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a
factor of 3.5. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.77: The five gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together at the origin. Each gene site lying on
a vertex of a pentagon with sides 1µm long. g1 = (0µm,gxµm,0µm), g2 = (gxcos(p/10)µm,gxsin(p/10)µm,0µm),
g3 = (gxcos(3p/10)µm, gxsin(3p/10)µm,0µm), g4 = ( gxcos(3p/10)µm, gxsin(3p/10)µm,0µm) and
g5 = ( gxcos(p/10)µm,gxsin(p/10)µm,0µm), where gx = 1/2sin(p/5). A diffusion coefficient D = 1 ⇥ 10 12m2min 1.
Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products, Gene3/products, Gene4/products and
Gene5/products. Top to bottom: Protein, Period, mRNA and free promoter time series. Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each
heatmap is equal to 3.5 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which
has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a
factor of 3.5. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.78: The five gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together at the origin. Each gene site lying on
a vertex of a pentagon with sides 1µm long. g1 = (0µm,gxµm,0µm), g2 = (gxcos(p/10)µm,gxsin(p/10)µm,0µm),
g3 = (gxcos(3p/10)µm, gxsin(3p/10)µm,0µm), g4 = ( gxcos(3p/10)µm, gxsin(3p/10)µm,0µm) and
g5 = ( gxcos(p/10)µm,gxsin(p/10)µm,0µm), where gx = 1/2sin(p/5). A diffusion coefficient D = 1 ⇥ 10 10m2min 1.
Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products, Gene3/products, Gene4/products and
Gene5/products. Top to bottom: Protein, period, mRNA and free promoter time series. Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each
heatmap is equal to 3.5 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which
has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a
factor of 3.5. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.79: The five gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together at the origin. Each gene site lying on
a vertex of a pentagon with sides 1µm long. g1 = (0µm,gxµm,0µm), g2 = (gxcos(p/10)µm,gxsin(p/10)µm,0µm),
g3 = (gxcos(3p/10)µm, gxsin(3p/10)µm,0µm), g4 = ( gxcos(3p/10)µm, gxsin(3p/10)µm,0µm) and
g5 = ( gxcos(p/10)µm,gxsin(p/10)µm,0µm), where gx = 1/2sin(p/5). A diffusion coefficient D = 1 ⇥ 10 10m2min 1.
Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products, Gene3/products, Gene4/products and
Gene5/products. Top to bottom: Protein, period, mRNA and free promoter time series. Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each
heatmap is equal to 3.5 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which
has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a
factor of 3.5. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.80: The five gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together at the origin. Each gene site lying on
a vertex of a pentagon with sides 1µm long. g1 = (0µm,gxµm,0µm), g2 = (gxcos(p/10)µm,gxsin(p/10)µm,0µm),
g3 = (gxcos(3p/10)µm, gxsin(3p/10)µm,0µm), g4 = ( gxcos(3p/10)µm, gxsin(3p/10)µm,0µm) and
g5 = ( gxcos(p/10)µm,gxsin(p/10)µm,0µm), where gx = 1/2sin(p/5). A diffusion coefficient D = 1 ⇥ 10 10m2min 1.
Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products, Gene3/products, Gene4/products and
Gene5/products. Top to bottom: Protein, period, mRNA and free promoter time series. Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each
heatmap is equal to 3.5 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which
has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a
factor of 3.5. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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For D = 1⇥10 12m2min 1 the average period for 100 trajectories was T̄ = 376, rang-
ing between, 229  T̄  557. The average protein number was p̄ = 178, ranging
between 94  p̄  264. The average peak value of protein number was p̄peak = 467,
ranging between 364  p̄peak  624.
For D = 1⇥10 10m2min 1 the average period for 100 trajectories was T̄ = 302, rang-
ing between, 132  T̄  557. The average protein number was p̄ = 1914, ranging be-
tween 1230  p̄  2715. The average peak value of protein number was p̄peak = 4250,
ranging between 3341  p̄peak  5238.
Now we consider the five-gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered to-
gether at the origin. Each gene site lying on a vertex of a pentagon with sides 1µm long.
g1 =(x1,y1,z1)= (0µm,gx+2µm,0µm), (x2,y2,z3)= (gxcos(p/10)µm,gxsin(p/10)µ+
2m,0µm), (x3,y3,z3) = (gxcos(3p/10)µm,2 gxsin(3p/10)µm,0µm), (x4,y4,z4) =
( gxcos(3p/10)µm,2 gxsin(3p/10)µm,0µm) and (x5,y5,z5)= ( gxcos(p/10)µm,gxsin(p/10)+
2µm,0µm),(here gx = 1/sin(p/5)), for gene 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 respectively i.e. we have
translated the origin clustered gene sites along the positive y-axis by 2µm.
The first set of three simulations are for the smaller diffusion regime, D = 1⇥ 10 12
and the second set of three simulations are for the faster diffusion regime, D = 1⇥
10 10.
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Figure 5.81: The five gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together at the nuclear membrane. Each gene
site lying on a vertex of a pentagon with sides 1µm long. g1 = (0µm,gx+ 2µm,0µm), g2 = (gxcos(p/10)µm,gxsin(p/10)+
2µm,0µm), g3 = (gxcos(3p/10)µm, gxsin(3p/10) + 2µm,0µm), g4 = ( gxcos(3p/10)µm, gxsin(3p/10) + 2µm,0µm)
and g5 = ( gxcos(p/10)µm,gxsin(p/10)µm,0µm), where gx = 1/2sin(p/5). A diffusion coefficient D = 1⇥10 12m2min 1.
Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products, Gene3/products, Gene4/products and
Gene5/products. Top to bottom: Protein, Period, mRNA and free promoter time series. Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each
heatmap is equal to 3.5 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which
has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a
factor of 3.5. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.82: The five gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together at the nuclear membrane. Each gene
site lying on a vertex of a pentagon with sides 1µm long. g1 = (0µm,gx+ 2µm,0µm), g2 = (gxcos(p/10)µm,gxsin(p/10)+
2µm,0µm), g3 = (gxcos(3p/10)µm, gxsin(3p/10) + 2µm,0µm), g4 = ( gxcos(3p/10)µm, gxsin(3p/10) + 2µm,0µm)
and g5 = ( gxcos(p/10)µm,gxsin(p/10)µm,0µm), where gx = 1/2sin(p/5). A diffusion coefficient D = 1⇥10 12m2min 1.
Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products, Gene3/products, Gene4/products and
Gene5/products. Top to bottom: Protein, Period, mRNA and free promoter time series. Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each
heatmap is equal to 3.5 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which
has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a
factor of 3.5. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.83: The five gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together at the nuclear membrane. Each gene
site lying on a vertex of a pentagon with sides 1µm long. g1 = (0µm,gx+ 2µm,0µm), g2 = (gxcos(p/10)µm,gxsin(p/10)+
2µm,0µm), g3 = (gxcos(3p/10)µm, gxsin(3p/10) + 2µm,0µm), g4 = ( gxcos(3p/10)µm, gxsin(3p/10) + 2µm,0µm)
and g5 = ( gxcos(p/10)µm,gxsin(p/10)µm,0µm), where gx = 1/2sin(p/5). A diffusion coefficient D = 1⇥10 12m2min 1.
Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products, Gene3/products, Gene4/products and
Gene5/products. Top to bottom: Protein, Period, mRNA and free promoter time series. Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each
heatmap is equal to 3.5 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which
has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a
factor of 3.5. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.84: The five gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together at the nuclear membrane. Each gene
site lying on a vertex of a pentagon with sides 1µm long. g1 = (0µm,gx+ 2µm,0µm), g2 = (gxcos(p/10)µm,gxsin(p/10)+
2µm,0µm), g3 = (gxcos(3p/10)µm, gxsin(3p/10) + 2µm,0µm), g4 = ( gxcos(3p/10)µm, gxsin(3p/10) + 2µm,0µm)
and g5 = ( gxcos(p/10)µm,gxsin(p/10)µm,0µm), where gx = 1/2sin(p/5). A diffusion coefficient D = 1⇥10 10m2min 1.
Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products, Gene3/products, Gene4/products and
Gene5/products. Top to bottom: Protein, Period, mRNA and free promoter time series. Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each
heatmap is equal to 3.5 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which
has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a
factor of 3.5. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.85: The five gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together at the nuclear membrane. Each gene
site lying on a vertex of a pentagon with sides 1µm long. g1 = (0µm,gx+ 2µm,0µm), g2 = (gxcos(p/10)µm,gxsin(p/10)+
2µm,0µm), g3 = (gxcos(3p/10)µm, gxsin(3p/10) + 2µm,0µm), g4 = ( gxcos(3p/10)µm, gxsin(3p/10) + 2µm,0µm)
and g5 = ( gxcos(p/10)µm,gxsin(p/10)µm,0µm), where gx = 1/2sin(p/5). A diffusion coefficient D = 1⇥10 10m2min 1.
Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products, Gene3/products, Gene4/products and
Gene5/products. Top to bottom: Protein, Period, mRNA and free promoter time series. Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each
heatmap is equal to 3.5 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which
has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a
factor of 3.5. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.86: The five gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together at the nuclear membrane. Each gene
site lying on a vertex of a pentagon with sides 1µm long. g1 = (0µm,gx+ 2µm,0µm), g2 = (gxcos(p/10)µm,gxsin(p/10)+
2µm,0µm), g3 = (gxcos(3p/10)µm, gxsin(3p/10) + 2µm,0µm), g4 = ( gxcos(3p/10)µm, gxsin(3p/10) + 2µm,0µm)
and g5 = ( gxcos(p/10)µm,gxsin(p/10)µm,0µm), where gx = 1/2sin(p/5). A diffusion coefficient D = 1⇥10 10m2min 1.
Species are colour coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products, Gene3/products, Gene4/products and
Gene5/products. Top to bottom: Protein, Period, mRNA and free promoter time series. Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each
heatmap is equal to 3.5 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which
has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a
factor of 3.5. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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For D = 1⇥10 12m2min 1 the average period for 100 trajectories was T = 386, rang-
ing between, 191  T  557. The average protein number was p̄ = 414, ranging
between 62  p̄  829. The average peak value of protein number was p̄peak = 2473,
ranging between 495  p̄av  3901.
For D = 1⇥10 10m2min 1 the average period for 100 trajectories was T̄ = 303, rang-
ing between, 158  T̄  557. The average protein number was p̄ = 1894, ranging be-
tween 1234  p̄  2621. The average peak value of protein number was p̄peak = 4447,
ranging between 2904  p̄peak  5233.
Once again, oscillatory behaviour seems elusive. We suggest that WAVOS only picks
up the smaller modal periods of the system.
See 5.87 to see a summarising plot of protein copy number against the diffusion pa-
rameter. Generally, as diffusion is increased, the copy number of protein increases.
In terms of gene site configurations, as the gene sites are moved closer to the nucleus
membrane, the copy number increased, specifically for the slower diffusion regime.
However, there is no significant difference in copy number due to gene site configura-
tion for the faster diffusion regime.
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Figure 5.87: Left: The mean value of protein calculated for the five-gene repressilator
against the diffusion parameter. Right: The mean period calculated for the five-gene
repressilator agains the diffusion parameter. Red denotes the gene site cluster at the
origin, blue denotes the gene sites at the membrane on opposite ends of the x-axis and
green denotes the cluster of genes close to the nuclear membrane.
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5.6 The six gene repressilator
Now we consider the six gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered to-
gether at the origin. Each gene site lies on a vertex of a hexagon with coordinates, g1 =
(0µm,1µm,0µm), g2 =(cos(p/3)µm,sin(p/3)µm,0µm), g3 =(cos(p/3)µm, sin(p/3)µm,0µm),
g4 =(0µm, 1µm,0µm), g5 =( cos(p/3)µm,sin(p/3)µm,0µm) and g6 =( cos(p/3)µm,sin(p/3)µm,0µm).
The first set of three simulations are for the smaller diffusion regime, D = 1⇥ 10 12
and the second set of three simulations are for the faster diffusion regime, D = 1⇥
10 10.
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Figure 5.88: The six gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together at the origin. Each gene
site lying on a vertex of a hexagon with coordinates, g1 = (0µm,1µm,0µm), g2 = (cos(p/3)µm,sin(p/3)µm,0µm),
g3 = (cos(p/3)µm, sin(p/3)µm,0µm), g4 = (0µm, 1µm,0µm), g5 = ( cos(p/3)µm,sin(p/3)µm,0µm) and g6 =
( cos(p/3)µm,sin(p/3)µm,0µm). A diffusion coefficient D = 1⇥ 10 12m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on
genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products, Gene3/products, Gene4/products, Gene5/products and Gene6/products. Top
to bottom: protein, period, mRNA and free promoter time series. Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each heatmap is equal to 3.5
minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which has a maximum value of
approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a factor of 3.5. Translation
allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.89: The six gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together at the origin. Each gene
site lying on a vertex of a hexagon with coordinates, g1 = (0µm,1µm,0µm), g2 = (cos(p/3)µm,sin(p/3)µm,0µm),
g3 = (cos(p/3)µm, sin(p/3)µm,0µm), g4 = (0µm, 1µm,0µm), g5 = ( cos(p/3)µm,sin(p/3)µm,0µm) and g6 =
( cos(p/3)µm,sin(p/3)µm,0µm). A diffusion coefficient D = 1⇥ 10 12m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on
genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products, Gene3/products, Gene4/products, Gene5/products and Gene6/products. Top
to bottom: protein, period, mRNA and free promoter time series. Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each heatmap is equal to 3.5
minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which has a maximum value of
approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a factor of 3.5. Translation
allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.90: The six gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together at the origin. Each gene
site lying on a vertex of a hexagon with coordinates, g1 = (0µm,1µm,0µm), g2 = (cos(p/3)µm,sin(p/3)µm,0µm),
g3 = (cos(p/3)µm, sin(p/3)µm,0µm), g4 = (0µm, 1µm,0µm), g5 = ( cos(p/3)µm,sin(p/3)µm,0µm) and g6 =
( cos(p/3)µm,sin(p/3)µm,0µm). A diffusion coefficient D = 1⇥ 10 12m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on
genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products, Gene3/products, Gene4/products, Gene5/products and Gene6/products. Top
to bottom: protein, period, mRNA and free promoter time series. Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each heatmap is equal to 3.5
minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which has a maximum value of
approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a factor of 3.5. Translation
allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.91: The six gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together at the origin. Each gene
site lying on a vertex of a hexagon with coordinates, g1 = (0µm,1µm,0µm), g2 = (cos(p/3)µm,sin(p/3)µm,0µm),
g3 = (cos(p/3)µm, sin(p/3)µm,0µm), g4 = (0µm, 1µm,0µm), g5 = ( cos(p/3)µm,sin(p/3)µm,0µm) and g6 =
( cos(p/3)µm,sin(p/3)µm,0µm). A diffusion coefficient D = 1⇥ 10 10m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on
genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products, Gene3/products, Gene4/products, Gene5/products and Gene6/products. Top
to bottom: protein, period, mRNA and free promoter time series. Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each heatmap is equal to 3.5
minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which has a maximum value of
approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a factor of 3.5. Translation
allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.92: The six gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together at the origin. Each gene
site lying on a vertex of a hexagon with coordinates, g1 = (0µm,1µm,0µm), g2 = (cos(p/3)µm,sin(p/3)µm,0µm),
g3 = (cos(p/3)µm, sin(p/3)µm,0µm), g4 = (0µm, 1µm,0µm), g5 = ( cos(p/3)µm,sin(p/3)µm,0µm) and g6 =
( cos(p/3)µm,sin(p/3)µm,0µm). A diffusion coefficient D = 1⇥ 10 10m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on
genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products, Gene3/products, Gene4/products, Gene5/products and Gene6/products. Top
to bottom: protein, period, mRNA and free promoter time series. Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each heatmap is equal to 3.5
minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which has a maximum value of
approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a factor of 3.5. Translation
allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.93: The six gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together at the origin. Each gene
site lying on a vertex of a hexagon with coordinates, g1 = (0µm,1µm,0µm), g2 = (cos(p/3)µm,sin(p/3)µm,0µm),
g3 = (cos(p/3)µm, sin(p/3)µm,0µm), g4 = (0µm, 1µm,0µm), g5 = ( cos(p/3)µm,sin(p/3)µm,0µm) and g6 =
( cos(p/3)µm,sin(p/3)µm,0µm). A diffusion coefficient D = 1⇥ 10 10m2min 1. Species are colour coded dependent on
genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products, Gene3/products, Gene4/products, Gene5/products and Gene6/products. Top
to bottom: protein, period, mRNA and free promoter time series. Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each heatmap is equal to 3.5
minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which has a maximum value of
approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a factor of 3.5. Translation
allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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For D = 1⇥10 12m2min 1 the average period for 100 trajectories was T̄ = 365, rang-
ing between, 215  T̄  557. The average protein number was p̄ = 1937, ranging
between 100  p̄  310. The average peak value of protein number was p̄peak = 536,
ranging between 381  p̄peak  779.
For D = 1⇥10 10m2min 1 the average period for 100 trajectories was T̄ = 313, rang-
ing between, 123  T̄  557. The average protein number was p̄ = 197.3, ranging be-
tween 107.5 p̄ 272.3. The average peak value of protein number was p̄peak = 1958,
ranging between 1012  p̄av  2631.
Now we consider the six gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together
at the nuclear membrane. Each gene site is lying on a vertex of a hexagon with coordi-
nates, g1 =(x1,y1,z1)= (0µm,2.85µm,0µm), (x2,y2,z2)= g2 =(cos(p/6)µm,1.85+
sin(p/6)µm,0µm), g3 = (x3,y3,z3) = (cos(p/6)µm,1.85  sin(p/6)µm,0µm), g4 =
(x4,y4,z4)= (0µm,0.85µm,0µm), g5 =(x5,y5,z5)= ( cos(p/6)µm,1.85 sin(p/6)µm,0µm)
and g6 = (x6,y6,z6) = ( cos(p/6)µm,1.85+ sin(p/6)µm,0µm)
The first set of three simulations are for the smaller diffusion regime, D = 1⇥ 10 12
and the second set of three simulations are for the faster diffusion regime, D = 1⇥
10 10.
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Figure 5.94: The six gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together at the nucleus membrane. Each gene
site lying on a vertex of a hexagon with coordinates, g1 = (0µm,2.85µm,0µm), g2 = (cos(p/3)µm,1.85+ sin(p/3)µm,0µm),
g3 = (cos(p/3)µm,1.85   sin(p/3)µm,0µm), g4 = (0µm,0.85µm,0µm), g5 = ( cos(p/3)µm,1.85   sin(p/3)µm,0µm)
and g6 = ( cos(p/3)µm,1.85 + sin(p/3)µm,0µm). A diffusion coefficient D = 1 ⇥ 10 12m2min 1. Species are colour
coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products, Gene3/products, Gene4/products, Gene5/products and
Gene6/products. Top to bottom: Protein, Period, mRNA and free promoter time series. Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each
heatmap is equal to 3.5 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which
has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a
factor of 3.5. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.95: The six gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together at the nucleus membrane. Each gene
site lying on a vertex of a hexagon with coordinates, g1 = (0µm,2.85µm,0µm), g2 = (cos(p/3)µm,1.85+ sin(p/3)µm,0µm),
g3 = (cos(p/3)µm,1.85   sin(p/3)µm,0µm), g4 = (0µm,0.85µm,0µm), g5 = ( cos(p/3)µm,1.85   sin(p/3)µm,0µm)
and g6 = ( cos(p/3)µm,1.85 + sin(p/3)µm,0µm). A diffusion coefficient D = 1 ⇥ 10 12m2min 1. Species are colour
coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products, Gene3/products, Gene4/products, Gene5/products and
Gene6/products. Top to bottom: Protein, Period, mRNA and free promoter time series. Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each
heatmap is equal to 3.5 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which
has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a
factor of 3.5. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.96: The six gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together at the nucleus membrane. Each gene
site lying on a vertex of a hexagon with coordinates, g1 = (0µm,2.85µm,0µm), g2 = (cos(p/3)µm,1.85+ sin(p/3)µm,0µm),
g3 = (cos(p/3)µm,1.85   sin(p/3)µm,0µm), g4 = (0µm,0.85µm,0µm), g5 = ( cos(p/3)µm,1.85   sin(p/3)µm,0µm)
and g6 = ( cos(p/3)µm,1.85 + sin(p/3)µm,0µm). A diffusion coefficient D = 1 ⇥ 10 12m2min 1. Species are colour
coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products, Gene3/products, Gene4/products, Gene5/products and
Gene6/products. Top to bottom: Protein, Period, mRNA and free promoter time series. Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each
heatmap is equal to 3.5 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which
has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a
factor of 3.5. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.97: The six gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together at the nucleus membrane. Each gene
site lying on a vertex of a hexagon with coordinates, g1 = (0µm,2.85µm,0µm), g2 = (cos(p/3)µm,1.85+ sin(p/3)µm,0µm),
g3 = (cos(p/3)µm,1.85   sin(p/3)µm,0µm), g4 = (0µm,0.85µm,0µm), g5 = ( cos(p/3)µm,1.85   sin(p/3)µm,0µm)
and g6 = ( cos(p/3)µm,1.85 + sin(p/3)µm,0µm). A diffusion coefficient D = 1 ⇥ 10 10m2min 1. Species are colour
coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products, Gene3/products, Gene4/products, Gene5/products and
Gene6/products. Top to bottom: Protein, Period, mRNA and free promoter time series. Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each
heatmap is equal to 3.5 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which
has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a
factor of 3.5. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.98: The six gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together at the nucleus membrane. Each gene
site lying on a vertex of a hexagon with coordinates, g1 = (0µm,2.85µm,0µm), g2 = (cos(p/3)µm,1.85+ sin(p/3)µm,0µm),
g3 = (cos(p/3)µm,1.85   sin(p/3)µm,0µm), g4 = (0µm,0.85µm,0µm), g5 = ( cos(p/3)µm,1.85   sin(p/3)µm,0µm)
and g6 = ( cos(p/3)µm,1.85 + sin(p/3)µm,0µm). A diffusion coefficient D = 1 ⇥ 10 10m2min 1. Species are colour
coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products, Gene3/products, Gene4/products, Gene5/products and
Gene6/products. From top to bottom: Protein, Period, mRNA and free promoter time series. Each time unit (along the x-axis) of
each heatmap is equal to 3.5 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps,
which has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled
by a factor of 3.5. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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Figure 5.99: The six gene repressilator with individual gene sites clustered together at the nucleus membrane. Each gene
site lying on a vertex of a hexagon with coordinates, g1 = (0µm,2.85µm,0µm), g2 = (cos(p/3)µm,1.85+ sin(p/3)µm,0µm),
g3 = (cos(p/3)µm,1.85   sin(p/3)µm,0µm), g4 = (0µm,0.85µm,0µm), g5 = ( cos(p/3)µm,1.85   sin(p/3)µm,0µm)
and g6 = ( cos(p/3)µm,1.85 + sin(p/3)µm,0µm). A diffusion coefficient D = 1 ⇥ 10 10m2min 1. Species are colour
coded dependent on genetic relation: Gene1/products, Gene2/products, Gene3/products, Gene4/products, Gene5/products and
Gene6/products. Top to bottom: Protein, Period, mRNA and free promoter time series. Each time unit (along the x-axis) of each
heatmap is equal to 3.5 minutes. This scaling of the x-axis in turn affects the scaling of the period (y-axis, of the heatmaps, which
has a maximum value of approximately one third of the given time span) and thus the y-axis of each heatmap is down scaled by a
factor of 3.5. Translation allowed to occur equally over the entire cytoplasm. Initial conditions are each promoter is free.
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For D = 1⇥10 12m2min 1 the average period for 100 trajectories was T̄ = 366, rang-
ing between, 203  T̄  557. The average protein number was p̄ = 463, ranging
between 151  p̄  886. The average peak value of protein number was p̄peak = 2348,
ranging between 781  p̄peak  3388.
For D = 1⇥10 10m2min 1 the average period for 100 trajectories was T̄ = 303, rang-
ing between, 180  T̄  557. The average protein number was p̄ = 1904, ranging be-
tween 1035  p̄  2833. The average peak value of protein number was p̄peak = 4369,
ranging between 2220  p̄av  5803.
Once again, oscillatory behaviour seems elusive. We suggest that WAVOS only picks
up the smaller modal periods of the system.
See 5.100 to see a summarising plot of protein copy number against the diffusion
parameter. Generally, as diffusion is increased, the copy number of protein increases.
5.7 Discussion
As noted in the previous chapter, in the biological world, state transitions (i.e. the
transformation of a biological system from one state to another) are vitally impor-
tant in many key biological systems, including intracellular signalling pathways. For
example, the cell cycle with its four distinct phases: G1, S, G2 and M phases; cell
differentiation contains different stages like cell proliferation, growth arrest and ma-
ture differentiation; and cancer development mainly involves three steps as mutation,
promotion and invasion. A fundamental but important question is how to trace the
temporal characteristics or dynamics of a biological system during a particular state
transition process (Zeng & Chen 2012).
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Figure 5.100: Left: The mean value of protein calculated for the six-gene repressilator
against the diffusion parameter. Right: The mean period calculated for the six-gene
repressilator agains the diffusion parameter. Red denotes the gene site cluster at the
origin, blue denotes the gene sites at the membrane on opposite ends of the x-axis and
green denotes the cluster of genes close to the nuclear membrane.
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In our spatial stochastic model of the synthetic n-gene repressilator, we saw multi-
modal distributions of periods of oscillation. In cellular processes, different mecha-
nisms are controlled on different time scales. We suggest that there is a greater com-
plexity involved in GRNs. That the oscillatory might act as clocks on different time
scales. The low modal periods may act as transients in the system, while the larger
modes, may control a mechanism on a longer time scale.
Changes in spatial parameters, such as the diffusion coefficient and the location of gene
sites definitely had a great effect on the dynamics, specifically in terms of molecular
numbers. We stress the vital importance using spatial models in the simulation of
GRNs.
Chapter 6
The NFkB and HIF1a Gene
Regulatory Network
6.1 Introduction
Nuclear factor kB (NFkB) was discovered in 1986 as a nuclear factor in B lympho-
cytes, regulating the gene encoding the immunoglobulin k light polypeptide chain,
hence its given name. NFkB has since been found to be present in almost all mam-
malian cell types and is activated in response to many different stimuli, including en-
vironmental cues such as hypoxia and ultraviolet radiation; infectious agents, such as
bacteria and virus, and extra- and intracellular stress, such as inflammatory cytokines
and DNA damage. Due to the diversity of the means to NFkB activation, it is not sur-
prising that NFkB has been found to have the potential to control the transcriptional
activity of over three hundred genes and to thus play a role in many different processes.
For example, NFkB has been found to be a major player in coordinating processes
such as adaptive and innate immunity, development and cell survival. In one respect,
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NFkB is a form of guardian that is normally held latent in the cytoplasm due to its se-
questration by the inhibitor of NFkB (IkB) family, to which it is readily released and
transiently activated at the first instance the cell senses certain environmental changes
that are a threat to cellular homeostasis and survival. This transient mechanism is
enabled as the genes encoding IkB and other negative regulators of NFkB are early
transcriptional targets of NFkB.
However, due to the role NFkB plays in processes such as immunity and survival it
is not surprising that its dysregulation in mammalian cells might have hazardous im-
plications. When phenotypes, resulting largely due to NFkB activation, such as the
inflammatory response, angiogenesis, apoptosis and cell proliferation become chronic
and out of control, the onset of diseases such as chronic inflammatory diseases, autoim-
mune diseases and the initiation and progression of cancer are almost inevitable. The
NFkB pathway can also, unfortunately, be activated during chemotherapy to counter-
act the intended chemotherapeutic effects and once again aid in cell survival and hence
tumour progression. Although, it has recently become apparent that the effects of cy-
totoxic drugs on NFkB function are also quite diverse and may differ between cell and
tumor types or even the different stages of tumor development.
6.2 The NFkB family
NFkB is a dimeric transcription factor composed as a homo- or heterodimer from
the following family of subunits: RelA (p65), RelB, cRel, NFkB1 (p50) and NFkB2
(p52), the latter two subunits being proteolytically processed from p105 and p100 re-
spectively. Each NFkB subunit is related via their commonality of the Rel Homology
Domain (RHD) in their N termini. The RHD contains sequences required for nuclear
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localisation; NFkB subunit dimerisation; DNA binding and association with the in-
hibitor IkB family. The members of the IkB family are IkBa , IkBb , IkBe , IkBz
and Bcl3 (B cell lymphoma 3) and each share the structural feature of containing 5-7
ankyrin repeats, which when bound to an NFkB dimer masks NFkB’s nuclear locali-
sation sequence (NLS). Each IkB member has different binding affinities to different
NFkB subunit members, contributing further to the diversity of NFkB activation and
its functioning. The NFkB family can be categorised further into two subfamilies, one
containing RelA, RelB and cRel and the other NFkB1 and NFkB2, (p105 and p100).
The first subfamily contain a transcriptional activation domain (TAD), the latter sub-
family do not. The subunits NFkB1 and NFkB2 can only contribute to transcriptional
activation if they are in an NFkB dimer with a member of the TAD subfamily but if
not they can act as transcriptional repressors. Also, like the IkB family, p100 and p105
contain ankyrin repeats, which classifies them further as overlapping members of the
IkB family, as their binding to an NFkB subunit with a TAD shields the NLS, resulting
in the NFkB dimer being kept held inactive in the cytoplasm. The processing of p105
to NFkB1 mainly occurs constitutively but the processing of p100 to NFkB2 mainly
only happens due to the presence of specific extracellular ligands binding to specific
cell receptors that trigger the activation of the NFkB inducing kinase (NIK) that trig-
gers this process. Following the induced proteolytic processing of p100, RelB/NFkB2
dimerisation and nuclear translocation occur. This cascade is known as the non canon-
ical (alternative) NFkB signalling pathway. There are two other major pathways that
lead to NFkB activation: the atypical and canonical (classical) pathways. The atyp-
tical pathways are activated independently of external ligand binding and instead are
mainly activated due to signalling occuring via internal cellular stresses. The canoni-
cal pathway is the pathway most commonly seen to be activated within most cell types
and unlike the non canonical pathway is activated due to external ligand/cell receptor
binding. Once an NFkB pathway is activated, NFkB travels into the nucleus, where it
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can then bind to its target genes. There are many factors that are believed to contribute
to NFkB gene selectivity and transcriptional control.
6.2.1 Proposed mechanisms of gene selection
Taking all mammalian cell types into account, NFkB has been found to have the po-
tential to transcriptionally control over 300 genes, (see www.nf-kb.org).
Due to NFkB’s ability to influence expression of hundreds of genes (and the fact that
its dysregulation can lead to diseases), the activity of NFkB is tightly regulated on
multiple levels, such that the desired outcome, in response to a signal is achieved. Cells
must decipher multiple signals, along with stochastic noise and encode this information
in its genetic networks to achieve the required phenotypic response. The required
phenotypic response is produced by the activation or repression of a specific subset of
genes.
The question then arises, what is the mechanism behind the selection of NFkB depen-
dent gene activation.
Which specific subset of genes NFkB has been found to control is both stimulus and
cell type dependent.
It is cell type dependent due to biological structure formed throughout cellular devel-
opment, such as the deposition of chromatin barriers.
Intimately linked to cell type dependence, is stimulus dependence because of the epi-
genetic inducing information the stimulus may deliver to the cell which may enable
the overcoming of certain chromatin barriers.
Not only is the response dependent on the specific stimulus type but also on the tem-
poral profile of that given stimulus.
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Furthermore, the specific genetic response is also dependent on the dynamics of NFkB
nuclear-cytoplasmic oscillations that are produced due to negative feedback from early
response genes (Ashall et al. 2009, Lee et al. 2014, Nelson et al. 2004). The nuclear-
cytoplasmic oscillation observed in experiments may enclose information in the form
of a genetic clock. The nuclear-cytoplasmic oscillations may have functional conse-
quences via the transfer of analogue information in the form of response time, oscilla-
tory period, amplitude and oscillation number but also on how oscillation persistence,
may involve cycles of phosphorylation and dephosphorylation or other forms of post-
translational modifications.
Furthermore, the posttranslational modification sites of NFkB are important for gene
activation and crosstalk with other signaling pathways, which may also affect speci-
ficity. NFkB cooperates with multiple other signaling molecules and pathways. Promi-
nent nodes of crosstalk are mediated by other transcription factors such as HIF (Hy-
poxia Inducible Factor), Notch, IRF and p53. These transcription factors either di-
rectly interact with NFkB subunits, deactivate NF kB activators or affect NFkB tar-
get genes.
Another regulatory layer may be through the combinatorial associations of the NFkB
protein family members and how each dimer has differential preferences for variations
of the DNA-binding sequence. Thus different target genes are differentially induced
by distinct NFkB dimers.
In theory all dimers are predicted to exist but only 15 different dimers have been
recorded so far and the physiological existence and relevance for all possible dimeric
complexes has not yet been fully demonstrated. However, most dimers are rarely ob-
served. The predominant NFkB dimers in most cell types is the RelA-NFkB1 het-
erodimer (Nelson et al. 2004, O’Dea & Hoffmann 2010).
Thus, together all these factors may contribute to the output signal that determines
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specific genetic activity and hence, phenotypic response.
An increased understanding of the different roles and regulations of NFkB will cre-
ate opportunities for the development of techniques that will allow existing and new
therapeutic interventions for diseases, such as cancer to be more effective.
Thus, better predictions of the effect of a stimulus on the NFkB signalling pathway
and overlapping crosstalk via mathematical modelling is essential.
6.3 The canonical NFkB signalling pathway
In the canonical NFkB signalling pathway, NFkB,
(predominantly experimentally observed to be RelA-NFkB1 heterodimer) is held in-
active in the cytoplasm of unstimulated cells by the family of inhibitor IkB proteins,
(predominantly IkBa). The binding of IkB to NFkB masks NFkB’s NLS, which
in turn prevents the binding of NFkB to nuclear pore complexes and hence nuclear
translocation (O’Dea & Hoffmann 2010). IkB further spatially regulates NFkB by
actively translocating to the nucleus, binding to nuclear NFkB and transporting it back
to the cytoplasm (Arenzana-Seisdedos et al. 1997).
Particular examples of extracellular stimuli that activate the canonical NFkB signalling
pathway are the proinflammatory cytokine: tumor necrosis factor a (TNFa) and the
bacterial product: lipopolysaccharide (LPS). Upon ligand binding to a specific cellu-
lar membrane receptor, such as tumor necrosis factor a receptor 1 (TNFR1) or Toll
like receptor 4 (TLR4), adaptor molecules, kinases and ubiquitin ligases are recruited
leading to the activation of the TAK (TGF [transforming growth factor] b activated
kinase)-TAB (TAK associated binding protein) complex. TAK is essential for the ac-
tivation of the trimeric complex, IKK (inhibitor of IkB kinase), which in mammalian
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cells is composed by IKKa , IKKb and IKKg . IKK activation leads to phosphorylation
of the IkBa within an IkB/NFkB complex at amino acid residue serine 32 and serine
36. This phosphorylation of IkB is a marker for it to be tagged for ubiquitination.
Once ubiquitinated it is degraded by the proteasome, thus releasing NFkB to translo-
cate to the nucleus, where it binds to kB sites in the promoters and enhancers of its
target genes.
Experimentalists have exposed a number of different cell types to NFkB activating
stimuli, most widely done with TNFa and have observed nuclear-cytoplasmic oscilla-
tions of NFkB. Figure 6.2 shows time lapse fluorescent imaging of NFkB in SK-N-AS
(human S-type neuroblastoma cells) cells after TNFa stimulation.
These nuclear-cytoplasmic oscillations are produced due to NFkB’s activation of early
gene products that are a source of negative feedback for NFkB. Such as its inhibitor
IkBa and the IKK deactivator A20 (Skaug et al. 2011).
It is believed that the period of these oscillations serves as one of the mechanisms in
determining which genes are later activated. That specific non-linear network motifs
can decode frequencies.
6.3.1 Spatial stochastic model
We now present a spatial stochastic model of the canonical NFkB signalling path-
way. Here when referring to NFkB we are specifically referring to RelA-NFkB1 het-
erodimer and IkB as IkBa . The computational domain consists of two concentric
spheres and three individual gene sites. The outer sphere representing the cytoplasm
and the inner sphere representing the nucleus.
The radius of the cytoplasm chosen to be 9.5µm and nucleus 5µm, very close to that
of HeLa cells. Later we might consider varying the nuclear and cytoplasmic volume in
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order to analyse affects of extrinsic stochasticity. An unstructured mesh partitions the
domain into the non intersecting subvolumes. For this initial model, NFkB is counted
as a single molecule and we may add specific subunits and dimerisation in a later
extension.
NFkB and IkB have a probability of binding to dynein proteins that transport them
along microtubules toward the nucleus. The velocity field that the microtubule network
gives rise to is modelled as a radially directed field and we take the rate of transport
on the fibres, i.e the speed of the velocity field, to be 3⇥10 5m/min for the following
simulations. Letting~(x) = (x,y,z), be a point in our domain with Cartesian coordinates
then the velocity field takes the form,
~v(x) =  v||~x||2 (x,y,z)
T .
The density of the microtubules was calculated via the consideration that microtubules
arise from the microtubule organising centre (MTOC), which resides close to the nu-
cleus. The density of the microtubules are thus going to be denser near the nucleus
than cellular membrane.
r(~x) = r0 +(||~x||  r0)
r1  r0
r1   r0
, r0 = M/SnA,r1 = M/ScA.
Where ScA is the surface area of the cellular membrane; r1 is the radius of the cell;
SnA is the surface area of the nuclear membrane and r0 is the radius of the nucleus.
We assume that the filament network consists of a total number of M microtubule
filaments originating uniformly from the nuclear membrane and that the same number
of filaments reach the cellular membrane. We choose M to be 150.
The promoter species are static. They are modelled in two states, changing only due
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to two reactions. A free promoter becoming an occupied promoter due to the bind-
ing NFkB, or from occupied promoter to IkB bound occupied promoter. In the latter
reaction, IkB can either induce degradation of the NFkB species and leave a free pro-
moter and a free IkB molecule or it can capture NFkB in a IkB/NFkB complex and
begin to transport it back to the cytoplasm. The three static species are confined to
their localised gene sites and hence, given a diffusion coefficient of zero. Addition-
ally, IKKa and A20 are restricted to diffusing within the cytoplasm only. All non zero
cytoplasmic diffusion coefficients were given a value of 7⇥ 10 11m2/min and a nu-
clear diffusion coefficient of 5⇥ 10 11m2/min. The initial state of the system was
constructed with the copy number of all species being zero throughout the whole do-
main except the complex IkB/NFkB and the two free promoter sites p fI and p fA. One
thousand IkB/NFkB species were randomly distributed in cytoplasmic sub-volumes at
t = 0 and a single free promoter of IkB and A20 were put in their own specified voxel
within the nucleus. The simulation ran for 1600 minutes. Due to the experimentally
observed period of NFkB nuclear-cytoplasmic oscillations being around 100 minutes
Nelson et al. (2004), WAVOS should be able to detect periods in and around this range
for this amount of time.
The species involved in active transport are free IkB and free NFkB in the cytoplasm,
directed radially inward toward the nuclear membrane.
The reactions used within the pathway follow that described in the tables below.
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Table 6.1: Cytoplasmic reactions
Cytoplasmic Reaction Description Parameter value
Stimulus a  ! IKKi Production of inac-
tive IKK via interac-
tion with stimulus
a = 0.01825Mmin 1
Stimulus a  ! TAK Productin of TAK via
interaction with stim-
ulus
a = 0.0185Mmin 1
TAK+ IKKi A1  ! TAKIKKi TAK and IKKi com-
plex formation
A1 = 1⇥1013M 1min 1
TAKIKKi C1  ! TAK+ IKKa Activation of IKK C1 = 50M 1min 1
IKKa+ IkBNFkB A2  ! IKKaIkBNFkB Formation of IKKa
and IkBNFkB com-
plex
A2 = 2.5⇥108M 1min 1
IKKaIkBNFkB
C2  ! IKKa+NFkB Catalytic degrada-
tion of IkB in the
IKKaIkBNFkB
complex
C2 = 25M 1min 1
IkB+NFkB A  ! IkBNFkB Formation of
IkBNFkB com-
plex
A = 1⇥1013M 1min 1
IkBtran
apI  ! IkBtran+ IkB Translation of IkB
protein
apI = 40min 1
A20tran
apA  ! A20tran + A20 Translation of A20
protein
apA = 10min 1
A20 + IKKa
A3  ! A20IKK Formation of A20-
IKKa complex
A3 = 1⇥1011M 1min 1
A20IKKa
C3  ! A20 + IKKi A20 induced deacti-
vation of IKKa
C3 = 50min 1
IKKi dS  ! /0 Degradation of IKKi dS = 0.06min 1
A20
dpA  ! /0 Degradation of A20 dpA = 0.07min 1
NFkB
Nson   *)   
Nso f f
NFkBmic NFkB bind-
ing/unbinding to
microtubule
Nson = 1⇥103min 1
Nso f f = 0.1min 1
IkB
Ison   *)  
Iso f f
IkBmic Binding/unbinding
of IkB to micro-
tubule
Ison = 1⇥105M 1min 1
Iso f f = 0.001min 1
NFkBmici
v  ! NFkBmic j Nuclear directed
active transport
along microtubules
of NFkB between
connected voxels
v = 3⇥10 5mmin 1
IkBmici
v  ! IkBmic j Nuclear directed ac-
tive transport of IkB
between connected
voxels
v = 3⇥10 5mmin 1
Sij
djik  ! Sik Molecular diffusion D = 6.5⇥10 12m2min 1
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Table 6.2: Reactions within IkB gene site
IkB gene site Reaction Description Parameter value
p f I +NFkB
kI1  *) 
kI2
poI Binding/unbinding
of NFkB to the
free IkB pro-
moter
kI1 = 7.35⇥106M 1min 1
kI2 = 0.06min 1
poI
aI  ! poI + IkBtran Induced tran-
scription of IkB
mRNA
aI = 2.25min 1
p f I
aI/g  ! p f I + IkBtran Basal transcrip-
tion of IkB
mRNA
aI = 2.25min 1,g = 1000
Table 6.3: Reactions within A20 gene site
A20 gene site Reaction Description Parameter value
p f A +NFkB
kA1  *) 
kA2
poA Binding/unbinding
of NFkB to the
free A20 pro-
moter
kA1 = 3.35⇥106M 1min 1
kA2 = 0.07min 1
poA
amA  ! poA +A20tran Induced tran-
scription of A20
mRNA
amA = 2.25min 1
p f A
amA/g   ! p f A +A20tran Basal transcrip-
tion of A20
mRNA
amA = 2.25min 1,g = 1000
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Table 6.4: Global reactions
Global Reactions Description Parameter value
IkB+NFkB
A2  ! IkBNFkB Formation of IkB
and NFkB com-
plex
A2 = 2.5⇥108M 1min 1
IkBtran dm  ! /0 Degradation of
IkBtran
dm = 0.0275min 1
IkB
dp  ! /0 Degradation of
IkB
dp = 0.07min 1
A20tran dm  ! /0 Degradation of
A20tran
dm = 0.025min 1
A20
dp  ! /0 Degradation of
A20
dp = 0.07min 1
Nuclear reactions Description Parameter value used
IkB+NFkB A  ! IkBNFkB Formation of
IkBNFkB com-
plex
A = 1⇥1013M 1min 1
Sij
d jik  ! Sik Molecular diffu-
sion of species
Dm2min 1
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Figure 6.1: The structural features of different protein families. Top: The family of
NFkB subunits, Middle: The family of IkB proteins, Bottom: The family of IKK pro-
teins. (RHD = Rel homology domain, TAD = Transcriptional activation domain, ANK
= Ankyrin repeat, HLH = helix loop helix, LZ = Leucine zipper, GRR = Glycine rich
region.) Hayden & Ghosh (2012)
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Figure 6.2: Experimental observation of oscillations in NF-kB localisation. This
figure shows time-lapse confocal images of NF-kB-containing species fused to a red
fluorescent protein and of IkBa-containing species fused to a green fluorescent protein
in SK-N-AS cells after stimulation with TNFa. The arrow marks one oscillating cell.
Nuclear-cytoplasmic translocation of NF-kB-containing species is apparent. Time is
shown in minutes and the scale bar represents 50µm.
Figure 6.3: Schematic cell
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Figure 6.4: Analysis of the dynamics of NF-kB localization and kB dependent re-
porter gene expression. Time course of N:C localization of RelA-DsRed in cells co-
expressing IkB-EGFP. N:C ratio in RelA-DsRed fluorescence was normalized to high-
est peak intensity. The peak N:C ratio was expressed as the average value for each
set of four cells. Data from each cell is represented by a different colored line. Left:
SK-N-AS cells treated with continual 10 ng/ml TNF. Right: HeLa cells treated with
continual 10 ng/ml TNF.
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6.3.2 Gene sites clustered at the centre of the nucleus
We now consider our spatial-stochastic model of the NFkB GRN with gene sites
clustered at the centre of the nucleus. We then position the gene site for IkBa at
(xIkB,yIkB,zIkB) = (0.5µm,0µm,0µm) and the gene for A20 at (xA20,yA20,zA20) =
( 0.5µm,0µm,0µm).
For the simulations, to best compare to experimental data, we pay most attention to
the nuclear-cytoplasmic ratio, oscillations of NF-kB within the nucleus and the spatial
snapshots.
We now present simulations, with gene sites clustered around the centre of the nucleus.
For each individual simulation we present two figures: a time series of each species
and a series of ten spatial snapshots of the distribution of NFkB throughout the cell at
specific times chosen to reflect the highest peaks of NFkB levels in the nucleus and
cytoplasm. Each snapshot is of a slice of the cellular domain, showing the x-y plane.
We investigate how changing the diffusion parameter D changes the spatial-temporal
dynamics of the NFkB GRN. We present two simulation results for each parameter
D chosen. First, we present two simulations for the smaller diffusion parameter D =
1⇥ 10 12 and two each as we increase D. We D increase from D = 1⇥ 10 12 to
D = 8⇥10 12 to finally D = 3⇥10 11.
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Figure 6.5: Time series of species in the NFkB pathway. For each species, with the
exception of NFkB and IkBa (in which we show nuclear and cytoplasmic numbers)
the plots show the total copy number over the entire cell against time. Gene sites are
clustered close to the centre of the nucleus and D = 1⇥10 12. From top left down to
bottom right: Total NFkB, Total IkB, Free NFkB, Free IkB, A20, nuclear-cytoplasmic
ration of NFkB, mRNA of IkB and A20, Free promoter species of IkB and A20, TAK,
IKK (inactive and active).
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Figure 6.6: Time series of species in the NFkB pathway. Gene sites are clustered at
the origin and D = 1⇥10 12. From top left down to bottom right: Total NFkB, Total
IkB, Free NFkB, Free IkB, A20, nuclear-cytoplasmic ration of NFkB, mRNA of IkB
and A20, Free promoter species of IkB and A20, TAK, IKK (inactive and active).
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Figure 6.7: Time series of species in the NFkB pathway. For each species, with the
exception of NFkB and IkBa (in which we show nuclear and cytoplasmic numbers)
the plots show the total copy number over the entire cell against time. Gene sites are
clustered close to the centre of the nucleus and D = 1⇥10 12. From top left down to
bottom right: Total NFkB, Total IkB, Free NFkB, Free IkB, A20, nuclear-cytoplasmic
ration of NFkB, mRNA of IkB and A20, Free promoter species of IkB and A20, TAK,
IKK (inactive and active).
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Figure 6.8: Time series of species in the NFkB pathway. Gene sites are clustered at
the origin and D = 1⇥10 12. From top left down to bottom right: Total NFkB, Total
IkB, Free NFkB, Free IkB, A20, nuclear-cytoplasmic ration of NFkB, mRNA of IkB
and A20, Free promoter species of IkB and A20, TAK, IKK (IKKi and IKKa).
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Figure 6.9: Time series of species in the NFkB pathway. For each species, with the
exception of NFkB and IkBa (in which we show nuclear and cytoplasmic numbers)
the plots show the total copy number over the entire cell against time. Gene sites are
clustered close to the centre of the nucleus and D = 8⇥10 12. From top left down to
bottom right: Total NFkB, Total IkB, Free NFkB, Free IkB, A20, nuclear-cytoplasmic
ration of NFkB, mRNA of IkB and A20, Free promoter species of IkB and A20, TAK,
IKK (inactive and active).
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Figure 6.10: Spatial snapshots of NFkB. Gene sites are clustered at the origin and
D = 8⇥10 12
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Figure 6.11: Time series of species in the NFkB pathway. For each species, with the
exception of NFkB and IkBa (in which we show nuclear and cytoplasmic numbers)
the plots show the total copy number over the entire cell against time. Gene sites are
clustered close to the centre of the nucleus and D = 8⇥10 12. From top left down to
bottom right: Total NFkB, Total IkB, Free NFkB, Free IkB, A20, nuclear-cytoplasmic
ration of NFkB, mRNA of IkB and A20, Free promoter species of IkB and A20, TAK,
IKK (inactive and active).
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Figure 6.12: Spatial snapshots of NFkB. Gene sites are clustered at the origin and
D = 8⇥10 12
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Figure 6.13: Time series of species in the NFkB pathway. For each species, with the
exception of NFkB and IkBa (in which we show nuclear and cytoplasmic numbers)
the plots show the total copy number over the entire cell against time. Gene sites are
clustered close to the centre of the nucleus and D = 3⇥10 11. From top left down to
bottom right: Total NFkB, Total IkB, Free NFkB, Free IkB, A20, nuclear-cytoplasmic
ration of NFkB, mRNA of IkB and A20, Free promoter species of IkB and A20, TAK,
IKK (inactive and active).
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Figure 6.14: Snapshots of NFkB. Gene sites clustered clustered at the centre of the
nucleus. D = 3⇥10 11
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Figure 6.15: Time series of species in the NFkB pathway. For each species, with the
exception of NFkB and IkBa (in which we show nuclear and cytoplasmic numbers)
the plots show the total copy number over the entire cell against time. Gene sites are
clustered close to the centre of the nucleus and D = 3⇥10 11. From top left down to
bottom right: Total NFkB, Total IkB, Free NFkB, Free IkB, A20, nuclear-cytoplasmic
ration of NFkB, mRNA of IkB and A20, Free promoter species of IkB and A20, TAK,
IKK (inactive and active).
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Figure 6.16: Snapshots of NFkB. Gene sites clustered clustered at the centre of the
nucleus. D = 3⇥10 11
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In the smaller diffusion regime D = 1⇥ 10 12 there are long periods seen of nuclear
NFkB oscillations, see the top left images of figures 6.5 and 6.7. The oscillations
seen are also of relatively low amplitude and so do not exhibit much influence on
the nuclear-cytoplasmic oscillatory levels of NFkB. We deem this slower diffusion
regime as being incapable of producing the nuclear-cytoplasmic oscillations seen in
the experimental realm. NFkB tends to accumulate more in the nucleus for this slower
diffusion regime. This is due to the fact that the transcribed IkB mRNA, induced by
the NFkB-IkB promoter complex, takes longer to reach the cytoplasm. Thus, less IkB
protein can be synthesised and hence, there is less down-regulation of NFkB i.e. less
sequestration of NFkB by IkB in the cytoplasm.
For the middle diffusion regime, D= 8⇥10 12, somewhat steady, nuclear-cytoplasmic
oscillations occur with a somewhat regular period and amplitude, see figures, 6.9, 6.10,
6.11 and 6.12. The period of nuclear NFkB oscillations varies between 83 minutes
and 145 minutes. The average period seen was 108 minutes. For this diffusion regime,
there was a somewhat steady level of NFkB-IkB and NFkB-A20 promoter binding and
unbinding. Due to the faster diffusion regime, IkB mRNA and A20 mRNA, (which
can be transcribed due to their occupied promoters) can readily reach the cytoplasm
where IkB and A20 protein can then be synthesised at a higher rate, due to the higher
number of mRNA that can reach the cytoplasm. Thus, this creates a higher probability
in down-regulation of NFkB levels. IkB can reach the nucleus faster to form the
inhibiting complex, IkB-NFkB and sequester NFkB to the cytoplasm and A20 can
interact with the active form of IKK, (IKKa) and inactivate it to form IKKi. Thus, the
levels of NFkB decrease. The whole process can then begin again. For this diffusion
regime, we see this cycle occur very regularly.
For the faster diffusion regime, D = 3⇥ 10 11, oscillations also occur at a somewhat
regular frequency. Although this time they increase in frequency. Here diffusion aids
in a greater feedback, due to the even higher level of mRNA being able to reach the
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cytoplasm and hence for IkB and A20 to be synthesised at a higher rate also. Due
to the fact that NFkB can be transported in the cell quicker, it also reaches its target
genes faster. This is reflected in the greater level of promoter activity, see the promoter
species in figures 6.13 and 6.15. However, a greater increase in IkB and A20 leads
to a greater increase in the down-regulation of NFkB. This resulted in the maximum
copy number of nuclear NFkB molecules decreasing. The period of nuclear NFkB
oscillations varies between 66 minutes and 133 minutes. The average period seen
was 83 minutes. The period observed appeared to look rougher than for the middle
diffusion regime. This rougher period was also seen in the levels of A20 compared to
the, D = 8⇥10 12 diffusion regime.
For the middle and faster diffusion regime we see oscillations reminiscent of those
captured by fluorescent imaging techniques, see figures 6.10, 6.12, 6.14 and 6.16 to
compare with figure 6.2 and 6.4.
Common to all diffusion regimes was the appearance of an initial spike in nuclear
NFkB.
6.3.3 Gene sites clustered close to the nuclear membrane
We now present simulations, with gene sites clustered close to the nucleus membrane.
We then position the gene site for IkBa at (xIkB,yIkB,zIkB) = (0.5µm,2.85µm,0µm)
and the gene for A20 at (xA20,yA20,zA20) = ( 0.5µm,2.85µm,0µm). For each indi-
vidual simulation we present two figures: a time series of each species and a series of
ten spatial snapshots of the distribution of NFkB throughout the cell at specific times
chosen to reflect the highest peaks of NFkB levels in the nucleus and cytoplasm. Each
snapshot is of a slice of the cellular domain, showing the x-y plane. We investigate
how changing the diffusion parameter D changes the spatial-temporal dynamics of the
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NFkB GRN for the cluster of gene sites close to the nucleus membrane. We present
two simulation results for each parameter D chosen. First, we present two simulations
for the smaller diffusion parameter D = 8⇥10 12 and two for each increase in D. We
increase D from D = 8⇥ 10 12 to D = 3⇥ 10 11 to finally D = 1⇥ 10 10. For the
smaller diffusion parameter, D = 1⇥ 10 12 that we used for the gene site cluster at
the centre of the nucleus there were no oscillations seen within the oscillatory range of
experimental data, so we ignore this value of D.
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Figure 6.17: Time series of species in the NFkB pathway. For each species, with the
exception of NFkB and IkBa (in which we show nuclear and cytoplasmic numbers)
the plots show the total copy number over the entire cell against time. Gene sites are
clustered close to the nuclear membrane and D = 8⇥ 10 12. From top left down to
bottom right: Total NFkB, Total IkB, Free NFkB, Free IkB, A20, nuclear-cytoplasmic
ration of NFkB, mRNA of IkB and A20, Free promoter species of IkB and A20, TAK,
IKK (inactive and active).
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Figure 6.18: Snapshots of NFkB. Gene sites clustered close to the nuclear membrane.
D = 8⇥10 12
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Figure 6.19: Time series of species in the NFkB pathway. For each species, with the
exception of NFkB and IkBa (in which we show nuclear and cytoplasmic numbers)
the plots show the total copy number over the entire cell against time. Gene sites are
clustered close to the nuclear membrane and D = 8⇥ 10 12. From top left down to
bottom right: Total NFkB, Total IkB, Free NFkB, Free IkB, A20, nuclear-cytoplasmic
ration of NFkB, mRNA of IkB and A20, Free promoter species of IkB and A20, TAK,
IKK (inactive and active).
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Figure 6.20: Snapshots of NFkB. Gene sites clustered close to the nuclear membrane.
D = 8⇥10 12
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Figure 6.21: Time series of species in the NFkB pathway. For each species, with the
exception of NFkB and IkBa (in which we show nuclear and cytoplasmic numbers)
the plots show the total copy number over the entire cell against time. Gene sites are
clustered close to the nuclear membrane and D = 3⇥ 10 11. From top left down to
bottom right: Total NFkB, Total IkB, Free NFkB, Free IkB, A20, nuclear-cytoplasmic
ration of NFkB, mRNA of IkB and A20, Free promoter species of IkB and A20, TAK,
IKK (inactive and active).
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Figure 6.22: Snapshots of NFkB. Gene sites clustered close to the nuclear membrane.
D = 3⇥10 11
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Figure 6.23: Time series of species in the NFkB pathway. For each species, with the
exception of NFkB and IkBa (in which we show nuclear and cytoplasmic numbers)
the plots show the total copy number over the entire cell against time. Gene sites are
clustered close to the nuclear membrane and D = 3⇥ 10 11. From top left down to
bottom right: Total NFkB, Total IkB, Free NFkB, Free IkB, A20, nuclear-cytoplasmic
ration of NFkB, mRNA of IkB and A20, Free promoter species of IkB and A20, TAK,
IKK (inactive and active).
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Figure 6.24: Snapshots of NFkB. Gene sites clustered close to the nuclear membrane.
D = 3⇥10 11
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Figure 6.25: Time series of species in the NFkB pathway. For each species, with the
exception of NFkB and IkBa (in which we show nuclear and cytoplasmic numbers)
the plots show the total copy number over the entire cell against time. Gene sites are
clustered close to the nuclear membrane and D = 1⇥ 10 10. From top left down to
bottom right: Total NFkB, Total IkB, Free NFkB, Free IkB, A20, nuclear-cytoplasmic
ration of NFkB, mRNA of IkB and A20, Free promoter species of IkB and A20, TAK,
IKK (inactive and active).
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Figure 6.26: Snapshots of NFkB. Gene sites clustered close to nuclear membrane
D = 1⇥10 10
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Figure 6.27: Time series of species in the NFkB pathway. For each species, with the
exception of NFkB and IkBa (in which we show nuclear and cytoplasmic numbers)
the plots show the total copy number over the entire cell against time. Gene sites are
clustered close to the nuclear membrane and D = 1⇥ 10 10. From top left down to
bottom right: Total NFkB, Total IkB, Free NFkB, Free IkB, A20, nuclear-cytoplasmic
ration of NFkB, mRNA of IkB and A20, Free promoter species of IkB and A20, TAK,
IKK (inactive and active).
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Figure 6.28: Snapshots of NFkB. Gene sites clustered close to nuclear membrane
D = 1⇥10 10
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For the slower diffusion regime, D = 8⇥ 10 12 an initial spike in nuclear NFkB was
observed for most simulations, after this, NFkB went back to generally being held
inactive in the cytoplasm by its inhibitor IkB, see figures 6.17, 6.18, 6.23 and 6.24.
WAVOS detected average periods of 250 minutes in the nuclear NFkB species, which
is a lot longer than experimentally observed. However, these nuclear NFkB oscilla-
tions were of a low amplitude, thus, only insignificant nuclear-cytoplasmic oscillations
of NFkB were recorded. The closer proximity of the gene sites to the cytoplasm aids
in NFkB reaching its target gene faster. This lead to a higher amount of fluctuations
in NFkB-IkB and NFkB-A20 promoter binding and thus, the transcription of IkB and
A20 mRNA. Due to the closer proximity of the gene sites to the cytoplasm, IkB and
A20 mRNA can readily travel to the cytoplasm and IkB and A20 protein can be syn-
thesised. Thus, there is a greater level in down-regulation of NFkB by its sequestration
in the cytoplasm by its inhibitor IkB. A percentage of cells in experiments are observed
to be inactive under TNF stimulation (Nelson et al. 2004). Our model here suggests
that the position of the gene sites within those cells could be closer to the nucleus, thus,
exhibiting inactivity.
However, as we increase the diffusion parameter from D = 8⇥10 12 to D = 3⇥10 11
and again to D = 1⇥ 10 10 we see the onset of oscillations. This difference can be
explained by the higher amount of A20 that was seen to get synthesised. For this
increase in the diffusion parameter we see an increase of 1000 of the peak numbers
reached in A20 protein. Thus, we see more oscillatory behaviour in the IKK species,
particularly more for the fast diffusion regime: see figures 6.21, 6.23, 6.25 and 6.27.
The mean period calculated for D = 3⇥10 11 was 178 minutes, ranging between 105
minutes and 266 minutes.
The mean period calculated for D = 1 ⇥ 10 10 was 131 minutes, ranging between
110 minutes and 166 minutes. For this diffusion regime, the copy numbers of nuclear
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NFkB peak amplitudes also increased.
We then say with confidence, that diffusion drives oscillations in this model.
See figure 6.29 for a summary of the NFkB GRN. Figure 6.29 shows plots of mean
period and mean copy number levels of nuclear NFkB against the diffusion parameter.
For a diffusion parameter of D = 1⇥ 10 12 and gene sites clustered at the origin, we
find NFkB to generally accumulate in the nucleus. Large mean periods were calculated
but this was insignificant when it came to looking at the ratio of nuclear-cytoplasmic
levels of NFkB. On the contrary, for a diffusion parameter of D = 8⇥10 12 and gene
sites clustered close the nucleus membrane, we saw NFkB being held inactive in the
cytoplasm. Generally we see that as diffusion is increased, there is an increase in the
levels of nuclear NFkB oscillations.
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Figure 6.29: Left: Average period recorded of nuclear NFkB oscillations over one
hundred trajectories of the NFkB GRN against diffusion coefficient, D. Right: Average
copy number of NFkB over one hundred simulations against diffusion coefficient. Both
plots consider cases where gene sites are clustered together at the origin and the case
where gene sites are clustered together close to the nuclear membrane.
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6.4 Crosstalk between NF-kB and HIF1a
HIF (Hypoxia Inducible Factor) is a family of heterodimeric transcription factors, that
as the name suggests, play a major role in hypoxia, (low oxygen conditions). The
pioneering investigations indeed found that a major function of HIF is to help achieve
cellular homeostasis and survival during hypoxia.
The HIF dimers consist of an a subunit and a b subunit. The expression of HIFb
subunits are not affected by oxygen levels. However, HIF is usually only seen to
be activated (stabilised) under hypoxic conditions. This is due to the stability of a
subunits being heavily dependent on oxygen conditions. Under normoxic conditions,
the HIFa subunits are normally seen to be broken down (Maynard et al. 2003). The
hydroxylation of specific HIFa residues by PHDs (prolyl hydroxylases) stimulates
interaction with the von Hippel-Lindau E3 Ligase, (VHL) resulting in the a subunit
being targetted for disassembly.
However, recently HIF has been seen to be active in relatively well oxygenated regions
of tumours and diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis and diabetes. These diseases are
also common to NFkB.
NFkB and HIF share some target genes. Notably the pro-angiogenic cytokine IL  8
(Maxwell et al. 2007) and the inflammatory regulator, T NFa (Gorlach & Bonello
2008).
Due to these observations an intrinsic connection between the inflammatory and hy-
poxic responses was hypothesised and a relationship betweeen HIF and NFkB has now
come to light.
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6.4.1 HIF1a-NFkB crosstalk
Experiments have shown that if there is a complete block of the NFkB pathway dur-
ing hypoxia, HIF1a is no longer activated and in fact HIF1a levels are diminished.
Further investigation revealed the HIF1a promoter to be responsive to selective NFkB
subunits, rendering NFkB a regulator of basal HIF1a mRNA transcription, (Bonello
et al. 2007, Rius et al. 2008, van Uden et al. 2008). Additionally, despite the fact
that HIFa subunits are normally degraded during normoxic conditions, it has recently
come to pass that HIF1a can be stabilised (thus activated) during normoxia by NF-kB.
This regulation was demonstrated further via experiments that exposed cells to inflam-
matory cytokines such as TNFa , wherein, the subsequent NFkB activation induces
HIF1a expression in an NFkB dependent manner (van Uden et al. 2008).
Moreover, Bandarra et al. (2015) unearthed the indirect suppression of NFkB by HIF1a
via a mechanism that requires TAK-IKK activity. They found that in the absence of
HIF1a , the levels of several NFkB targets, specifically A20, IkB, IL-8 and Cyld, (Ren-
ner & Schmitz 2009) either showed no significant reduction or were in fact elevated,
due to them themselves being NFkB targets. This demonstrates the important role HIF
plays in preventing excessive pro-inflammatory responses.
This confirms and elucidates futher the importance of controlling NFkB by the exis-
tence of many negative feedback loops that are in place within cells, HIF1a having
recently been discovered to be one of them.
Thus, NFkB seems to be a vital player in the HIF GRN and vice versa.
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6.4.2 Mathematical modelling of NF-kB and HIF1-a crosstalk
In the previous canonical NFkB GRN model we neglected the effects of HIF crosstalk.
This was completely valid as termination of the NFkB response still occurs in the ab-
sense of HIF1a , due to the many other feedback mechanisms in place. Plus, it had
been understood that HIF was degraded under normoxic conditions. We thus, now
present a spatial stochastic model of the canonical NFkB GRN coupled with HIF1a .
All the reactive and diffusive processes of the previous model still remain but now we
include the addition of HIF1a effects. For instance, the indirect repression of NFkB by
HIF1a is due to the interference of HIF1a with the TAK-IKK complex, decreasing the
amount that IKK is activated and thus, decreasing the liberation of NFkB. We there-
fore, include a reaction where HIF1a forms a complex with the TAK-IKKi complex,
preventing the activation of inactive IKK. Since, we now have NFkB as an inducer of
HIF1a mRNA transcription, this completes the additional negative feedback loop.
In this section we will consider two cases of NFkB-HIF1a crosstalk. At first we will
consider the case where the gene sites are clustered close to the nuclear membrane and
second we will consider the case where the gene sites are clustered close to the nuclear
membrane. We will stick to the one diffusion regime, where we set, D = 8⇥10 12.
For the first case, the position of the three gene sites are, (xIkB,yIkB,zIkB)= (0.5cosp//6µm, 0.5sinp/6µm,0µm)
for IkBa and (xA20,yA20,zA20) = ( 0.5cosp/6µm, 0.5sinp/6µm,0µm) for A20
and (xHIF1a ,yHIF1a ,zHIF1a) = (0µm,0.5µm,0µm) for HIF1a . For the second case,
the position of the three gene sites are translated by 2.35µm along the positive y-axis.
The gene site positions for gene sites clustered close to the nucleus membrane are:
(xIkB,yIkB,zIkB)= (0.5cosp//6µm, 0.5sinp/6µm,0µm) for IkBa and (xA20,yA20,zA20)=
( 0.5cosp/6µm, 0.5sinp/6µm,0µm) for A20 and (xHIF1a ,yHIF1a ,zHIF1a)= (0µm,0.5µm,0µm)
for HIF1a .
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The first set of two simulations are for first set and the second set of two simulations
are for the latter case. Again, each set comes in two: a time series of individual species
copy number over the entire cell and a series of ten spatial snapshots of NFkB. Each
snapshot is of a slice of the cellular domain, showing the x-y plane.
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Table 6.5: Cytoplasmic reactions
Reaction Description Parameter value
Stimulus a  ! IKKi Formation of in-
active IKK
a = 0.0185Mmin 1
Stimulus a  ! TAK Formation of
TAK
a = 0.0185Mmin 1
IKKi+TAK
A1  ! TAKIKKi Formation of
TAK and IKKi
complex
A1 = 1⇥1013M 1min 1
TAKIKKi
C1  ! IKKa+TAK Activation of
IKK
C1 = 50M 1min 1
HIF1atran
SH  ! HIF1atran + HIF1a Translation of
HIF1a protein
SH = 10min 1
A20 + IKKa
A3  ! IKKa-A20 Formation of
IKKa-A20 com-
plex
A3 = 1⇥1011M 1min 1
IKKaA20 C3  ! IKKi+ A20 Deactivation
of IKKa via
interaction with
A20
C3 = 50min 1
IKKi dk  ! /0 Degradation of
IKKa
dk = 0.06min 1
IKKa Dk  ! IKKi Spontaneous
deactivation of
IKKa
Dk = 0.03min 1
HIF1a + TAKIKKi
A4  ! TAKIKKiHIF Association/disassociation
of TAK-HIF
complex
A4 = 1⇥1011M 1min 1
TAKIKKiHIF
C4  ! TAK + IKKi + HIF1a Disassociation
of TAKIKKiHIF
complex
dk = 50min 1
HIF1a
Hson   *)   
Hso f f
HIF1amic HIF1aB bind-
ing/unbinding to
microtubule
Hson = 1⇥109min 1
Hso f f = 10min 1
Hsi
v  ! Hs j Radially directed
active transport
of HIF1a be-
tween connected
voxels
v = 3⇥10 5mmin 1
Sij
djik  ! Sik Molecular diffu-
sion
D = 5⇥10 11m2min 1
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Table 6.6: HIF1a gene site reactions
Reaction Description Parameter value
H p f
aH  ! H p f + HIF1atran Basal transcrip-
tion of HIF1a
mRNA
aH = 2.25min 1
H po
aH/g   ! H po +HIF1atran Repression of
HIF1a mRNA
transcription
aH = 2.25min 1,g = 100
H p f +NFkB
b1  *) 
b2
H po NFkB bind-
ing/unbinding to
HIF1a promoter
b1 = 3.35⇥106min 1
b2 = 0.07min 1
Table 6.7: Global reactions
Global Reactions Description Parameter value
HIFtran dmH  ! /0 Degradation of
HIFtran
dm = 0.025min 1
HIF
dpH  ! /0 Degradation of
HIF
dp = 0.07min 1
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Figure 6.30: Time series of species in the NFkB pathway with HIF1a pathway. For
each species, with the exception of NFkB and IkBa (in which we show nuclear and
cytoplasmic numbers) the plots show the total copy number over the entire cell against
time. Gene sites are clustered close to the centre of the nucleus and D = 8⇥ 10 12.
From top left down to bottom right: Total NFkB, Total IkB, Free NFkB, nuclear-
cytoplasmic ration of NFkB, mRNA of IkB, A20 and HIF1a , Free promoter species of
IkB, A20 and HIF1a , HIF1a , A20, TAK and IKK (inactive and active).
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Figure 6.31: Snapshots of NFkB: Crosstalk with HIF1a . Gene sites are clustered
close to the origin. D = 8⇥10 12
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Figure 6.32: Time series of species in the NFkB pathway with HIF1a pathway. For
each species, with the exception of NFkB and IkBa (in which we show nuclear and
cytoplasmic numbers) the plots show the total copy number over the entire cell against
time. Gene sites are clustered close to the centre of the nucleus and D = 8⇥ 10 12.
From top left down to bottom right: Total NFkB, Total IkB, Free NFkB, nuclear-
cytoplasmic ration of NFkB, mRNA of IkB, A20 and HIF1a , Free promoter species of
IkB, A20 and HIF1a , HIF1a , A20, TAK and IKK (inactive and active).
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Figure 6.33: Snapshots of NFkB: Crosstalk with HIF1a . Gene sites are clustered
close to the origin. D = 8⇥10 12
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Figure 6.34: Time series of species in the NFkB pathway with HIF1a pathway. For
each species, with the exception of NFkB and IkBa (in which we show nuclear and
cytoplasmic numbers) the plots show the total copy number over the entire cell against
time. Gene sites are clustered close to the nuclear membrane and D= 8⇥10 12. From
top left down to bottom right: Total NFkB, Total IkB, Free NFkB, nuclear-cytoplasmic
ration of NFkB, mRNA of IkB, A20 and HIF1a , Free promoter species of IkB, A20
and HIF1a , HIF1a , A20, TAK and IKK (inactive and active).
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Figure 6.35: Snapshots of NFkB: Crosstalk with HIF1a . Gene sites are clustered
close to the nuclear membrane. D = 8⇥10 12
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Figure 6.36: Time series of species in the NFkB pathway with HIF1a pathway. For
each species, with the exception of NFkB and IkBa (in which we show nuclear and
cytoplasmic numbers) the plots show the total copy number over the entire cell against
time. Gene sites are clustered close to the nuclear membrane and D= 8⇥10 12. From
top left down to bottom right: Total NFkB, Total IkB, Free NFkB, nuclear-cytoplasmic
ration of NFkB, mRNA of IkB, A20 and HIF1a , Free promoter species of IkB, A20
and HIF1a , HIF1a , A20, TAK and IKK (inactive and active).
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Figure 6.37: Snapshots of NFkB: Crosstalk with HIF1a . Gene sites are clustered
close to the nuclear membrane. D = 8⇥10 12
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With the addition of HIF1a crosstalk, the period of nuclear-cytoplasmic oscillations of
NFkB is ever so slightly increased but not significantly, (for the case where gene sites
are clustered close to the origin). However, an interesting result, is in the comparison
between the NFkB GRN with gene sites clustered close to the nuclear membrane, with
and without HIF. See figures 6.21, 6.22, 6.23, 6.24, for the NFkB GRN dynamics in
the absence of HIF1a and figure 6.34, 6.35, 6.36 and 6.37 with the inclusion of HIF.
The fact that the gene sites were closer to the nuclear membrane again lead to the
greater number of protein being synthesised. However, the explanation for the onset
of oscillations at this position under this diffusion regime was the inclusion of HIF1a .
The extra negative feedback to the system, induced the oscillatory nature in this case.
We speculate that the presence of heterogeneity throughout a cell population, in terms
of the observation of NFkB activation, could be due to the positioning of gene sites
within the cell and/or whether or not HIF1a is active in a cell.
The restriction our model put on crossing the nuclear membrane was of the utmost
importance in creating the higher values of nuclear-cytoplasmic ratio. Also, if active
transport was turned of we noticed how similar results could still be recorded but only
for an increase in the diffusion parameter.
One remark, we can make is that the comparison made between simulation and exper-
iment was vastly done by visual observation. By computing the power spectrum for
both experiments and simulations, a truly quantitative comparison can be carried out.
This will be left for future work.
Spatial stochastic modelling was essential in capturing the variability in key aspects of
GRN dynamics.
Chapter 7
Discussion and future work
7.1 Discussion
In this thesis we have focussed only on the behaviour of intracellular gene regulation
in isolation within a single cell. Of course in many in vitro experiments and in vivo,
cells exist in communities and it is important that they communicate with and signal
to each other. For example, as is the case for the developmental process of somitogen-
esis, intracellular signalling is coordinated in an intercellular manner. In particular the
oscillatory expression of certain proteins within cells can be synchronous (see, for ex-
ample, Lewis 2003, Terry & Chaplain 2011). Understanding how cell-cell interactions
affect gene regulation and the dynamics of a group of cells or a tissue could form the
basis of future investigation.
Overall the results of this thesis confirm the importance of modelling transcription fac-
tor systems, where negative feedback loops are involved (both actual and synthetic),
using explicit spatial models. Given the current level of interest in synthetic biology
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and the technological tools available to synthetic biologists, the findings in this the-
sis indicate that experimentalists should take molecular movement into account when
trying to design such systems.
Most of the previous work in this area has adopted a delay differential equation ap-
proach where a discrete time delay is included in a system of ODEs. As well as
transcription and translation, the delay is taken to account for molecular movement
without explicitly incorporating this mechanism into the model. By explicitly incor-
porating spatial terms into our model, we are able to say something more focused
about the importance of molecular movement and the effect of molecular transport
time between nucleus and cytoplasm. Recent work on spatial models and the results
of this thesis show that the incorporation of spatial effects into models of GRNs allows
us to reproduce the known oscillatory dynamics. While delay equations also capture
the overall oscillatory dynamics of GRNs, considering spatial models which incor-
porate intracellular molecular movement directly, will allow connections to be made
with experimental data arising from single cell experiments. Increasingly biologists
are developing techniques to tag and monitor the movement of molecules in single
cells. Developing appropriate mathematical models that have the ability to analyse the
spatial data that arises from such single-cell experiments is also, therefore, important,
which is where spatial models such as those presented in this thesis can bring new
insights to the problem. In addition to describing the overall mRNA and protein con-
centrations over time the computational results of our model may be compared with
single cell experiments where proteins are tagged with a fluorescent label, (e.g. Ashall
et al. 2009, Lahav et al. 2004, Nelson et al. 2004), although this is beyond the re-
mit of this thesis. Populations of cells are heterogenous in nature, with differences at
both the genetic and the phenotypic level. In order to continue to study intracellular
dynamics (and potentially the subsequent cell-cell dynamics) it is important to have
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mathematical models which can account explicitly for the phenotypic variation be-
tween individual cells. Spatial models permit a realistic modelling of individual cells
where it is required to analyse the aspects of phenotypic variation which arise from
differences in intracellular structure – such as different positioning of gene sites, vari-
ations in diffusion coefficients between molecules, spatially-dependent diffusion due
to intracellular structural heterogeneity, or explicit transport of molecules across the
nuclear membrane. As the imaging techniques themselves are further developed and
refined it is also important to continue to develop spatial mathematical models.
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